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The Orga,!i~a(i9!!/9r, f~9na"}ic Co-operation. and Devel
opment (OECP)r~'Is}et1!P '1nde"': a Convention signed
in Paris on 14th December, 1960,' which provides that the
OE9D shall prom~t~ policies designedi:

-'cta qcNere th« highejt~~~tain~bl~econoinic growth
" and employment and a risi!!g standard of living in

Membe~" cf!un!rle~l,while ,m,a,jnt~inin~ financial sta
bili/y,) and t*u~ to~(),ntributet9 thed14ve!opment of
the world ecohomy";" '

- to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member
as well as non-member countries in the process of
economic development ;

- to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a
multilateral, non-discriminatory basis in accordance
with international obligations.

The Members of OECD are Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, Finland, France, the Federal Repubiic of Germany,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States.



FOREWORD

In response to a request of the Third Ministerial Meeting on Science
in March 1968, the Council of the GECD decided to undertake the follow
ing report on the conditions for success in technological innovation.
The report attempts to identify the factors influencing the process of
technological innovation by analysing the results of empirical research
on the subject undertaken over the past ten years, and it discusses im
plications for national policy.

The report is the latest of a number of studies, which have been
prepared under the direction of the GEeD's Committee for Science
Policy, on the relationships between science, technology and the econ
omy, and is an immediate sequel to the series published under the gen
eral title, "Gaps in Technology". Its approach is essentially the same
as these previous GEeD studies. It throws new light on certain policy
problems, and identifies other areas where further information and
analysis are required.

The main focus of the report is technological innovation in response
to industrial and individual needs - in other words, innovation which
lays the basis for economic growth, and which responds to changing
patterns of consumer requirements. The promotion of such innovation
will continue to be an important objective of national policy in future.
And a better understanding of the factors behind successful innovation
will help policy makers identify action which can be taken to make tech
nological innovation more responsible to the increasingly "social" and
"qualitative" objectives of economic growth.

The report was written by Keith Pavitt, with the assistance of
Salomon Wald who was responsible for Part 1lI of the report. Both are
staff members of the Directorate for Scientific Affairs of the OECD.
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SUMMARY OF MAIN CONCLUSIONS OF THE REPORT

RELEVANCE TO S.CIENCE AND ECONOMIC POLICIES

TechnologicaIlnnovation is defined here as the first application of,
science and technology ina newway.iwith commercialsuccess. Foa
tering technological innovation is anImportant objective of national
s~iEmce policy, _sin(J~ pOllsiderablesci~nti~ic and technological resources
are devoted to innovative actrvttres.

Furthermore, techp.ological innovation makes a stgnificantconrrt
bution to competrtrve strength. in international marketa ; and.the diffusion
of innovation -amongst -its potential population of, uaera. to. economic growth
in all Member countries.' The pressures for technological innovation
and diffusion will contioue to be strong as long as economic growth and
i:riternationalcompetitivenessare impo rtant policy objectives-in the
Member countries. The report's analysis' is concentrated.on techno
logical innovation rather than on diffusion, mainly because of the rela
tive lack of empirical information on the latter"

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INNOVATIVE SYSTEM

The Essential Components

Successful technologtcal innovation always .requtres the existence
of three' factors:' scientific and technological capabrltty, market demand,
and an agent which transforms this capability intogoods and services
which satisfy the demand. In the OECD countries, this agentis the
industrial firm, the -pressures and incentives: being competition and
profit, mainly through product innovations but also through cost
reducing process innovations.
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According to the results of four empirical studies, between two
thirds and three-quarters of innovations are initially stimulated by a
clear definition of market needs. However, the remaining technology
stimulated innovations include relatively more innovations of a radical
nature, which provide the basis for a larger number of more minor
innovations, oriented towards the satisfaction of well defined market
needs.

Differences Amongst Industries

In .. spiteof the. relative. concentranon of :Rand.Dvacttvttres .m a few
industrial sectors, many other sectors of the economy benefit from
science and technology, through being suppliers or customers of the
research-intensive industries. According to aU. S. study, these re
search-intensive' industries employ. relatively large, number's ofqualified
scientists and engineers, not only in R and D, but also in production,
marketing and general management. They also have relatively high
proportions of total employment outside production and high levels.of
concentration;' but-they are not particularly capttaltntensivev.norare
they relatively big consumers of raw materials;

Three factors have been put forward" to explain the "arYingiesea"ch
intensity of industrial sectors, namely, variations in teclmological op
portunity, quality of management, and market opportunities. "But there
is ·no··.empirical evidence' on therelattve importance of-these·factors,.!;
.which may,··in any: case ,be interdependent..; Technological. advances: in·
materials, ·automation.and -informatics.offerconsiderable·opportunities
for application in sectors, which are- not at presentresearoh-tntenstve.
ManagementsIn thesesectors may .themselves exploit. these .opportuntties ,
which will otherwise be seized by the research-intensive industries them
selves.

Industrial Structures

The empirical evidence suggests that both large and small firms
play essential roles in the process of technological innovation, and that
these roles are complementary, interdependent .ll11c:l.~y~r, C~aI1g,41g.

They are complementary in that larger firms have tended to con
tribute most.to innovation in .areas requiring large-scale R'and D, 'pro

.ductton or marketingresources,:whilst smaller firms have ,tended· to
concentrate on the supply of specialised but sophisticated components:
and equipment, "-often with' large firms as customers,'. In.addittonv.how
ever,small firms- have often made very major innovations, .ettherbe-, .
cause large firms have not had effective metbodsofevaluatmg and im-;
plementing radical proposals, or because major innovations' often involve
great uncertainties so that even the best managed of large firms may let
important opportunities slip through their fingers.

12
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small firms are often started 'by scientists and engineers with previous
experience in large firms. Sometimes the establishment of these "spin
off" firms has been actively encouraged by large firms. Sometimes
it. has happened by default. Small. science-based firms. flourished
.eatHe! in the U. S.)\.. ,thanin .other Member countrteev partlybecause
ofa morefavourable market and financial environment. and; of a greater
degl'e~.ofpe rsonal.mobility.' "

Finally, the roles of large and small firms are ever changing. As
a technology mature/.?, in one sector, scale facto rs tend to become more
important. But, as', one technologymatures '. another enters a. pe rrod of
growth, th~reby,()peningother andnew ,oppo.rtlUlities for, smaller firms.
Hencethe need for mobility .and ,flexibility 0:£ ,innovative,l'ys:ource,s. ~ ~d
particularly skilled manpower and capital -in.ordel' to respond to the
ever, changtng ?PportunitiEl;s:.~n~X:E3quirelAe1?-t;~of technologtcaltnnovatton.

The Size of National Markets

Studies in the US!\have suggested that the size and sophistication
of theU, S. market has been a key factorIn the innovative strength of
U. S. tndustrv.vHowever , this explanation does not appear to hold. for
all Membercount~ies. There are countries with very small national
markets, .but also with the technologicaland entrepreneurtal capabtlities
enabling t~em to respond .todemands for innovation on wor'ld. markets,
However, overcoming barriers to national markets has tts.costsr.and
can reduce the rewards and returns to successful innovators. In par
ticular; the penetration of foreigngovernment markets appearato have
been particularly difficult, and to have had important effects on patterns
of 'Innovativeperformance- in certain sectors.

The Management. of Innovation

Technological innovation poses many difficult and sometimes novel
problems to management, given the uncertainttes and long time horizons
involved, and given the, need for, communications across disciplinary
and functional boundaries. Hence the need for "entrepreneurial" orga
nisational forms, with flexible definitions of responsibilities and large
possibilities for Iateralcomrriunication, capable of evaluating and re
sponding to 'new - and often unforeseen '~ 'technical and 'market circum
stances. Hence also the need- for.top managementt's commitment to
taking risks.

S'~dy and teaching specifically relat'ed to the process .of innovation
may be particularly valuable - for both research workers and managers 
given the difficulties of applying successfully many of the conventional
management techniques. Furthermore, the increasingly worldwide com
petitive and ma'rket envfronmentwlthin which technological innovation
takes place requires a careful deffnition of the role of Rand Rinachieving

13
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mix of "offensive", "defensive" and "absorpttve" Rand D strategies.

The Role of Fundamental Research

Fundamental tresea'rch undertaken mainly in the universities plays
an essential role in the process of technological innovation. It enlarges
the pool of knowledge from which innovative activities draw ,and is an'
essential input into the training of manpower for applied research and
development.activities.

The experience ofeleven Member countries suggests that strong
links exist between national potentials infundamental research and
national strengths in technological innovation. Although the results of
the world's fundamental research arev In narrow economic terms , a
"free good", the effective absorption of the results of foreign funda
mental research requires an:.lndtgenous fundamental research effort ..;;
certainly in the untve rstttes and, at higher levels of technological devel
opment, also in industry.

Furthermore, the transfer of knowledge between science arid tech
nology is mainly "person-embodied": in other words, it takes place
through people talking to one another, or throngh people moving from
one institution to another. Hence the importance ofintegrating the
results of fundamental research rapidly into the teaching process, of
university staff 'consulting with industry, and of untverstty-based re
fresher' courses for industrialists.

Conversely, strength in teehnologfcal. innovation also affects the
qualttyof fundamental research. It leads to tndustrtal growth and
thereby induces greater demands for university education and research,
either through direct, industrial financing of certain university activities,
or through the senattivtty of governmental educational policy to industrial
requirements.

THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Government is not the primary agentfor the generation arid applt
cation of scientific and .technologtcal knowledge. This role belongs to,
the universities.and industry. But experience has shown that govern
ment policy, when oriented towards well-defined objectives, can have
an important influence on the resources, incentives and barriers related
to the Innovative process.

Objectives

However , no general policy prescriptions can be made which will
be applicable in all counrries, because countries, differ inresources ,

14
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of various components of government policy. Nonetheless,successful,
national innovative systems appear to be bound up with strong fundamen
tal research coupled wilh a capability in Industrial R and D, orientation
towards world markets, and flexible structures and methods which
ensure that multiple channels are kept open for the creation, transfer and
application of technology.

The Deployment of R and D Resources

Even where variations in' absolute size are 'taken into account,
there are big differences amongst Member countrtes in the level of
resources devoted to Rand D performed in industry. For R and D
financed by industry. the differences are smaller, although still im
portant.

Government performed R and D has decreased as a proportion of
total R and D in countries where it has been high. Although total levels
of R and D funding, and the objectives of government-financed R and D.
have often evolved rapidly, patterns of performance of R and D changed
only slowly.

Many governments are taking measures to couple government per
formed R and D more closely to industrial needs•. At the same time,
government measures to promote industrial R and D have been success
ful when R and D has been the main bottleneck in the innovative process,
but not otherwise.

National· Technological Specialisation

The increasingly open and interdependent OECD region requires
national specialisation within areas of advancing technology. The
existing patterns of national specialisation reflect government objectives
and access to raw materials, as well as the sanctions of commercial
success in wor-ld markets. Government can r einforce existing patterns
of specialisation through rewarding successful, innovating firms, and
can help create new patterns in the longer term by building up new
strong points in scientific and technological capabilities.

Larg~ScaleTechnological Programmes

Governments' are often involved ,in financing .large-acale sctentffic
and technological programmes which have a strong influence on the pace
and direction of scientific and technological advance, ,as well, as on the
use of resources. These programmes have had important effects on
technologtcal innovation in specific sector-s, But some countrtes have a
strong national performance in technological innovation without such
large-scale programmes. The extent to which governments will finance
large-scale programmes related to technological innovation will depend

15



high return projects, as .well as the degree of internationalis ation, of
par-tictpatlon. in large-seale prognammeatn. future.

Creating a Climate ,l'llvourable, to Technological Innovation

When ','cons:ideringTIlor~ general policies -Jor-'tll~_- dr~ati<)n:0'f.~:_cltmate
favourable to teclmological innovation, three key' characteristics'o(tne/'
innovative process must be borneinl11,i ILd. "F:irst, the,outc?~e of inno
vative activities is uncertain, so that,'dskt'aktng must be rewarded~

and mdtvtduals and institutions must have the abtltty to adapt to, new and
unforeseen -situations. Second, innovation oftenimpltes uncomfortable
changes, :".SO .that pressures must exist for change, andttssocialcosts.
reduced as far as possible. Thind.. the transfer of technologtcal.know
lodge is mainly "person-embodied", so that mobility and person-to- .'.'
person COllUlets mustbe encollraged,,:_ both within and amongst institutions
at the various stages of the innovative process.

'I'hesereqniremente suggest, a numberof objectives tor government
policy, .such as:"

- ensuringindustrial competition, as the main pressureIortech
nological. innovation;

- ensurfng equitable rewardsIo'rfnnovatlons, 'thrbughthe taxand
patent systems;

- ensuring that regulations, codes and standards takeaccount.of
both the social costs and benefits of the innovative process, as
well as the flexibility and pluralismrequire<:tJ9r,successful;inno;:
vation;

- havtngaotive.regtonal and manpower poltciestodealwtth.the
changes Inmdustrfal and skill patterns broughtaboutby tech
nologtcalchange;

, .

- uSing,gov~rnment'lJr??~rement to~p~ade the teohntcalIevel of
industr~'aIldto coupletechnology more effectivelyto collective;

i social needs; 1 '

- encouraging the mobility scientists and engineers, especially
in and out of government Iaboratortes,

.,..' tdentrfytng.pcltcymeasures toencourage science-based entre
preneurship;

- ensuring continued trade and capitalIiberaltsation, thereby height
eningthe pressures and' incentives for technological irli1.6v~ti()liiri

all' Member cOWlt.rie~,dand"ma~taiIDrig:therapid~'international
spread of the benefits of new technology.
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A. THE' ECONOMIC CONTEXT.

1. The importance of the impact of science and technology on the
OECDeconomies is nowwidely.accepted, Thus, in examining: the
growth of output in OECD countries over the period ·1960~1980, a docu
ment of Working Party No. 2 of the Economic Policy Committee has
said the following:

"Nor is it likely that the sOtl~ces of the high rates ofgrowth of
potential outputexpected in the 1970's will quickly disappear; onthe
contrary, allthe eVidepce. suggests that the industrial and commercial
exploitatio~ of the existing body .?fscientificand technical knowl~dge .
willcontinue to generate increases in productivity for along time to .
come."(138)* .

•,., ••••:';: •••• :... .: :::- ',': .... .. " :.: <

2... Yetthe,Ilature and the me9haniSrn8~Jfsci~nce and technology's
illl:P_~cton the economy are often misunder-stood, so ih~t some effort of
clarification is necessary. T~~: di~tU1ctiOn})et("'eeninventi?~'il1Jlovation

and diffusion is particularly iniportant when consideririg the macro- .
economic effects of technological progress. Invention is the idea of how
science and technology could beappliedin,~ new \yay, innovation consists
of brtngmg invention to Its first~,uccessfulcommerctaluse, and diffusfon
consists of the spread of the use of the innovation amongst its potential
populationof users. This dtstinctton i t3 , tosomeext~nt at least, an
artlffcial oyersimpli~icatioIl: for, example, the process of invention
persists throughout theentire life. of a new technology, since the stages
of innovation.a~d diffusion may themselves give rise to the .requtrements
for additiona.l. inventions r elated to, say..., large-scale production teehniques,

, ,,' "',',' , "':' ", -"',", ',,",,: __c,-"',_' '

3. However', the diattnction.Is indlspensableIf :one is to understand
the vartous economic poltcy- implications of science and.technology,. , For

',--" ' "" ':' ' ":"c,, ,; ." ,", :.- _,.--"',,,,', "" ,-:,',;"," ".' ",: :' ',' ',0': ',"', ,C,' '.',,' J

* References are given in Annex C to this Report.
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ing teclmology - either indigenous or foreign developed - is clearly the
most important part of the process. The mechanisms of the diffusion
are the same either nationally or internationally: expansion of the inno
vating firm, licensing, independent re-development, the purchase of
producers' goods, and the flow of scientific and teclmological know
ledge - either written or embodied in people,

4. This explains, amongst other things, why there is no observed
correlation between the proportion of national resources devoted to R
and D and rates of growth of productivity. Productivity growth depends
on the diffusion of both nationally and foreign developed innovations.
But national R and D efforts are concentrated mainly at the inventive
and innovative parts of the .speetrum, As such" they reflect only a
small proportion of the stock of innovations available for diffusion,and
hardly any of the factors that affect-the rapidity. of the diffusion process.

5. It also sh~ws the drfficulty of separating the contribution of "tech
nical progress" (i. e". the diffusion of innovations) to productivity growth
from that of other factors; The diffusion of an innovation often r equires
capital mvestment•.. If it is' a radical inno'vation, "it mayrequire 'c~gel?
in production Illethods',compans or;ganisation and the skillreCJ.tli~E;!Inen~s

of management and the work force: it will also offer many opportunrttes
for improvement once in use. How effectively these changes are made
and these oppo~tunities exploited will depend on the level ()f education
and the learning capacity of management and the labour force. Thus,..
the. diffusiOll of iml0vati?n is. intimately b()und up with, and complementary
to, iI1Y43~tmeIlt,. education, and management, "

6. However, continued productivity growth requires more than the
diffusion and effective use of existing technology, For any given pro
duction teclmique, there "ere ultimate limits on the pr~ductivityadV"3J,1''''s
which can be attained, by better education and training, improved m3J,1a~e
ment, economtes of scale, and so forth. These limits ar" teclmologically
determined and can be transcended only throughteclmologicalinn0V"ation.
TI1)'~' continuing growth in productivity in theOECD arear,equirescon
tinuing technological innovation in order to increase the stock of tech
nology ~:>n which the Member countries can draw. The mechanism
through which this stock is increased is the continued competitive
efforts by industrial firms to improve and change their products and
production processes. Innovation - and especially radical innovation -
is very closely dependent on invention and R and D, and is a risky, un
certain, and sometimes long-term activity.
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7. ItIs on the process of inventio~ and Innovation, parttcularly iri
iridustry, that this report will concentrate. This focus has been dict
ated partly by lack of data. lnsufficient empirically based information
and analysis exists comparing rates of diffusion of technology in different
Member countries, or identifying the factors affecting the diffusion pro
cess, to enableany meangful generalisations to be made. * And the
Secretariat has not had either the competence or the resources to make
a thorough analysis of the factors influencing technological innovation
in such areas as agrtculture and medicine.

8. Although industrial policy towards science and technology is more
than a policyfor technological innovation, a number of.very good rea- ,
sons exists-for obtaining a better-understanding of.the process.of in
vention and innovation, and for irnprovlng the effectiveness with whtcb.
the process works. In individual Member countries, the production of
technological innovations absorbs a sizeable proportion of national R
and D resources: it, is therefore an Impor-tant.aspect of national science
policy to ensure that these resourcesare employed efficiently. l'urther
more; the successful production of teclmological innovations has an
important.influence on cpmpetitivepositionsinworldmarkets, and is
intimately linked to national capabilities in fundamental research. **

9. And, for the GECD area as a whole, technological innovations now
create the basis for economic growth-of the GECD member-s over the next
twenty to thirty years. It would be theoretically feasIble for an Individual
Member country to stop producing innovations and to grow solely on the
basis of those produced by others. But it would be disastrous for long.

* An attempt to compare le.vels,and rates of dfffuston of four-technologies in the.
Member countries has been made in a previous DEeD publication (139). Furthermore, a
study comparing the diffusion of ten process innovations in six European Member countries
has been published by the National Institute of Econolllic and Social Research (140). Work
of a similar nature is being continued with 'the involvement of the National Bureau of
Economic Research, New York,
Mansfield ha~ analysed the ,qiffusion of twelve innovations i?fouru, S. industries (17). He
found that the diffusion of innovation amongst the potential' population ofusers had been a
relatively slow process, often' taking twenty years or more. He also found that the speed of
diffusion had depended on three factors: the extent of the economic advantage of the inno
vation, the extent of uncertainty associated with it, and the level of investment required.
He also .found that the speed of a firm's response to an Innovation was not related to its rate
of growth, profit level,_ liquidity, profit -trend, or age of its management personnel,

** Fora detailed examination of the links between fundamentalresearch.and Industrial
innovation, see Part III of the Report.
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such a "beggar my neighbour" policy and to stop producing innovations,
The OECD is perhaps the approprtate framework within which to say that
the industrially advanced Member countries have some, sort of collective
responsibility toproducEluseful innovations as a basis for future econo:rn-
ic growth, '

C. THE FRAMEWORK OF THE REPORT

10. Given the multiplicity and complexity of the processes of technol
ogical innovation, any manageable framework of analysis is bound to be
imperfect, One Interesting possibility would be to consider the processes
of technological innovation as a system of creating, coupling, transfer
and use of infcrmation (141). But given the complexity of any consequent
model in relation to the empirical information available, this possibility
has beenrejected,

11. Instead, the report adopts a much simpler hypothesis. (01' "model"),
which assumes that technological innovation always requires the exis
tence of three factors: first, a base of scientific and/or technological
knowledge; second; an economic or social demand; third,··,a coupling
agent which transforms the scientific and!or technological knowledge
into goods and services which satisfy the economic or social demand. *

12. Furthermore, the report is divided into three parts which examine
respectively the role of industry.rof the universities, and of government
in the process of technological innovation. This "institutional" pr-esenta
tion has the advantage that it enables one to see the role of government,
in relation to those of industry and the universities, within the total
iunovative system. But it must be continually kept in mind that the pro
cess of technological innovation cuts across these institutional boundaries,
and that the roles of industry, university and government ill the innovation
process are mutually dependent and interacting.

D. SOME METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

13. It is only over the past ten to fifteen years that technological
innovation has been the object of empirfcal analysis and data collection,

* Although both scientific/technolOgical knowledge andeconomic/social demand
are necessary conditions for technological innovation, the initial stimulus leading to innov
ation can 'come from one or the other. This point will be discussed in greater detail in Part
II, Section B.
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as distinct from theoretical speculation. Some would argue that all
generalisations about technological innovations are -and always will be 
useless, given the uniqueness of each innovation,and given the inherent
uncertainties in the direction of scientific progress and In the evolution
of market requirements. The authors of this report accept that each
innovation is unique and that there are considerable uncertainties, but"
are convinced that useful generalisations can nonetheless be 'made. In
some senses, innovations are like new-born babies. Eachbabyis
unique (especially to its parents), its sex and physical characteristics
cannot be predicted, nor can the number of babies to be produced in a
given family. It is nonetheless possible at the national level to predict
the number of babies of each sex, and the distribution of their physical
characteristics. It is also possible to identify the factors which influence
the scale and nature of national births. Few would deny the usefulness
of such analyses for policy making.

14. The difficulties in the way of similarly useful generalisations about
technological innovation do not have to do, then, with its unique nature."
They have to do with the comparatively recent growth of data collection
and analysis related to it. There are, nonetheless, a number of sources
of relevant information and analysis. First, statistical data collected
at the national level on such factors as research and development,
education, fundamental science and teclmological innovation. Second,
studies on technological innovation in specific industries. Third, studies
on teclmological tnnovation in relation to institutional and organisational
factors. Fourth, the recorded experience of individuals who have been
involved in the innovative process. Fifth, htstortcal case' studies of
individual or groups of innovations. The OEeD and the Science Policy
Committee' have contributed enormously to the first source of information,
and to some extent to the second, The universities have been the main
contributors to the third source. The fifth source is the most recent,
the most rapidly growing, and is likely in the long term to lead to a
inore fundamental understanding of the processes of technological inno
vation (48, 142).

15. The following report uses information from all these sources, on
the basis of which some useful propositions about the innovative process
can be made and some relevant policy questions identified. But lack of
information and of time has-meant that certain problems have not been clar
ified. In particular, it should be noted tbat a very high proportion of all infor
mation andanalysis of technological innovation has been undertaken in the
USA. Since the U. S. system is sowell documented, andsinceinformation
about it is so readily available, there is a danger, in any report of this
kind, of slipping into an almost exclusive discussion of the U. S. system,
its policy problems and solutions, without sufficient consideration of the
different levels of resources, environmental conditions and policy object
ives of the other Member countries. The Secretariat has tried its utmost
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countries,and to· identify those. features of the U. S. experlencea whlch
are fundamental to the innovatrve process, It has also identified, in
Annex Bto this report; areas where further data collection and. analysis
are necessaryin a wide; number of Member countries. Such info rmation
will be relevant not only to students of technological innovation; but also
to pol.icy makers; unquesttoning imitation .. of others I policy obj ectives,
and of methods of achieving them, may - after all - sometimes be just
as,unrewa:t:'dingas,unquestio.uing imitation in the developmentofa new
product.

16. Because teohnologtcal innovation has only recently been subjected
to rigorous empirical enquiry,' its measurement presents: manystatts
tical andconceptual problems, A number' or indicators of performance
in technological innovation have been used. in GEeD studies in the past:
historical data on the origin of technological innovations; monetary
receipts for, patents, licences and technological know-how; patent
statistdcs; .. trade or market shares in product areas with rapid rates
of technological change. All of them have statistical and conceptual
shortcomtngsvand can justiftably be criticised, However, they are the
same indtcator-s that have been used inimportant academic studies on
technological.innovationundertaken outside the OECD~, andsome of
them have been used in governmental reports as aguide .to innovative
performance, *~ .Furthe.rmore, Annex Ato this report, shows that, in. . -' ,'-

making compartsons amongst ten industrially advanced Member coun-,
trtea, these four types .of indicator give a similar" and .statisttcally
stgniffcant, .picture.ofnational performance in technological innovation,

17• The use of.R and D statistics as indicator-s of illrlOvative perter
ma;nce..has also come in for a, great dealof crrtictsm over.the past two
years. It has been pointed out thatR andnstatiJSticsrneasureonlY:Qn~

part of the total input into the innovatlon.process, Thus ; Jrolll a policy
point of viewv R andtiexpenditures cannot be, equated with Innovative
expenditures. But it does not necessarily invalidate the use for analytical
purposes of industrial R and D expenditures as one indicator of perfor
mance in technological innovation. No doubt the relevance. and the
productivtty of Rand Dean, and do, vary widely from firm to firm,
But, between il1dustX:h~s and between nations; empirical evidence shmys
a high porre~ationbetween, mdustrtal R and: D expendttures and technol
ogical Innovation. Acro,ss thirteen :industries in the U~B.A., .. Table 1
shows that there. Is a high correlation between Rand D intensity (measur
e4as .RaIld Dexpenditures divided by sales) and rates of technological

* See, for example, References L, 4, 9, l3-16~ 22,,:,2.5;: 28', 31,'33,39,,64, 67,
70, 71,.86, 142. " .

**. S.ee, for exa.mple, References.S, 8, .1,7, 77, 87-89~ 109,120-122, 127-.
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R:AND D FUNDS
AS A PERCENTAGE

I OF Sl).LES

Aircraft and parts •••••••••••.••••

(1964)

1

20.8

EXPECTED
P'ERCENTAGE OF '

1969 SALES IN .
NEW· PRODUCTS

(1966)

2

40

Electrical machinery ............. 12.0 24

Machinery

Vehicles

Chemicals

......................
........................

4.2

3.4

5.2

23

22

18

Fabrication of metals

Stone, clay and glass

Textiles .

1.7

1.4

0.5

17

17

13

Food and beverages .............. 0.3 11

Petroleum and coal products

Non-ferrous metals

...... 1.0

1.0

5

9

Iron and steel

Rubber

................... 0.6

2.0

7

4

The rank correlation coefficient between Columns 1 and 2 is 0.7. which is significant at the
1% level,
SOURCE: Column 1: National Science Foundation.

Column 2: See Reference 3.
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ucts as a.percentage of.salesj, And-Annex A tcthts report shows.. across
ten countries and corrected fondifferences in population size, a high
correlation between national expenditures on industrial Rand D and
national performance in technologtcal innovation.

lK Thus, there 113 no simple anduncontrover'stal measure of technolo
g.lcaliinnovatlon. The indicators used by academics, by governments
and by industrtal firms are all imperfect measures of various parts of
the innovation process, __ Yet these measures, taken together, appear
to be mutually consistent. They will therefore be used - with suitable
prudence - throughout this report.
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A. INTRODUCTION

19. In industrially advanced Member countr.ies,theindustrialfirmis
the main agent of technological innovation. It transforms scientific and
technological knowledge into new or better goods and services which
satisfy economic needs. The objectives of innovative activities in in
dustry are profit and growth. The pressures on the Hrm for such activities
come from changing factor prices, from the innovative activities of com
peting firms, and from the accumulation 'of scientific and technological
knowledge. The benefits to the Hrm are reduced costs and bigger mar
kets, These benefits are, in some cases, sustained through the tempor
ary monopoly afforded to the Innovating Hrm through the patent system.

20•. Technological innovations is as.old as man, but it is only in the
20th century that science, technology and the industrial Hrm have come
together to play such.an inportant role in it (17). Suffice it to say here
that the two key factors appear to have been: fir st, the increasing .
explanatory power and applicability of science; second, the pressures of
industrial competition - both national and international - which have push
ed industrial firms to make ever better use of knowledge and intellectual
resources emanattng from the unrvcrstties, The importance of,these
factors is alUply illustrated by the historical development of the plastics
industry, .which grew out of scientific discovery,and where large' pro
grammes of R and D" together with major tec1m?logical innovations,
have, been made by industrial firms competing: in,world markets - arid
oftim in collaboration with university scientists (1).

21. Data collected for the U. S. A.and the U.K•. suggest that the main
objectives of industrial, Rand D and innovative 3:ctivitie~,are new and
better products rather than new and better pr-oduction proCl~ss(3s. The
main purposeof industrial R and D programmes in the U. S. A.i1l1966
was new product developmentin:45% offirms, Improving newproducts
in 41%, and new production processes in 14% (3)". A study of.567 innov
ations in U. S. industry since 1945 confirms this pattern; 58%'led to
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to new or better production processes (4). In the U. K. the same pattern
probably exists: in 1959-60, 37% of industrial Rand D was directed to
wards new products, and 24% towards major improvements (5). However,
in Japan, a government survey found that, in 1967, one tenth of Japanese
industries' Rand D was related to imported technology, and indicated that
most industrial R and D was related to current production activities rather
than to the development of entirely new products and processes (6). It
would be useful to have similar information from a wider number of
Member countries.

22. The following discussion of the role of industry will be divided into
four parts: differences between industrial sectors, the influence of firm
size, the influence of market Size, and the implications of technological
Innovation for management.

B. DIFFERENCES AMONGST INDUSTRIES

23. Table 1 has sh?wn, for the U. S. A. at least, considerable differ
ences between industries in their "research mtensity" (I, e. ratio of R
and D to sales) and rate of new p~oduct innovation. The same pattern of
research intensity has probably existed in the U. S. A. for a long period
(20). And, althoughthere are certain variations, a very similar pattern
of research intensity exists in other industrially advanced Member coun
tries (21).

24. In spite of this relative concentration of R and D innovative activ
ities in a few industries, many other, sectors of the econpmy nonetheless
benefit from science andtechnology, through relations with research
intenstve industries as customers or suppliers" through inter-Industry
manpower mobflity, through the "invasion" by research intensive sectors
of cther Industrfea' markets" and through the acquisition of scientific
and technological knowledge" proprietary or otherwise (22). Classic
examples of inter-industry technology transfer include the penetration
of the textile industry by the chemical industry, the contributions of the
machinery and chemical industries to improvements in agricultural
productivity, and the contributiqn of.the computer to office admintstra
tion, insurance .and banking. Thus, although only a few industries may
be ref;earch- intensive, a much larger number make intensive use of
s?i"nce and technology. "It is through this process of inter-industry
transfer that technology makes its main contribution to economic growth.
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research intensive industries in the U. S. A. (23; 24). From these studies,
it would appear that, by comparison with other industries, the research
intensives industries employ relatively 'more scientists and engineers
not only in R and D, but also in production and sales; -employment out
side production is relatively high, as is the degree of industrial concen
tration. On the other hand" the research intensive' industries are not
particularly capital intensive, they do not manufacture a relatively high
proportion of intermediate goods, nor do they use relatively large amounts
of raw materials. It must be stressed that these characteriStics pertain
to the U. S. A. Similar studies for other countries to see if the research
intensive industries have similar characteristics would be very valuable.

26. However, one drawback to this type of study is that it does not
determine .whether the above industrial characteristics cause, or are
caused byv.therr research intensity. Some author-a stress the importance
of other factors. Schmookler, on the basis of analysis of patent statistics
over long periods of time, has concluded that market demand is the de
termining factor in patterns of industrial invention (25). others argue
that radical innovations open up new markets through creating possibilities
of application that did not exist before:

", •• a jet plane is around two orders of magnitude Jaster than un
aided human transportation, whilemodern computers are around six
orders of magnitude Jaster than hand computation. It is common know
ledge that a change by a single order of magnitude may produce funda
mentally new effects in most ffelds of technology: thus a change by six
orders of magnitude in computing has produced many fundamentally new
effects." (105)

27. And a recent report to the U. S. Government has concluded that
the main factor is management:

"Are highly innovative industries progresstve because of the
manner in which they respond to technological opportunities? Are they
primarily this way because their managements have extraordinary cap
abilities for grasping and managing technological change? What charac
terizes the relatively uninnovattve industries? Are they this way because
they failed to exploit innovative opportunities? Because they possess
excessive built-in barriers to technological change? Is it that their
managements have not learned the importance of utilising technological
opportunities and innovative skills?

"We ttnd that we must answer each of these questions affirmatively.
The main barrier is one of attitude and environment. It is primarily a
problem of education - not of antitrust, taxation or capital availability. " (2).

28. The available empirical evidence', on the relative importance' of
these three factors - markets, technological opportunity and management -
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ary, Certainlyo.asTable.z shows, studies of successfulinnovation,sin
the U.S.A. and in the U. K. suggest that a.constdet-ablyhigher; pr-oporfdon
of innovations. is initially. stimulated by need recognition .. (I, e., market
and production need) than by recognition of a technological opportunity.
But two of the studies equally suggest that radical.innovations rely more
heavily on technological opportunities, and tend to be more. frequent in the
research intensive industries (4, 86). This finding goes in the. samedt
.rection as one. of. the results .of asurvey of R andD ,management practices
in U. S. industry, namely, that a relatively higher proportion of proposals
for R.and Doriginate in Rand D:departments in the research intensive
industries than in other industries, (7).

Table 2•. THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF TECHNOI.oGICAL
OPPORTUNITY AND OF PRODUCTION AND MARKET NEEDS

AS INITIAL STIMULI TO TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION:
A COMpARISON OF THE RESULTS OF FOUR EMPIRICAL STUDIES

PERCENTAGE DISTl:<lBUTION ACCORDING TO
FOUR EMPIRICAL STUDIES

Technological opportunity •• 27 33

I
34

Production and Market need 73 67 66

Total, number, of -inncvations :
studied ................ I 204 I 600(?) 84

INITIALSTIMULUS
CARTER

AND I GOLDHM I LANGRISH
WILLIAMS

MYERS,
AN'D'

MARQUIS

23

567

S.OURCE: Carter and WillJams.: "Reference 116
Goldhar s Ref~ren.c~145
Langris~ : R~feienc7 86
Myers and Marquis: Reference-a,

29. Furthermore, there is Some evidence thattechnology-stimulated.and
need-stimulated innovations are complementary. Studies of patent sta
tistics (25), and of innovations related to the catalytic crack~g of pe
troleum(9), tend to confirm one of the conclusions of the "Hindsight"
study, namely that: .

"Advancing technology.Is made up of a number of Precursor type
events .and a Jar greater number. of pedestrian accomplishments." The
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the rate of growth will be dictated by the latter." (8).

30., In this context, radical innovations (or "precursor type events") 
often growing out of new technological opportunities - can perhaps be
seen,as innovations which open up opportunrties for a far wider number
of need-ortented innovations. And the research intensive industries can
perhaps be: see~ as the~ain source of radical innovations, ... ~pening up
opportunities for a far larger number of often more minor innovationsin
a wider number of industrtes, The classic contemporary example of
such a phenomenon would .be the development and still proliferating range
of utilisations of the computer, .

31. Many studies of specific technological innovations also stress the
management factor, and in particular the presence of outstanding indi
viduals able to identify market needs or technological opportunities (86).
But no studies exist on the effects of the management factor in different
types of industry. Nonetheless, it may well be that the innovative quality
of management is intimately bound up with technological and market
developments. Firms in sectors of rapidly advancing technology are
more likely to find new market opportunities, to employ qualified scien
tists and engineers in all functions, to develop innovative attitudes and
skills, to have close relations with the universities, to be searching for
new technologies and markets to enter, and to have sufficient skills to
do so.

32. The. converse of this proposition is that technologically stable in
dustries are not likely to have thesedynamic characteristics. Indeed,
A. stihchcombe has gone so far as to argue that the organisational and
managerial characteristics of different industries reveal fundamental differ
ences deriving from the fact that firms in each industry were founded at dif-.
ferent times in the development of organisational and managerial skill
and knowledge,· and that further evolution is slow (104). How, then, will
present day technological opportunities in such sectors as materials,
automation and informatics be exploited effectively in the non-research
intensive sectors.of industry? Will it be through the process of "tnvasion"
by the' research intensive industries?' Or will management in the non
research intensive industries follow the examples of shipbuilding in
Japan - or indeed, office machinery in the.Us Sr A, -in actively absorb"
ing, developing and integrating skills and technologies from a wide num
berof sectorsv. This is a subject that merits a great deal of attention,
but where little documented evidence and study exists. But it is perhaps
safe to assume that the relative balance of these two mechanisms of
technology transfer will depend in part on the quality of management in
the non-research intensive industries.
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33. The debate on the respective contributions of large firms. and
small ftrms to techriological Innovation qontinues. On the one hand it is
argued that large firms are .betterable to spread risks; to mobilise·
tnterdiacfpltnary research teams and large scaleeffortsj .to penetrate
markets; to undertake fundamental research which will be relevant to
their commercial needs: and to forecast, plan and (some would say)
control.thedevelopment of their markets. ,On the other ha,n~, it ia __.: .
argued thatslllall Irrms are able to take decisions more quickly; to.
integrate teclmological, production and marketingIactors :r:qo:r;e<~ffeq7"

trvely: to generate greater personal commitment and energies in rela
tion, to the"suc?ess ota pr-oject; andto.avoid resistanoe t(),imlOvation.
within the firllJ. .due to established. practices and Interests, ..

34. In order to unravel these c~nflicting conceptions of the role ~f .
large andsmall firms in the process of technologieal Innovation, we
shall first review the. available empirical evidence, and then go on to
suggest wh~ and how their roles arecomplellJ.entary. .

C.l. The Empirical Evidence

35. Industrial R and D tends to be concentrated in large firms. In
nine OECD countries in 1963-1964, the four firms with the largest R
and D programmes accounted for more than 20% of total industrial R
and D, and for more than 45% in. Italy and the. Netherlands (26)• In the
U, S,A. in 1966, 471 firms with 5,000 or more employees reported 88%
of total tndustrtalspendmg (2.7). In France, it has.besn estimated that.
77% of large firms undertakeR and D, as against 54% for medium, .and
32% for small firms (28).

36. OfthosefirmsperformingRand D, howevervIarge firms do not
always spend relatively .more.of their resources on R and D. by comparison
with medium and small sized ones. In the U. S. A., in 1966, large firms
(i. e. more than 5, 000 employees) did spend a high proportion of sales
on RanrlD.,: But,:out:of-20industrial"sectors, small or medium sized
firms spentas-much, if not more than, large.ftrmsas a proportion of
sales in the following sectors: drugsand medicines, otherchemtcals,
non-ferrous and othermetalproducta, ',communications equipment and
electronic components, .and scientific and, mechanical measuring instru-
ments (27). Even amongstlarge U. S. firms, Scherer' andHamberghave
found no positive correlation: betweenItrm.size and' R andD'expendtture
as a percentage of sales.', . Indeed, the Rand D/sales ratio tends to de-.
crease with size in most industries, as does the number ofpatents
taken out as a percentage of sales (42, 45).
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1965, the R and D/sales ratio was, on an .average, .htgher fn small firms
performing Rand D thanin large firms. Of 16 industrial sectors, the
ratio was equal or higher in small or medium sizedfirms in the .follow
ing: electrical, electronic, precision equipment, chemicals (excluding
pharmaceutical products), glass and ceramics, power, mechanical,
cars and bicycles, textiles and leather, construction and construction
materials, food, wood and paper, and services (28). The same study
found that small and medium sized firms take out relatively more pat
ents than large firms, and that they receive relatively more receipts
for patents and licences. Perhaps similar data should be collected in
other Member countr-ies, in order to see if this pattern is repeated
elsewhere.

38. A number of historical studies have also been undertaken on the
contribution of large firms and small firms to technological innovation.
Mansfield found that, in the U. S. steel, petroleum and coal industries
between 1939 and 195~, the largest firms contributed more technological
innovations than their share. in production in petroleum and coal, whilst
the contrary was true in steel (29). Freeman found that, in the plastics
industry, 30 firms in the world account for nearly 20% of the patents
granted, and that the proportion of patents granted to firms rather than
to individuals has increased over time (1). He also found that the major
ity of key innovations were launched by established large firms. The'
OECD study of the pharmaceutical industry also found a heavy concentra
tion of innovations in large firms (30). Finally, mention should be made
here of the high correlation found between ten Member countries' perfor
mance in technological innovation since 1950 and the number of home
based large firms (see Annex A).

39. Other empirical studies have shown the large firm in a somewhat
less favourable light. By far the most famous is that of Jewkes, Sawers
and Slillerman which found that, out of 61 important inventions and inno
vations of the 20th century which the authors selectedforanalysis, over.
half stemmed from independent inventors or small firms (31). In addi
tion, Hamberg has confirmed Mansfield's conclusion that the largest
firms' have not made a relatively strong contribution to innovation in the
U. S. steel industry (42). Peck has found a similar pattern in inventive
activity in the U. S. aluminium industry (33), and Enos in inventive
activity in the refining and cracking of petroleum (9).

40. It could still be argued, however, that the importance of the large
firm in innovation is increasing over time. Mansfield found this tobe
the case in petroleum, coal and steel in the U. S. A. (29). Freeman has
undertaken a supplementary analysis of Jewkes' data and found that
the role of the individual in invention and innovation was relatively
stronger before 1928, whereas that of the firm was relatively stronger
afterwards (32). Enos found, in his study of petroleum refining, that the
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And in the' 1950 1s., the important discoveries by Professors Natta and
Ziegler in the plastics' industry were made in close collaboration with
large chemical firms (1).

41. But although invention and innovation in the chemical industry has
probably become: more "institutionalised", it would be altogether wrong
to conclude that all contemporary technological innovation is being tidil'y
organised by large ftrms. Since 1945, nnportant contrfbutions to tnven
tion and technological innovation have continued to be made by small
firms. Xerography and the polaroid camera were invented, developed
and commercialised' by individuals and small firms. In the computer
field, those for office use were successfully commercialised by large,
established firms, but there has been a phenomenal growth or' new firms
in scientific and special purpose computers (both large and small), and
in software (34). In solid state electronics, -the tntttal discoveries and
inventions were lllade bY',largefirmEl, but it was a group of new" ,small
firms which successfully commercialised them andthereby have become
large firms themselves. In the 'field of scientific instruments, firms
with the best innovative and growth records have been those established
since 1945 and concentrating exclusively on instruments (36).

42. Furthermore, one study has found that 34 new companies have been
started by 44 former employees of one large electronics company in the
Boston region.- Thirty-two of these companies have survived-and their
sales in 1966 were approximately double the sales volume of the "parent"
company which the employees had left (37). And an article in Fortune in
1968 showed that the 150 Americans whose personal worth is more than
$ 100 million include technological entrepreneurs who have made their
fortunes since the Second World War (38).

C. 2. The Division of Labour

43. At first sight, all this empirical evidence might appear to be both
conflicting and confusing. It would perhaps be legitimate, and certain-
ly would be prudent, to conclude that no generaltsationscan be made about
the respective roles of large and smallfrrms in technological innovation.
But such a conclusion wouldnot be.Intetlectually aatiafying, and certain
ly no guide to policy makers. And perhaps some generalisations can be,
made. The evidence - mainly from the U. s.A. - suggests that large
firms tend to make a strong contribution, to innovation in areas requiring
large scale technological; production or marketresources, and small
firms in, areas requiring- sophisttcated and;specialised technological
capabilities, but relatively small production and marketing .resources,

44. Technological scale factor's are important in sectors the products
of which are highly complex Systems; and where very high standards of
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r elation to weapons and defence systems, in aerospace, in nuclear
energy and, - given more stringent regulatory standards- perhaps also
pharmaceutical products, But it is difficult to make generalisations
about technological scale requirements, except that they can vary wide
ly within' a sector according to the product considered: in 'hia study of
electronic capital goods, Freeman estimated annual R and D expend
iture thresholds which varied from a hundred to tens of millions of
pounds sterling (39).

45. Scale factors can also be important in relation to the natnre of the
market for technological innovation. Selling an innovation to a: large
number of customers is obviously more 'expensive than selling toa few.
That is why marketing scale is important in pharmaceutical' products
(30, 40), and probably also in consumer electronic products. Marketing
expenditnres are also likely to be heavy when the level of technological
sophistication of the innovating firm is much higher than that ofpotential
customers,' or < as one writer has stated - when there ts a big difference
between supplier and customer in the level of "Innovation Quotient" (41).
In such circumstances, relatively large efforts are required by innov
ating firms in order to identify potentral customers ' needs, to sell the
resulting innovation, and to give the necessary training, aftersalesand
support services to users. Innovation in the.19501s and early 1960's in
commercial EDP computers is a good illustration of this type of sttuation,
Firms selling such computers spent large sums on marketing and after
sales service, sometimes more than on R and D itself (39, 40). In the
electronic components field, however, the required scaleofll1arketing
has been lower, since customers are industrial firms and government
establishments, both of which are better able to define their require
ments(35). *

46. The converse of the above set of propositions is that small, innov
ative firms will tend to specialise in product areas which do not 'require
large scale Rand D or marketing efforts, but where they can nonetheless
build up a technological advantage. The areas in which they are able to
do this will depend on the rate of technological change. In areas where
there is a high rate of change, a relatively large number of product

* It should be mentioned that the degree to which Rand D ina sector leads to high
ly ,differentiated products will influence the incentive of firms to penetrate foreign markets.
In the pharmaceutical sector, for exarriple, where products are highly differentiated. it has
proved to he more efficient for firms to concentrate their heavy Rand D expenditures and
to conquer a small share ofa large.number of national.markets, rather than to. spread Rand
D expenditures and to conquer a large share of one national market (30),
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economies of scale in production are. relatively unimportant, where
market shares of individual firms are volatile, rates of entry and of
failure are high, and.successful entry depends on ectenttttc and tech
nological capability (43). Computers, electronic components and scien
tific instruments are post-war examples of such areas, .where the oppor
tunities for new and small firms have at vartous nmes beep' great (34,
35, 36). When technologies become more mature, scale and efficiency
in production techniques tend to become more important, theopportunities
for small firms tend to diminish. .

47. Empirical evidence tends to confirm the importance of the above
factor-s, The relative contributions of small and large firms to technolo
gical innovation contain some elements of such a division- of labour.
Small firms can and,do make significant contributions to .technological
innovation in areas where production. is on a relatively small scale,
where the number of customers is small but their technological sophts
ticatton high, and where development costs are low. Often firms, .develop
superior. technological capabilities in specialised areas:

", .. a Massachusetts firm employing Some 40 persons . .. develop
ed and now produces a crucial precision component for ballistic missile'
guidance systems. So skilled was this firm in its narrow art that a giant
prime contractor was unable to duplicate the product, despite substantial
expenditure of technical manpower .and government funds in the attempts, tt

(45).

48. In many cases, large firms are not interested in enteringnew ven
tures which do not offer big markets, and they leave these to smaller
firms. Inthe computer industry, for example, small firms could es
tablish themselves successfully in small markets where clients" were
sophisticated and where no mass production existed.

"Big as. their potential markets may seem to the small computer
manufacturers, they are still too limited for IBM, in mostcases, to
have done more than preliminary probes. Where IBM has pushed further,
most small manufacturers have retreated from its path. "(46)

49. Scherer provides a similar example from the steel industry:

"The big steel companies, for instance, showed little interest in
developing a new stainless steel sheet to meet the Atlas ICBM's needs,
largely because they saw no prospect for high volume production in the
project. A smaller. firm was found to do the job." (45)

50. This explanatory framework is also consistent with the observation
that smaller firms performing research often devote a relatively higher
proportion of the resources to R and D than do large firms. This is
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is their technological capability, and which - unlike large firms - do not
require strong and related production or marketing capability, nor man
ufacture and sell products of low research intensity.

51. But another reason often advanced to explain the high R and D/sales
ratio in small firms is that a minimum R and D "threshold" imposes a
certain absolute level of Rand D for it to be effective. However, some
doubt can be cast on thfshypothests, "Thresholds" in Rand D are likely
to be coupled with equivalent "thresholds" in production and marketing.
A small firm striving tomeet"lIthresholds11inproductiou·and marketing
as well as in R and D is likely to be in a transient state. In a competitive
environment, either it will grow to reach the required t'thresholds", or
it will disappear. Thus, although the Rand D "threshold" explanation
may be valid in certain specific cases, it cannot explain the continuing
and statistically observed fact of higher R and D/sales ratios in small
firms in certain industries in the two Member countries, for which data
are available. Indeed, if there is a "threshold" problem in small firms,
it is likely to arise as a result of growtb based on technological capabil
ities eventually r equtrfng the strengthening of production, marketing and
management capabilities. (2)

52. But this analysis does not exhaust the subject. The phenomenal
growth from very small beginnings of such firms as Xerox, Polaroid,
Texas Instruments and Control Data Corporation are not signs of a tidy
division of labour between small and large firms. The standard expla
nation for such phenomena is the conservatism, the. weight of establish
ed interests and ways of doing things, and the "not invented here" attitude
leading large firms to neglect opportunities for -radical innovation; and
it is probably trnethat, until the early 1960's, most large firms did not
have 'an effective mechanism for evaluating and pursuing high risk, inno
vativeproposals from outside sources. Whilst this may sometimes have
been the case, it is an explanation that is not entirely convincing. The
concepts of xerography and the Polaroid camera were, after all, offer
ed to large firms not at all noted for the negative qualities cited above
(1. e. IBM and Kodak). Another possible explanation is the extreme
technological and market uncertainties associated with technological
innovations - especially radical ones.

53. On the basis of a study of some thirty radical innovations,
Profeasor- Bright has advanced the following proposition:

"The most important application of a new technology is not always
that which was visualised first... Technological innovations frequent
ly gain their first foothold for purposes that were originally not thought
of or were deemed to be quite secondary. "(16)
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"One appreciates: the non-rational nature of the innovative process
when one notes that.the more novel the mventtonIsv.the Ieas orderly. and
predictable ts the process." (48)

54. And there are- some striking examples of incorrect. assessments of
trends in tschnologtesand.marketa: the too optimistic assessment of
nuclear energy, and the too pessimistic assessment of computers in the
1950's (49)l the too pessimistic assessment of French consumers'
reactions to transistor radios (50) and the equally pessimistic assess
ment ofAmertcanconsumers ' reactions to portable TV (35)•.With the
wisdom of hindsight, it is all. too easy to see where the forecasts went
wrong••• But was the fault-really.that of the forecaster, orts it just that
identifying and quantifying the relevent parameters in a radical technol
ogical innovation is very difficult? How much do we(oreven-can:we)
know now about the extra price passengers will be willing to pay for
supersonic-air travel?

55. All this is not to suggest that forecasting, planning and.evaluation
are not useful. As Dr. R. Charpie has said:

"... one thing w~ ha~e leamed, Hard though it maybe to predict
the markets wh~re the tdears going to be successful, itis evenh~rder

to be successful if you don't try to do that, because this' is.no place to
scatter your shots-. You had better make up your mind yo", will develop
appraisfll. criteria and stick to them. Wemissed Polaroid' and Xerox,
but We are still in business." (51)

But it doessuggest that, given the uncertainties; even the best-run
large firm with the most capable of evaluators, planners and fore
casters may rniss an opportunity to exploit a radical innovatton.vThis
faCt,collpledwiththe heavy backlog in many large firms of research
proposals which are not undertaken because of lack of resources (7),
means that the small-firm is essential to technological .innovatton, .not
only as part of the division of labour with large firms, but as a necessary
mechanism for. ensuring- that« in conditions of.great uncertainty __-_~ radical
innovations will be brought to the market.

C. 3. Inter-Firm Mobility

56. The roles of large and 'Sinallfirms in the innovative process are
not only complementary, they are cioselyinterdependent.. Large firms
are .often the -main, customers. for -the innovations of small-firms," and,
many small firms are started by scientists and engineers who previous
ly worked for big firms. Thus, Scherer speaks of "the recent prolifer
ation of small research-based new enterprises founded by big firm
refugees" (45). Sometimes small firms are not built by "refugees" but
are consciously fostered by big firms:
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cases as these in which a small market (of the order, say, of $ 1,000,000
per annum gross) was envisaged and in which DuPont-encouraged pro
duction, since it was not worthwhile for them." (44)

57. Many such new firms are established on the basis of knowledge
acquired by their. owners elsewhere. In his study of new science-based
firms, irr theBoston regton, Roberts found that-the most successful tend
ed to be those with a high degree of technology transfer - in other words,
those whose owners used their previously gained knowledge most direct
ly. He also showed that, during the 1950's and early 1960's, a time lag
existed of four and a half to six years bet-ween the Ievel of research
efforts in the MIT Instrumentation and Lincoln Laboratories and the
levels of sales or employment of firms "spun off" by former research
workers (19). There are many other areas in the U. S. A. where im
port-ant clusters of new companies have been "spun off", including Palo
Alto, San Diego, Minneapolis, -Atlanta, Miami, Pittsburgh, Austin and
Boulder. All these areas have a strong concentration of organised re
search activity, based in universities, or government or industrial
laboratories. (47)

58. But although small firms do grow out of work done in university
and government laboratories, perhaps too much.emphasts has been
placed on the university-based, scientific entrepreneur. Out of 22
firms started in the Stanford area, six emanated from the university,
and the remainder from iudustry and not-for-profit institutes (47). For
the Boston region; Roberts identified 202 new innovative ftrms of which
155 emanated from MIT. But of these 155, 105 emanated from the MIT
Laboratories, the work of which has been oriented towards development
and hardware, and which are not what would normally be defiued as uni
versity laboratories. Furthermore, Roberts found that successful
entrepreneurs were development oriented rather than research. oriented,
and that their average level of education was at the Master's and not at
the Doctoral level (19).

59. All this suggests. that new firms are more likely to come out of
industrial or governmental laboratories, than out of the universities.
This is not to say that the universities have no role to play in creating
new science based firms. On the contrary, the, above evidence suggests
they have made a significant contribution. But, when interpreting the
U, S~- experience in this Iield, and comparing it with their owu,other
Member countries might well bear in mind that conventional university
departments have not necessarily been the main source of science-based
entrepreneurship in the U. S. A.
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60. This naturally raises the wider question of differences amongst
Member countries in the creation and growth of new science-based firms
and, in particular, of the differences between the U. S. A. and other Mem
ber countries. At the present time; any discussion of these differences
is. bound to be speculative. No empirical, comprehensive and nation
wide study of science-based- entrepreneurship has been made in any Mem
ber country. Considerably more studies have certainly been made in
the U. S. A., and which give some. important insights into science-based
entrepreneurship, but which do not claim to be comprehensive. For
Europe, virtually no empirical information of equivalent quality exists.
This does not of coursemean.that new science-based firms have not been
created or have grown. Indeed, the existing and widely held view that
science-based entrepreneurship has not flourished in Europe may well
reflect a lack of study of the phenomenon rather than a lack of the phe
nomenon itself! Some interesting information has been published by the
United Kingdom's National Research Development Corporation, one of
whose functions is the development of inventions, but the informationis
not sufficiently detailed to be useful for this report (109). However,
information from the EED (European Enterprises Development Company
whosefunction is the supportof science-based entrepreneurs in Europe)
concerning more than seventy serious proposals for support, .enables
some degree of comparison, however imperfect, with the U. S.A.

61. .As a starting point,it will be assumed that small science-based
firms have flourished to a greater extent in the U. S. A. than elsewhere,
that some of these firms in the U. S. A. have grovm intoIarge corporations
to a greater extent than elsewhere, and that it is useful to examine
some of the factors that have caused this state of affairs •• Both this
working hypothesis and the following discussion may prove to be wrong
in the light of further study and analysis. But they may nonetheless
serve the useful purpose of provoking such study and analysis.

62. Does U. S. science-based entrepreneurship reflect a superior
scientific and technological capability? Table 3 gives a rough comparison
of the. educational levels of samples of U. S. and European science-based
entrepreneurs. Given the difficulties of matching the equivalence. of
degrees indifferent Member countries,··· it suggests a remarkable simil
arity in the educational profile of science-based entrepreneurs on the
two. sides of. the Atlantic: relatively few without university education,
between 15 and 20%.with a Ph. D. ,and about 70% with Bachelor's and
Master's degrees. Further data on' European science-based entrepre
neurs suggest that they move in the same technological areas as their
U. S. counterparts: highly specialised, with a strong element of elec
tronics and instrumentation, and selling to sophisticated (mainly indus
trial) customers (114). But the potential supply of science-based
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uation rates of Bachelors (and probably Masters) in Science is higher
than elsewhere (115). Although European graduation rates at the ph. D.
level compare more favourably with the U.S. A., it must be borne in
mind that about 70% of science-based entrepreneurs appear to have
qualifications below this level,

Table 3. THE EDUCATIONAL LEVEL OF SCIENCE-BASED
ENTREPRENEURS: A COMPARISON. BETWEEN U.S.

AND EUROPEAN SAMPLES

U.S.A. EUROPE
LEVEL QF EDUCATION

No. % No.
.

%
.

."
Lower. than University Level 9 14.3 5 6.8
First (Bachelor's) Degree •• 19 30.2 13 17.8
Second (Master's) Degree ••• 24 38.0 40 54.8
Third (Doctor's) Degree .... 11 17.4 15 20.5

.

TOTAL • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .0 .••• 63 .. 100 73 100

·SOURCES: U,S.A. E.D. Roberts. cited in Reference 106. Data are for entrepreneurs who
have established firms.

Europe Information supplied by European Enterprises Development Company.
Paris. Data are for entrepreneurs whohave asked for financial support.

63. Do differences between countries in setenee-based entrepreneur
ship reflect differences in cultural attitudes towards risk taking and
change? If they do, they are not historically deep-seated: many large
firms outside the U. S. A. still carry the names of the inventors and
entrepreneurs who have created them over the past hundred years
(e. g. Citroen, Olivetti, Rolls Royce, Siemens). And there are many
contemporary examples of non-science-based entrepreneurship outside
the D.'S.A. in more traditional industries, shipping, retatltngvtourtsm;
etc. Thus, if there are differences in attitudes to entrepreneurship,
they do not appear to be a generalised phenomenon, but specific to the
entrepreneurship which has come to be called "science-based", Perhaps
some clues could be found to the relevance of this factor in comparing
the social and psychological characteristics of potential science-based
entrepreneurs in different countries. In the U. S. A., Roberts has found
that a high proportion had fathers who were self-employed, and that
successful entrepreneurs are highly motivated towards achievement and
only moderately towards power, whilst unsuccessful ones felt a low need
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equivalent data are availablefor.other countr-ies,

64. Given the mechanism through whi,ch.newsci€mce~ba13edfirmsare
created, attitudes towards mobility are. clearly important, It isgener
ally felt that sctentists and engineers are more mobile in the U. S.A.
than elsewhere, but there are no hard data enabling the comparison of
mobility rates. Nonetheless, it is interesting to note from Table 4 that,
in spiteof the observed sim:ilarities in their educational characteristics,
the previous work' experien<?e. of the samples of U. S. and European
entrepreneurs is radically different. In Europe, a much lower proportion
come from government laboratories .and the universities"anda.,highex_
proportion from industry, than in the U. S. A. Given the particular
characteristics of the Boston region, the U. S. sample may be heavily
weighted towards government and the universities. Nonetheless, these
data suggest that the lack of mobility of European scientists and engineers
employed in the universities and government laboratories (but not in
industry) may be a hindrance to the formation' of new, 'science-based
firms. This point will be returned to in Part IV of this report, concern
ed with government policy.

Table 4. THE ORIGINS OF SCIENCE-BASED ENTREPRENEURS:
A COMPARISON OF U. S. AND EUROPEAN SAMPLES

Percenta...
OW

.
INSTITUTION U.,S.A. EUROPE

University .......................... 23.6 .. 3;7
Industry ........................... 18.0 77.0
Government and ,Quasi-Government I·

Laboratories .. .......... ............... 55.9 7.4
Private. Non- Industrial. Laboratories. ..,. 2.3 11. 9

....
TOTAL .... ....,.............. '......... ......... 100.0 100.0

SOURCES: Saine as Table 3.

65. Related.to the question of mobility is the degree to Which indus
trtalItrms encourage therrsctentists and:engineerato IIspin off" and
create their own firms specialising in the supply of sophisticated com
ponents, etc. As we have. seen, this has beencommon practice in a
U. S.firm such as DuPont.- One Europeanscientificentrepren~ur has
arguedthat practice in European firms is often less liberal, andthatthis
has hindered. the creation of new, science-based firms (111).
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based firms. Roberts has found that scientists. and engineers who set up
new firms often had followed courses. in business management, and that
successful entrepreneurs have been those whoexplieity recognised- the
importance of the management, marketing and personnel functions (19).
And, of the European applicants to EED, 16% had followed some mane
agement experience, and about 20% had studied in the USA - almost
equally divided between management and science studies. However, it
is likely that most European. scientists. and engineers havehad less
exposure to management thinking and education than their U. S. counter
parts.

67. Personal and company taxation is, another factor- advanced .as having
an important influence on the incentives and rewards for science-based
entrepreneurship. A recent report to the U. S. Government made a
number of recommendations concerning taxation in order to encourage
such entrepreneurship (2). However, given the variety of taxation sys
tems in. the GECD area, it is impossible to make any generaltsatton as
to their effects. And even in specific Member countries, there are .dts
agreements between science-based· entrepreneurs .about the. effects ,of
taxation systems (107, 108).

68. Probably more important is the availability of ventureqapital for
science-based entrepreneurshtp, The same. D.• S. report .noted that
regional differences in science-based,entrepreneurs,hip in. the U, $.:A.
could be explained, to Some extent at least, by differences in the degree
of communication and linkage between venture capital sources and
science-based entrepreneurs. Furthermore, it identified the following
potential sources of venture capital available for science-based entre
preneurshipin the U. S. A. :, personal wealth; insurance companies,
investment funds and trusts; corporate sourcesj Investment bankers
and underwriters (2).

69. Thus, the finance available for science-based entrepreneurs
depends not only on the amount of capital available in a country , but
also on the degree of confidence and comprehension existtng between
the scientific and banking communities, and on the degree of the latter's
competence. The experience of the American Research and Develop
ment Corporation suggests that "venture capitalism" is a very special
art (113). In the 21 years of its existence, it has reviewed several
thousand proposals, and invested in 98 firms, the investment in.general
varying between $ 100,000 and $ 1,000,000. Approximately one out of
five of these investments lost money, but the 'Corporation has retained
an interest in 43 companies, the value of which is now about 16 times
their original cost. In Europe, the creation of similarly specialised
instituttons has been more recent, but a number have been created over
the past five years (112). Their experience so far suggests that there
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must be made to create closer links between the scientific and banking
communities, to train venture capitalists, and to channel more funds to'
science-based entrepreneurship.

70. Differences in the market environment may also influence the
incentives and the opportunities for science-based entrepreneurship.
By comparison with those of the U. S. A., the markets of other: countries
are smaller and less technologically sophisticated. * But the experience
of certain European science-based entrepreneurs Shows that thesedif
ficulties can be overcome (110). Because the products that they sell
often have a high value-to-weight ratio, and are often unique propositions,
tariffs and transport costs are not insuperable barriers. And many have
succeeded in selling specialised and technologically sophisticated prod
uctsonthe U. S. market.

71. But there do appear to be differences between Member countries
in the role that the government market plays in stimulating science
based entrepreneurship. Roberts notes that most of his sample of U. S.
science-based entrepreneurs began as 'government contractors, but that
after four to five years about 40% of their turnover was in the commer
cial market - government contracts enabling the products of new science
based firms to move down cost and learning curves to the point where
they can be competitive in commercial markets (19). In another em
pirical study of U. S. science-based entrepreneurship, Shimshoni also
found that the government market played a role, but not at all to the
dominant extent implied by Roberts' sample. Table 5 shows for three
sectors the importance of the government market both when' the 'firms;
started and now. It shows that, in their initial phase, 39% of new firms
in electronics,' and 47% in instruments, sold more than two-thirds of
their production to government. However, the equivalent percentage
for chemicals and materials was much lower (18%), and about half the
new firms in electronics and instruments began with less than one-third
of their sales to the government. Furthermore, about 36% of the firms
did not eventually succeed in selling more than one-third of their output
on commercial 'markets.

* ,For a fuller discussionof the,role of markets, see the following Sectiori D on the
influence of national market size and sophistication.
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IN THE U. S. A. WHOSE GOVERNMENT SALES ARE A GIVEN
PROPORTION OF THE TOTAL

, ,

,

PROPORTION ELECTRONICS INSTRUMENTS
CHEMICALS,

TOTAL
MATERIALS

OF GOVERN- ,

MENT ",

SALES ORIG. NOW ORIG. NOW ORIG. NOW ORIG. NOW

,

0-1/3 50.8 41.5 46.9 44.4 72.7 69.7 52.3 42.5

1/3-2/3 10.2 23.1 6.2 25.0 9.1 9.1 12.0 27.1

2/3-3/3 39.0 35.4 46.9 30.6 18.2 21.2 35.7 30.4

SOURCE: See Reference 44.

72. Nonetheless, the impact of government markets on European
science-based entrepreneurship appears to be much less strong,
Table 6 shows that, for the sample of applicants to EED, nearly 66%
concerned products for industry, commerce, agriculture and construc
tion, and only about 10% products for government. But, as in the U. S. A. ,
products for consumer markets are negligible.

Table 6. MARKETS FOR PRODUCTS OF EUROPEAN
SCIENCE-BASED ENTREPRENEURS: A SAMPLE

TYPE OF MARKET
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

OF PROPOSALS

Industry, Commerce, Agriculture,
Construction ..............•.......... 65.6

18.7

10.4

5.3

100

..... .'.'

.......... ...................TOTAL

Research Institutes, Schools, Hospitals,
etc ..

Government Departments and Contracts

Services, Consultanctes, etc.

SOURCE: EED.
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of Member countries l .exper-ience in science-based'.entrepreneurship'is
speculative, given the absence of sound information. But it does suggest
three key sets of factors which should be examined: the mobility of
UIu:versity and government s.cientists and engineers, the availability of
venture capital, and,the market environment. Overcoming bottlenecks
in these areas will depend largely on action by the scientific and banking
communities, coupled with a general upgrading of management competence.
But government may also have a role to play. 'I'nis point will therefore
be discussed again in Part IV of tills report.

C.5. Technological Thresholds

74. Concern with the promotion of technological Innovation has been one
of the. reasons. given by certain member governments for adopting active
policies for promoting industrial regroupings. It goes beyond the remit
of this report to examine all the implications of this trend. Here, we Can
only examine briefly some of the points relevant to technological innova
tion. We have seen that large and small firms have complementary,
interdependent and dynamically evolving roles in the processes of tech
nological Innovation, But,fr.omthepoint of view of policy, it is impor
tant to ask how large:is large, and isit getting larger?

75. The only reasonably comprehensive .data 0"- the cost of industrial
Rand D projects and innovative ventures have been collected in the
U. S. A. by Seiler in a survey of Rand D in over 100 large companies (7),
and by Myers in a survey of 567 successful innovations in five indus
tries (4). They show that the majority of Rand D projects and innova
tions are not very costly: 73% of R andD projects and 65% ofthe inno
vations cost less than about $ 120,000. These figures suggest that many
irmovations r equire relatively. small R an~ D inputs, and draw la.rgelyon
existing and Widely available scientific and technical knowledge. On the
other hand, the data confirm that the size of Rand D projects tends to
be bigger in bigger firms, and that relatively costly innovations require
relatively more inventive and R and D inputs. And 14% of the Rand D
projects cost more than $ 240,000, and projects in some of the larger
firms more than $ 3 million; in addition, 12% of the innovations .cost
more than $ 1 million.

76. Simple arithmetic shows that these data reconcile what are some
times presented as conflicting Viewpoints. Thus, although most Rand
D projects and innovations in industry are relatively inexpensive, a
relatively high propor-tion of financial resources are devoted to relative
ly costly Rand Dprojects and innovative ventures. And if one assumes
that the probability of R and D expenditures leading to a commercially
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ituresshould not account for more than 10%<of sales price, then the
largest R and D projects found in the above stndies (I, e. $ 3 million or .
more). would require a total sales volume of between at least $ 100
million and $ 400 million from the .tnnovatton.

77. There are some other estimates. On the basis: of an examination of
Rand D patterns in U. S. industry, Scherer has concluded there may be
a size threshold below which firms are disadvantaged because they can
not reap all Rand D scale economies, spread risks or reach sufficient....
ly large markets in exploiting-their research results. But-if such a
threshold exists, it has probably been surpassed already by the several
hundred U. S. firms with annual sales exceeding $ 100 million. ** On
the other hand, Cottrell has estimated that a medium-sized computer
project, with total R and D costs of $ 50 million, r equrre s annual-sales
of about $ 200 million (102).

78. It should be noted that all these figures are well below the billion
dollar range, which is the annual sales of many existing large-firms.
But onemust also bear in mind,that, in sectors where R and D projects
are uniformly expensive and their commercial success uncertain, 'such
a sales volume may be necessary in order to support a number of pro
jects and thereby hedge against failure.

79~ Are technological "thr-esholds' tending to increase over time? For
large-scale technological systems this does appear to have been the case.
Advances in such technologies as materials, communication and control,
and reliability, have opened up increasing possibilities of developing
evermore complex and expensive operational systems. This has been
particularly true in relation to weapons systems, but also in such areas
as telephone exchanges, power generating plant and jet transport air
crnft.v JtIs on spectacular areas such-as these that public attention
tends to be focussed. But there are no data which confirm that thresholds
are increasing in all technological areas. It is significant to note that in
the U. S. aerospace industry - which is largely concerned with large
scale systems development - Rand D expenditnres became increasingly
concentrated in the biggest firms between 1958 and 1967. But the same
tendency was not. observed in other U.S. industries; indeed, there is
some, indication that the trend was towards lesser concentration, (135).
It is also worth nothing that relatively small Member countr-ies such as
the Netherlands, Switzerland and Sweden still appear to be able to under
take a large share of the industrial Rand D necessary to satisfy the
r equir-ements of a number of large and technologically powerful fi~ms.

* These probabilities are derived from data presented in paragraph' 123 of this report.
** Scherer, made these estimates in ,1965. Given the effects .of inflation, the same

estimates made today might be as much as 50% higher.
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to conclude that technological thresholds are increasing, given - as we
have seen - the greater .requirements for manufacturing investment and
marketing as. the technology of a product area matures. But, at the
same time as technology in certain product areas is maturing, new
product areas are emerging where scale requirements are often less
important; For example, .although the thresholds for entry into EDP
computers have increased considerably over the past fifteen years, the
present-day thresholds for entry into certain specialised computers and
software .servfces is probably still quite low. Thus" the more rapid
commercial, exploitation of science' and technology means .not only that
scale requirements, in;a given product field are likely to increase more
quickly, but also that a greater number of technological opportunities
are Iikely. to emerge where scale requirements are notimportant in, the
early stages.

81. However, it is possible that the pressures for increased scale do
not come from the Rand D part of the innovation spectrum, but- given
that selltng.on world markets is today a necessary condition for success
fulinnovation - from the, resources required to penetrate beyond national
or regional boundaries. insufficient evidence is available to test the
validity of this hypothesis.

82. Thus, given the enormous variety in the threshold requirements
in different sectors of technology and the speed with which they change
over time, few generalisations can be made about, the thresholds necessary
for effective industrral innovation. The costs of developing large-scale
systems is probably increasing, and the initial penetration of world
markets may sometimes require considerable resources,; so that Indus
trtal.regrouptngs may sometimes be necessary for effective technological
innovation. But size is no univer-sal panacea. Section E of this part of
the report will show that a particular effort Is required to maintain large
firms, innovative.

C.6. Conclusions

83. Mter this review of the influence of firm size on technological
innovation, the main' concluston relevant to policy maker~ woul~ appear
to be that complementary, interdependent and dynamically evolving r e
lationsex~~tbetween firms of different sizes in their contr-ibution to
technological innovation, larger firms tending to concentrate on areas
requiring larger scale technological, production or marketing resource's,
smaller firms specialising in sophisticated technological 'areas requiring
smaller production and marketing inputs, and often drawing upon technol
ogical and market knowledge obtained by scientists and engineers with
previous work experience in large industrial or government laboratories.
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/::S'±. '1 ms conclusion tends to confirm one of the conclusions of a recent
report oftheU~S. Academy of Sciences on applied science and technolo
gical' progress:

"... the most important invention in the pursuit of modern (as
opposed to older): applred science' is. the big mtsston-ortented. industr-ial.
or government laboratory. In fact.. modern, applied science can hardly ,
bedtscussed without reference to thesehomes of applicable .sctence.
'I'heae institutions derive their powerfrom three-sources: l},their inter
disciplinarity and the close interaction between basic research and appli
cation; 2) their methodology-for precipitating and organizing coherent
effort around big problems: 3) their ability to adapt their goals to the
requirements of therr eponsors,

• •. Just as Basic Research and National Goals has as its primary
institutional focus the university (at which mostbaste research is per-. '
formed)', sothis study. possibly less explicit, has as its primary institu
tional focus, the niulttdisctpltnary misston-ortented laboratory, at which
most applied research and development are perfo,rmed." (52)

~.s., However,' the evidence above identifies two Iurthar andvery im
portantfunctions of large firms in national innovative systems, namely:

- to Create capabilities; embodied in scientists and engineers who
go out to start up their own firms in order .to apply and exploit
commercially the technological '~, and sometimes the market ~

knowledge that they obtained when working in large firms;

- to.createderiJ.ands:J:()rte~lmologically! sophisticated components,
materials, services and equipment wW.ch sophisticated small
firms' can meet.

86. The addition of these further functions of large firms in the inno
vative process helps explain, amongst other things, the apparently
conflicting ob~~rvations that countries with relatively more large firms
tend to have a relatively strong performance in technological innovation
(see Annex A), but that- ,within these same countries - small firms
have played an important role in the innovative process.

87. It is clear that the relationships between small and large firms in
technological innovation are not stable or fixed for ever. While it is
possible to observe some dtviston of Iabour between firms according to
their size, the small firms specialising in certain sectors - highly sophist
icated, faced with few buyers - there is a continuous change in these
relationships. While large firms generate many of .the basic technologies,
their personnel is liable to establish small volume production fields.
These ftrms in turn, like other small established firms,may contribute
further to the creation of technological know-how, and exploit it them
selves. Or, when markets promise to be big, science-based entrepreneurs
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may be re-absorbed again by large firms. As the new technological
opportullities appear, so new small firms will then be established in
other sectors, repeating the process described above.

88. This leads on to what is perhaps the most important policy con
clusion, namely, the need for extreme flexibility in any rational system
in order to be able to change and adapt rapidly to the opportunities and
requirements of technological advance. This depends largely on the
flexibility of industrial structures, which is a subject which goes beyond
the scope of this report. But the mobility of scientists and engineers is
also very important; not only because- as is sometimes argued - it is
good to have fresh minds on a problem, or because mobility is one
means of ensuring the diffusion of technology, but lllainlybecause mobil
ity is a learning and adaptive process whereby scientists and engineers
find the institutional framework where they can best exploit commercially
their knowledge, There is one reason why solid state f3cientists, and
engineers left the Bell Laboratories in the 1950's when an antt-trustrul
ing restricted AT and Tis role in the manufacture of semi-conductors.
It is also why scientists and engineer-s leave unlver-aitfea, government
laboratories and large ttrms to set up their ownfrrms, Once scientists
and engineers find the appropriate institutional framework, they may
well become much less mobile. Project Hindsight found that the scient
ists and engineers who made important discoveries inU, S. defence tech
nology were markedly less mobile than the averagefor the industry (18).

89. However, high mobility rates are probably both more likely and
more necessary in new sectors with high rates of technological ,advance.
They are more likely because .rapid advance is normally accompanied
by the growih of new firms which are less likely than big established
firms to establish contractual or instutional,constraints on mobility.
They are more necessary because .raptd technological .advance goes hand
in hand with the opening .up of new opportunities, with high levels of
uncertainty, and with difficulties in prediction and planning. In such
circumstances, higher levels of mobility are likely to ensure that larger
numbers of avenues and poasibfltttes are explored, and that a greater
number lead. to commercial exploltation, .

D. THE INFLUENCE OF THE SIZE AND SOPHISTICATION
OF NATIONAL MARKETS

D. 1. The Theoretical Framework

90. We have already stressed in this report the importance of the
demand - or the market -for technological innovation. It is often argued
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of markets have a very important - and sometimes determining - in
fluence on national or regional patterns of industry's performance in
technological innovation. The scale of such national or regional markets,
it is argued, influences the extent to which firms can successfully
amortise the fixed costs of developing, equipping for, and launching' a
technclogtcal innovation. The degree of sophistication of market demand,
it is argued," determines the time at which local firms commercialise
new products and production processes: market sophistication- itself
being determined by the level of income per head, and the consequent
demand for new consumerproducts and labour saving equipment (53),
and. also by the nature of the requirements of government.

D. 2. The Empirical Evidence

91. But the empirical evidence suggests that there is in fact a weak
relationship between the size and, sophistication of national markets,
andnational perforrnance in technological innovation. Table 7 .showa,
for ten industrially advanced Member countries" a very)ow correlation;
between national innovative performance and the size ofthe national
market as measured by Gross National Product. Three countries with
small national markets - the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland ~

all have a relatively strong performance in technological innovation.

92. A higher, but still relatively low correlation, exists between
national innovative performance and the level of sophistication 'of the,
national market, as measured by the level of income per head, and the
level of government expenditure on R and D. But much higher corre
lations with national innovative performance exist for "supply'" rather
than "demand" factors, such as the number of large firms, the level of
industrial R and D, and capabilities in fundamental research.

93. These statistics should not be overinterpreted. The indicators
used are-open to serious methodological and statistical criticisms, the
total sample is too small, and the levels of correlation are highly
sensitive to slight changes in the rankinga, Nonetheless, in an important
area where so little quantitative evidence is available,_ they do at least
have the merit of questioning an aspect of current conventional wisdom,
What they suggest is that the essential element in national innovative
performance is less the size and intensity of national demand for tech
nologicalinnovation than the entrepreneurial, organisational and technol
ogical resources within a countrythat are capable of identifying and re
sponding to market demands for technological innovation anywhere in the
world. Firms and countries that have these capabilities appear to be
able to overcome tariff and non-tariff barriers, as well as the barriers
of distance, differing legislations and standards, in order to respond to
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Table 7. RANK CORRELATIONS, FOR 10 COUNTRIES, BETWEEN NATIONAL PERFORMANCE IN TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
AND SOME OTHER NA,TIONAL FACTORS ADVANCED ,AS, BEING IM:PORTANT

IN THE INNOVATIVE PROCESS

.

...
"DEMAND" FACTORS . "SUPPLY" FACTORS

SOMEFACTOR,S ADVANCED
As IMPORTANT IN

.

INNOVATIVE SOPHISTICATION OF NATIONAL QUALITy OF FUNDAMENTAL
INDUSTIUALR AND,D NUMBEROF'lARGE FIRMS

PERFORMANCE, MARKET RESEARCH

SIZE OF
NATIONAL LEVELOF NOBEL SCIENTIFIC

STATISTICAL ~:~~,. LEVEL OF "
GOVERNMENT PRIZES ABSTRACTS INDUSTRy INDUSTRY WITH SALES WITH SALES

... ' FINANCED 1943-1967, 1961-1962 ' PERFORMED FINANCED MORETHAN MORETHAN
RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN

THROUGHGNP rnCOME :
RANDD PERHEAD PER HEAD. RANDD RANDD $250 MILUON s 500 MILLION

THESE FACTORS'AND NATIONAL PERHEAD p", MANUFACTURINGMANUFACTURING PERCAPITA PER CAPITA PERCAPITA PER CAPITA
INNOVATIVE PERFORMANCE FOR 10 - ........ CAPITA POPUlATION POPULATION
COUNTRIES -. . . . .....

..
•••••Rank Correlation ................. 0.18 0.45 0.59 0.92 0.67 0.87 0.79 0.65 0.87

.

Not signif- Not sfgntf- Not sfgntf-
Degree of statistical Significance .. icant at toant at icant at 1% 5% 1% 1% 5% 1%

,% 5% 5% .

NOTE, The,ten,countrledncluded,are:Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, UaIy, Japan, ,the Netherlands, Sweden, the U.I<:~ an~the U, S,A. ,If Swltzer!-and" with,a)ligh level of nationalpaformanc:e,wereincl\lded
In the analYiis, the only "demand" side fae:tor to hecome statistically significant would he iever of inc:ome per head; the correlations with we of national market, 'imd with level of government-financed R and I

would he reduced still furthe<. On the "supply" side, the conelatlons With quality of fund,amental research already include Switzerland; and, if $>fitzerland were included in ,the analysis of Induatrfa'l Rand D; th
cceeiencn with Industry-Hnaneed Rand D would increase considerably.

SOURCE, See Annex A.



doubt been greatly facilitated by the liberalisation of trade and capital
investments over the past few years, reflected in increasing interpen
etrationand interdependence amongstthe Member countries in trade,
direct investment and licensing (54).

94. This is not to say that existing barriers are unimportant. over
coming them has its costs. For examplec.fhe OECD study on gaps.In
technology in plastics concluded that, although several countries had
strong technological and market positions in plastics, European firms'
profit margins had suffered, partly because of tariff and non-tariff
barriers (55). Furthermore, there is some evidence for one European
Member country which suggests that the financial and growth performance
of firms in high technology industries has been lower than the average
for industry as a whole (117). And OECD studies have shown that strict
ly national requirements have had an important influence on innovative
performance in specific sectors, where governments have been important
customers: for example, advanced electronic components, certain
classes of scientific instruments, and electronic computers (34, 35, 36).
It is worth noting that concern about technological disparities has tended
to be focussed on sectors such as thesev and not on sectors where
market opportunities can be more readily met by firms of foreign origin.

D.3. National Innovative Capabilities: The Underlying Factors

95. But what are the factors underlying national differences in inno
vative performance, as reflected in differences in strength in fundamental
and industrial research and in the number of large firms - differences
which in turn reflect entrepreneurial, organisational and technological
capabilities? A thorough answer to this question would require a great
deal of research. Here, we can only speculate. Sociologists might
argue that these differences reflect differences in the degree of flexi
bility and outward-Iooktngness of the various societies. Historians of
science and technology might point to the fact that different countries
have traditionally been strong in certain fields of science and technol
ogy, and that many large firms of today grew out of specific innovations
or innovative entrepreneurs. Economists might argue that the differences
in national performance in technological innovation reflect differences in
the degree to which industry has been exposed to competition - either
within a large national market, orin world markets. Exposure to com
petition on a world scale forcing not only the necessary spectaltsatron
and familiarity with world markets, but also forcing firms to use more
systematically the commercial opportunities offered by scientific advance.

96. Historians 'should no doubt examine these various hypotheses. But
for policy makers it would be probably right to conclude that fleXibility,
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strong industrial" competrtlon are all necessary conditions for success
in technological' innovation. Scientists' and engineers - and capftal>-
must be sufficiently mobile to adapt to the changing requirements and
opportunities of technological advance, and - in 'condittonsofgr-eat un
certainty - to keep open multiple possibilities of commercialising tech
nology. Market integration brings the advantages of increased compe
tttion,' greater opportunities Ior-exploltlng economies of scale and possi
btlittes for spectalfsatton ,"and more equal' opportunittes for all' countries.
Within this framework, 'national policies for' technological 'innovation 'Will
be bound up with strong 'capabilities in fundamental and industrial re
search, and the ability to match these capabilities with the' demand for
technological innovation -m world markets. These 'points will be taken up
again in Part IV of this report, .which will ~scuss the role of government.
In the meantime, 'however, it is necessary to discuss the implications of
technological innovation for management,

E. I1jNOVA1:rON AND MANAGEMENT

97.In discusaing the implications of technologtcal innovation for manage
ment, it is necessary to st~~ss: ,on~~ again that, technological innovation is
more than Rand D. Not only 7' as we have seen - does innovation require
resource inputs in production.and marketing as well as in R and D (2).
The study of 567 U. S. tnnovattons concluded:

l!Perhapsthemostgener~loverall ilflplicati<)n of theftndings (of
the s~udy),is, that th~ managementof teclmical Innovation is much more
thanthe maintenance Of an Et and D laboratorywhich Is productive in
technic!tl output, . In this study only a small fraction(21%) of the success
ful iJ:1l10vation.sw~re_basedpr,iinari1yon the recognition of technologtcal
potential, .and.tor even tewer did .the major .information input evoking.
the idea ersolvip.gthe:problem invol,v~ ,expe:rimentation o~,~nalysis ill
the fir~~s.1~bora~P!Y~" .. ,T~e.lTlanageIUen~ of tnnovattonie acorporate
wide .task,... and is too important to be left to any one specialtsed function-

. . ",. . .'. '.,....... ;, .... ,.: .. , ..C,.· ' ...<", ." ... -

al department•. The R .and D staff can make .its full contr-ibution to the
total process of innovation not only by effective problem solving, but by
building its competencevknowledge and personal contacts to contribute
to the generation of new ideas and to the. evaluation of proposed adoptee!
innovations.. Inthis way It canparticipate fully in the ovenall.corpor-ate
strategy for. technical inIl0vati~ll'" (4) .

Perhaps this conclusion needs to be tempered by another finding of
the studYjnamely thatthe number of innovations involvingR and D tend
ed to: be the: larger and-mor-e radicatones: 'But it does serve to' situate
and define the role of industrial Rand D in the total innovative process.

98. Rand D and technological innovations raise some difficult problems
for management, first because they are relatively young corporate
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differentiate them from the other corporate functions, These points are
stressed by Professors Roberts and Marquis, members of the staff of
one of the academic institutions with comprehensive research and teach
ing programmes on the.management of research and Innovatton, .namely,
the Sloan School of Management at MIT:

"Because R and.Dus.a very young corporate activity, the practices
of Rand D management are still in the infancy stage of development '"
Rand D suffers from a lack of standards of performance, a lackof a true
understanding of its process, ·and a lack of an organised educational
basis for its managers. This accounts for the fads, the "magic" tech
niques, the unfonnded philosophies. Indeed, I believe Rand D has more
01 the mystique about it than any other area of management." (56)

Marquis has suggested that, increasingly:

"Research management is not only the critical dlffer'ence between
a good organisation and an average one, but research is the mostdifficult
to manage of all functional activities. There are three sources of this
special difficulty. The first is the degree of uncertainty. Compare, for
example, the certainty with which you can plan and schedule production
or inventory or sales or cash flow compared with what you can do in
new product development. The second source of difficulty is that you
are managing a new kind of employee who views himself. as a professional
person. , Scientists and engineers differ from other employees in their
expectations, their values, their attitudes and their motivations. The
third source of difficulty is measuring results when each research task
is unique arid never .repeated, Even if you could measure results, the
delay in the feedback loop is so great that it is hard to use knowledge of
results as a basis for planning in the fuinre." (57)

Marquis goes on to say that the body of knowledge on research
management ts derived from four sources : tradition, revelation, expe
rience and systematic investigation of results, the last being the source
the mostIn need of development.

99. This is neither the time nor the place to nndertake a detailed and
systematic review of the problems of managing research and innovation.
A comprehensive r eviewof R and D management practice in over 100
large U. S. firms has, in fact,already been published by Seiler (7).
Little of a similar nature. has been done in other Member countries,
Nonetheless, some of the points emerging from written experience and
systematic study are relevant to government policy makers insofar as
they are involved, directly or indirectly, in innovative activities. They
pertain to the problems that research and innovation pose to establish
ed organisations, .and to current methods of program1pe evaiuatton,
They also pertain to the fact that the objectives of industrial research
and mnovattve acttvtttes must increasingly be fixed within a world-wide
framework rather than a national or regional framework.
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100. Myers' study bas-shown that much industrialR andD has for
objective the improvement ofexisting products, the- widening of market
,applications and the development and improvement-of related production
processes. (4) Furthermore:

"With reasonableJoresight·andclose collaboration between market
ing and'~esearGh,:, (such mnovatlve activities) can be: carrted out.eftect
ively without really major decisions having to be made by the Board and
the short and medium term .future of the. company provided for, butthere
Is also therequirement for .new products for the longer term. "--(58)

A recent report to the U. S. Governlllent corroborates tbis finding
and shows that, because of sales decline and price erosion of older pro
ducts, a firm - in addition to making relatively'm~norinnovations-
must successfully launch new, products _if ,it is to. maintain its ,gt:owth
targets, and that these new products will sometimes be baseel on radical
ly new technologies or radically new markets for the firm (2). But it is
precisely the launching of such new products which creates the greatest
challenges and the greatest difficulties for management, -

101. Both Schon and Wormald see a fundamental tension between the
nature of the established firm andthe nature of ragical innovation (59,
60). Established firms seek a certain kind of ordered" foreseeable,
plannable change - neither surprise nor revolution. Yet radical tnno
vation often 'goes hand in hand with uncertainty with changes in scientifie
theory, comm~ds changesIn concepts in mark~ti,ng"or req~ires ra~cal

changes in production equipnlentj, it forces est,ablish,edJirms to under
go major change. Brightemphasises. the differing requiremepts of Iour
stages of radical innovation: scientific (I, e. search for knowledge),
engineering ,(te.'reductionto practtcejv entrepneneurfal (i.e~',introduc

tlon to societyjvandmanagerfal (optimisation of usage). He points out,
only in.very few cases has .one man spanned these four stages.r each of
which "requires a different type of skill and knowledge.imayinvolve
some changes of attitudes and values, and. r-equrres the manipulation of
very differ-ent types of resources". (16)

102. The, difficulty of maintaining innovation in large organisations has
been descrfbed by P. Haggerty, -the President of Texas Instruments
- a highly innovative firm-that only recently was small buthas now
become .very Iarge.. His .experrence. merits- extensive, quotation:

"As the organisationgrowsvIt gets more complex, ,IfUl1dreds and
then thousands ofpeople are involved, often in multiple locatio'!s. 'The
number of customers grows, ()p~rati(:msexpand Into many states and
often' into many 9o~tries.;."::To exploit the invention or :~l1ovation ,
fully and to get bread distribution, the price must come down, The

--' " ' -, ",- - ,: ",,,-,,,,', -,' ,,:,,',' ",:: ",
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in the development ... it becomes far more important that the pr-Incipal
managers be good admiruetratoxs than that they be good innovators,

" •• , Quite understandably, we begin to get a preponderance of
what, for the stmplffrcatton of theconcept, twill call administrative
managers. They can exploit the innovation, but the skills they need
and admire in themselves, in their peers, in their superiors and sub
ordinates, are the skills of administration including leadership. Hence,
the people they need and. select are, in tnrn, predominantlyadministra
tive managers.

" • •• 'Often they have succeeded or displaced the original' .mnovator s
and sometimes have snffered justifiable despair at the inability of the
innovators to perform adequately the increasingly difficult administrative
tasks. - At the same time many 'an-innovator fails to recognise how bad
he really is as an administrator. His 0'WIl experience and value systems
simply do not qualify him to comprehend what is involved, how difficult
it is to get the administrative management job done, and how jUstified
the administrative, manager is, in his despair.

IIAs a consequence, from their own experience, theadministrative
managers have no basis on which to judge and respect the contribution
that the innovator can really make, All they are able to see is his muddling
and, too often, thoroughly inadequate ability to administer. So, they grow
the organisation by accretion, adding the kind of products and services
that flow naturally from the business one is already in, Supplementing
the markets in which one already engages, doing effective work in cutt-
ing costs and lowering prices - all essential, but unlikely to pr-ovide the
step function in product and service necessary for dynamic growth.

", .. Because they are efficient administrators, the net result is.
often constructive and results in the total organisation's being more
effective, more profitable and more useful to society, But, at the same
time, it makes the organisation strll more 'complex ~d decreases the
relative number of those who know how to innovate, and innovation gets
increasingly harder. At 'somepoint, the growth rate slows down or
falls below that of the industries in which the organisation exists -. " (66)

Furthermore:

"To handle the growth and increasing complexity, the organisation
decentralises into groups, divisions, departments and branches: and
the total job is divided up and cut into the sizepieces that a good admin
istrator can get his arms around. This isa .logicaland good manage
ment practice, but unless the general managers understand their-jobs
thoroughly, the company is in danger of its becoming no more than the
sum total of the decontraltscd parts loosely governed primarily from. a
financial point of view at the corporate level.
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managers develop in a ,decentralised organisation., their .innovatlonsar'e
ordtnarflyrestricted to the entity for whlchthey have, responsibility or,
at most, narrowly and obviously beyond it. Hence, though the organisa
tion as a whole may have far more of the tools and the opportnnity and
the skilled people needed for innovation, the exposure' of any one manager
is restricted, and he simply fails to see the larger opportunities to solve
problems which are the right scale for the whole corporation or a large
part of it.:" (61)

Finally:

" • • • when one must choose between the hazy and uncertain high
r-isk future associated with a major, innovative effort and the hard, tan
gible, quantifiable future of exploiting present technological and commer
ctal possfbtltties, the temptation is almost irresistible to .press hard
on the la~terandppstponethe,forme~. If one is an adnuruetrattve
manager whose accompltshment is unquestioned, the necessity for choice
may not evensuggest ,itself.

"Jf an innovative effort is to be ofsuch significance that, if it
succeeds" it really willhave a major impact on abig.companye- a true
breakthrough strategy- then at some critical time in its development
the risk will be very large andthe general management must understand
both the risks and the potential rewards. •• Ifmapagement does not
understand, the resources applied simply will not be adequate and the
strategy will fail, and. no innovation will result, not because It wasn't
potentially there, but because the management simply lacked the com
prehension and the courage to proceed." (61)

103. But teclmological innovation can also create problems for senior
management:

"Managements are thus confronted with tasks which are more and
more Irequently difffcult, ,unfamiliar, entirely new. in their experience
and demandtng technical expertise whichbelongs more and more.exclu
aively to the young, recently qualified - and junior - manager." (62)

And this sitnation is not always recognised. Even in the U. S. A.,
an empirical study by Roberts of innovative ventures in a'large company
found that:

", •• The young men received less encouragement than the older
men, they were given less latitnde for independent action, had less say
in formulating the judgmental criteria for the venture, experienced
less co-operation between their venture and thecompany..experienced
a good deal of trouble in securing capital support for their project, and
had a lower level of sponsorship for their project -sponsorship'being
a term used to describe the supportive actions taken by a person or
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Vt::H:lUm:s ~U urgner- management to auvance me cause or tne entrepreneur
and his venture. Even after the project had attained the status of an in
dep~ndentventure" the younger entrepreneurs reported capital support
as being a major problem. " (10)

104. Finally, problems can arise because, as we have seen, radical
innovation involves the manufacturing and marketing functions 'in addi
tion to the R and D function (2). Effective innovation requires effective
"coupling" amongst these functions (63), which may prove difficult
because of differences in motivation and in vocabulary and education,
in addition-to the inevitable preoccupation which manufacturing and
marketing have with existing rather than future business.

105.~ muchIor the dtfficulttes posed by radical innovation, but how
can they be overcome? Burns has argued, on the basis o~ empiri~al

enquiry, that innovation is more likely to flourish in a framework-which
is "enterprtsecentred" rather than "management centred":

"In management-centred organisations the problemsand tasks
facing the concern as a whole are broken down into specialtsms, Each
individual pursues his task as something distinct from the real tasks of
theorganisation, as if it were the ~ubject of a sub-contract. "Somebody
at the top" is responsible for seeing to its relevance. The technical
methods, duties, and powers attached to each frmctional role are precise
ly defined. Interaction within management tends to be vertical, I, e.
between superior and subordinates. Operations and working behaviour
are governed by instructions and decisions issued by superiors. This
command hierarchy is maintained by the implicit assumption that all
knowledge about the situation of the firm and its tasks is, or should be,
available only to the head of the firm. Management, often visualised as
the complex hierarchy familiar In organtsation charts; operates a simple
control system, with information flowing up through a succession of
filters" and decisions andinstructions flowing downwards througha
succession of amplifiers.

"Entrepreneur-centred systems are adapted, to unstable conditions,
when problems and requirements for action arise which cannot be broken
dowu and distributed among specialist roles within a closely defined
hierarchy. Individuals have to perform their special tasks in the light
of their knowledge of the tasks of the firm as a whole. Tasks lose much
of their formal definition in terms of methods, duties, and powers,
which have to be redefined continually by interaction with others participat
ing in the task. Interaction runs laterally as much as vertically. Commu

.nlcation between people of different ranks tends to resemble lateralcon
sll1tati<>n rather than vertical command•. Omntscience can no longer be
imputed to the head of the concern. " (62)
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showed that almost all the inventive and innovative events in the develop
ment of six complex weapons systems in the U. S. A. took place in an
"adaptive" environment in contrast to an "authorttartan" ~nvironme,nt(64).
Of course, the description of "management/authoritarian" systems and
"entrepreneurial/adaptive" systems is to some extent carrcatural , and
the distinction between them artificial, Some Iunctions may be best
p~r.forllledwithin the framework of a "management" system, whilst others
may require a mixture of both. But the evidence suggests that, whilst
new science-based firms tend to be strong on entrepreneurship and weak
on management, .thej-everse danger exists in .large establtshed firms.

107. For this reason, industrial firms are adopting organisational
ter-ms which respond to the requrrements of radical. technological inno
vation. At Texas Instruments, for example, there is not only the top
management's _commitment to teclmolog~cal innovation:

" ••• we' have made a serious attempt to institutionalise it by
developing a system for the management of innovation. This consists
of a formal statement of business objectives, a detailed summary of
the str~tegies which will be followed to attain these objectives, and a
series of techntcal programmes In such functions as research and
developIllent, manufacturing arid marketing, with emphasis on the in
vention and innovation required ••. ", (61)

108. This system ensures that all parts of the organtsation are aware
of the corporate goal of techIlological innovation, . and of Its implications
for them. It a1W has the necessary integration of efforts across the
bOund~,ri,esofexisting business. Further-mor-e, with regard to the im-.
pltcattons of decentralisation:

"Every manager must understand that the frequently enunciated
management rule that responsibility and authority always go together
is just not so. The right rule is that responsibility and authority must
always go together to the maximum extent possible, but in adecentralised
organisation the span of responsibility practically always, exceeds the
span of authority, ~,nd each manager has an authority which extends
only tohis own decentraltsed unit , but a responsibility Which extends
across, the corporation, "(61)

109. The inevitable preoccupation of large firms with existing business ,
together with the difficulties of getting across functional and divisional
boundaries, have led sOID,e firms - such as Dupont >- to createa system
of so:-called' "y,en,ture ,mi:magement' ! (66,66)., The essence of this system
is, that the implementation of new ventures leading to :radicalt,echnolopical
innovation is separated from the existing business. One pe rson Is made
fully responsible for the project, in charge of a full time team, thereby
creating the advantages of the "small firm" enviromnent, namely commit
ment, flexibility, rapidity and incisiveness in decision taking. Such
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markets radically different from the existing business. Members of
such venture teams must be at horne in an environment of uncertainty
and rapid change (65, 66). One empirical study has been undertaken
which compared the effectiveneas of th,e "ventur-e" system with the
normalt'functtonal" system of management for the development of a
number of U. S. weapon systemsv effectrveness being measured in terms
of time and technical.performance,..and.not m terms of cost and market
ability (64). The results of the study were somewhat incon lusive,and
not in any case necessarily applicable to commercially oriented mnova
tions,

110. Other methods of coupling R and D, .production and marketing
exist:

"A successful pattern of technology transfer often involves people
moving with ideas rrom research all the way through production, and
organisation should make this easy. It is very difficult to transplant
new ideas from one organisation to another. The development of new
ideas should be left in the hand of the originating group until sufficient
probability of success has been demonstrated; New ideas should not be
transferred prematurely just because they lie outside the assigned
tasks of the originating organisation." {52}

And when ideas must be transferred:

", •• only in rare cases is it possible to effect this transfer by the
simple exchange of "software" between the research organisation and
operating component. The writing of reports is certaiuly not sufficient,
nor is the giving of lectures and verbal exchange of information. Almost
invariably the transfer of technology requires the demonstration of tech
nical feasibility." (70)

111, Frequent personal contracts between research workers and the
rest of the firm are also very necessary:

"An extremely important element in the conduct of applied science
is to create circumstances thatensure the confrontation of scientists
with practical problems ••• The failure of fundamental work to yield
practical results, or of applied research to solve the true barrier pro
blems, too often results from the fact that experimenters themselves
are never adequately confronted with the real practical problems that
exist. These practical problems can be a stimulating source of funda
mental research. •• just as stimulation can come from the inner develop
mentof pure science. Such contracts are "even more necessary in
large organisations than in smaller ones, for research on a broad front,
serving a diverse technical clientele, generates a greatly expanded pos
sibilityof matching an industrial need to a. technical capability." (70)
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long-termand uncertainactivtty, few, now .a~gue .that. the. industr-ial
scientist should. in general be loftcomplete freedom to choose his. field
pf enquiry:

"The best atmosphere for applied laboratories is characterised by
internalfreedom under strong leadership. Success in applied' research
is 'seldom achieved by authoritarian methods, e.g. by directives from
the head. Consensus must be developed at many levels by discussion and
argument conducted in an atmoSphere of mutual intellectual respect,
Each level must have considerable freedom in the use of resources
allocated to it. Multiple forms or layers of administrative control are
especially stultifying. Lines of scientific communication must be as
short aspoastble -vandnot necessarily congruent with administrative
organisation. " (70)

113, ThatR a~dDc,,\,bemanaged and coupled with other corporate
activities emerges Irom an empirical study into the productivity 9f
1, 3.00 research scientists and engineers in eleven. Iaboratortesttndus
trial, university and governmental} (71). The results of this stu'1Y con
firm t~"tR and D tends to .be a long term process: R and D. groU~~
tended to be most productive after four or five years'existence.:,Th~y

also show research workers tendedtobe more productive to thedegree
that they value intellectual freedom to pursue their own ideas, However,
research workers also tended to be more productive to the degree that
t?:ey'donot~ocus on one stage of the research process, * to .the degree;
that they had more than OJ.1e area of specialisation, and to the degree
that a number of outstdcrs ... wereInvolved in shapingthcrrobjccttvcs,

114. Finally, a number ofwriters stre~~ the important role of the in
dividual entrepreneur in technological innovation. Burnsgoes l3()if~l\,

as to argue that the innovative process is in principle identical with the
function of the classical entrepreneur, and that the task oforganising
industrial science is simply to facilitate technical entrepreneu,s~ip.(6.2),
Schon suggests that the entrepreneur becomes the champion of ail idea,
who is totally committed, who accepts by risks of failure, but who will
use every means to succeed (68). Charpie says that he is likely to be
non-conformist and technically rather than managerially oriented (69),
However, the:U"S.'National Academy of Sciences 'has taken a more
measured' view:

liThe teclmical entrepreneur, a missionary", the man who. carried
the torch for a. ne",ide" - is often the catalyst of technical prog,,~ss.

* Effective scientists ••• :did not limit their. efforts either.to the world of purt:<,~C1t:Ul.:t:<

or to the worldof application, but were active in both. " (71)
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and ingenuity than for profound technical understanding, his courage
and tenacity are frequently vital elements of successful innovation. We
need to identify such individuals early in their careers, to encourage
appropriate educational preparation, and to ensure an occupational
environment that will enhance their contributions.

"It must be recognised, however, that many successful innovations
have been accomplished without such zealots. Some very able and orig
inal teclmical people, who have .contributed important innovations, are
not especially vocal or persuasive. Infectious .. enthusiasm may impart
courage when - as is frequently the case - courage is needed; but en
thusiasm will not, of course, repeal a law of nature, if that is the road
block that stands in the way of a successfulInnovation, The technical
idea that has glamour or popular appeal or is easily explained and dram
atized is not always the best idea, or the one most likely to lead to
successful application in the long run." (52)

E. 2. Innovation an.dEvaluation

115. The choice ex ante, and the evaluation ex post of Rand D of inno
vative venture, also creates new types of problems of management due
to the relatively long-term time horizons and relatively high degrees of
uncertainty involved. Effective definition and appraisal of the overall
Rand D budget appears to be as difficult for Individual firms .as it is for
national governments:

"At the present time there are no known relationships between
optimum R and D expenditures and another single variable that can be
used to establish the research budget with a sufficiently r eliable.de
gree of accuracy. Thus the budgetary determination by top line officials
in most cases is a matter of using broad gauges to see if the budget re
quests of research officers. are reasonable. The more frequently applied
guides are competitors' research efforts and the It and D spending/sales
ratio." (7)

Some would argue that - as with national governments - the effective
determination of the totalR and D budget must depend on the identification
of long-term objectives, and on the existing and the desired capabilities
needed to achieve these ob]eetrves, and that it reqnires participation from
all parts and all levels of the firm, together with an explicit considera
tion of attitudes towards risk and uncertainty (75).

116. Ex ante evaluation of long-term research programmes presents
particularly difficult problems of evaluation. Not only do they generally
present a higher degree of uncertainty than do other types of Rand D
programmes but, insofar as evaluation methods take into account the
time value of money (e. g. through such techniques as Discounted Cash
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Some research directors think this is only right and proper:

"••• •"it is preferalJle to use the DGF method for longerterrn pro-.
jects, otherwise a too optimistic result will be obtained." (5$)

But others would argue that such evaluation techntquesaremappro
pr-iate wnenconsidertng long-term exploratory or fundamental research
in the firm (16). The characteristics of such resea"ch are. often. very
lowprobability of success, relativelyIow cost, very highpay-off if
successful, but pay-off onlY in thelong term.- up to thirty years accord
ing to the evidenqepresented elsewhere in this report, Given,these
characterfsticsvtogether ,with the inevitable arbitrary nature of uumer",:,
leal assessments of probability of success and of pay-off, evaluation
techniques such as. DC);' may be unnecessarily blunt instruments to apply
to exploratory research, It is perhaps for this reason that industriaI
firms such as DuPont do not use sophisticated accounting .techniques to
evaluate their programme of exploratory research, .but are content to
observe that support of fundamental research has paid off in the past,
and thus continue to support fields of "relevance and promise'ttotherr
business.

117. For radical innovations, the evaluation of market andtechnological
trends also presents many pitfalls. Paragraphs 52 to 54 have shown how
difficuU it often is to make an ex ante assessment of the nature arid
extent of the marketfcr radtoal innovations. And a recent review;ar-:
ticle by Roberts has pointed - rather severely perhaps- to the limita
tions of presellt",ethods of technological for-ecasttng:

"Exploratorytechnological forecasts are largely based either on
aggregates of"genius"forecasts (e. g. the DELPHI technique) or on the
use of leading indicators or other trend line approaches. . The practt
ttonera of economic forecasting, in contrast, long ago recognised the
need fonmultt-vartable systems analysis and cause effect models to
developr'elfahle predictions.

", •. The empirical "research-on-research" of the past 'decade
has now producedan impressive' basts of understandings of the irifluences
on scientific and technological progress (76, 77). SureIyit is important
to begin to embody these findings into the development of 'improved ex
ploratory technologtcal foi-ecastmgmodels,

"Normative forecastrng .Is at the opposite extreme on the: sophtsti
cation scale, fully utilizing Bayesian statistics, linear and dynamic pro
grammlngvand other operations research tools.. .Here, despite the
uniqueness, uncertainty and lack of uniformity ofresearch and develop
ment activities, each.of the designers of normative techniques has pro
posed a stngle-tormat whqUy quantitative method. for resource allocation,
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technological forecasting) are:

the costliness of the inputs
the dubious "ccuracy of the estimate
the inflexibility of the. methods
.the ltmited impact on managerial decision." (78)

118. Furthermore, ;a recent meeting of'the. European. InduEl~riar Research
Management Association,at which were present both in.dividuals.illyolV~d
in developing the methodology of technologtcal forecasting, as well as
practitioners from .. the .1arge,I' European.ffr-ms,..concluded that:

"In companies whose markets were subject to short time: scale of
product life, long lead time in development, technological discontinuity
between successive products, low predictability of markets and high
competition, technological forecasting was very relevant but difficult to
apply with success. Successful technological forecasting was a charact
eristicof more slowlymoving industries." (149)

119. In other words, useful technological forecasting is most difficult
to do in precisely those areas where it is most needed. This suggests
that until we have a much greater understanding of the mechanisms of
scientific and technological' development, and of 'users 1 reactions to rad..,;
Ical fnnovations, forecasting will continue to be empirical rather than
scientific and deducttve.i-Ae such, few would deny that forecasting is
still both a feasible and necessary exercise in the evaluating of Rand D
programmes. It can improve insight into complex problems," and focus
attention on critical areas-where further" questions must be answered
(79); But, given the uncertainties involved, the judgment, experience
and intuition of individuals willcontinue to have an important role' to play ,
as will a thorough and critical evaluation of the assumptions underlying .
any forecast and the effects of "hanging them.

120. Empirical evidence confirms that proposals for R and D projects
in industrial firms are rarely taken solely on the basis of numerically .
based models or' evaluation techniques, Two persons concerned with
the management of innovative ventures at DuPont have said the followtng:

"The choice (of ventures) cannot be properly made on the basis of.
numbers, weights, formulas, .or some .other short cut. It Cannot be'
properly made by specialists. It must be made instead on the basis of
entrepreneurial judgments." (65)

"Beyeralcriteriaareused for appraising the value of the venture
to the Company, Onejs the expected net .return on investment over a
period of years. Another is venture worth.iwhich, in .a.aimplffled sense,
is the forecast net cash position from operating the venture for a number
of years and then liquidating all assets. While these criteria are useful,
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yet a substitue for good judgment." (66)

121. Furthermore, in a review of formal R and D project selection
methods in fifty organisations, Baker and Pound found that few were
employing formal selection processes that were described in papers
published by their own employees (80)• One reason for this may well
be that accurate ex ante assessments of the costs, duration and proba
bilities of technical andcommerctal success of R and D'projects are
very difficult. One empirical study In the U. S. A. found a weak relation
between initial estimates arid outcomes. (150) And a more recent study
in the U. K.came to the same conclusion, with the additional firidings
that initial .estimates tended to underestimate cost, and duration, and
that there was no evidence of an, improvement in the accuracy as pr-o]eets
approached completion, nor W~, experience in: making such estimates
accumulated. (151)

122. Seiler also throws some inter.esting .light on. .selection procedures
used in over a hunderd large U. S. firms (7). He himself lists more than
fifty factors. which could be taken mtoaccountIn evaluating an Rand D
project, many of which are difficult to quantify and involve great uncer
tainty, He found that only slightly more ethan.half of the firms employed
project selection methods which were quantitative inthe sense that
weights or values were assigned to the several factors affecting each
project-quantitative methods being more readily. employed in develop
ment ortented Irrms and less readily tn research.ortented ff rma.. .He
also found that 80% of the research managers felt that there were im
portantqualitative factors which could not be expressed quantitatively,
but only assessed subjectively - the percentage being .higher Ior.frrms
involved in relatively more complex or, r esearch.orfented projects.
Elnal.ly.ohe ,obtained research managements" opinions as, to the,' reltabtl-
ity of estimates of a number of factors Which mustenter fntoproject
appraisal. Table 8 shows the percentage of responses indicating excellent,
good, fair, poor and totally, unreliable. They suggest that it is, easier
to predict accurately the eosts and the time horizons of development-than
of research, the benefits of new production process than. of new products,
and technical success rather than commercial success.

123. The uncertainties related to industrial research and:innovation
can be illustrated by the results of a number of U. S, studies. These
resultsare not completely consrstent, but nonetheless point in the same
direction:

for 120 firms, it was found that at least 50% arid often more
than 60% of R and D projects never resulted in commercially
used products or processes (11);
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OF THE ACCURACY WITH WHICH FACTOR~,AFFECTING

RESEARCH PROJECTS CAN BE ESTIMATED, 1964

Percentages

-: ACCURACY RATING

FACTOR I '., TOTAL-

"
EXCEL-

GOOD FAIR POOR LYUN- TOTAL
LENT

RELIABLE

Cost of the research
I ,

project ................ 3.5 27.8 52.2 14.8 1,7 100

Cost of development if the.
research is successful .. 2•.6 38.8 46.6 . 9.5 . 2.5 100 .:

-,-
. ' , .

'"Probabillty of technical
success .............. 3.5 51.3 39.9 6.3 0.0 100

Time. necessary to com-
,

plete the research •..••• 0.9 18.6 50.4 24.8 5.3 100

Manpower requirements I,
necessary to. complete the

. , .

research ............. 2.6 34.2 53.5 7.0 2.7 100

Probability of market I·
success •••• • '0" ••••••0' 3.6 33.6 38.2 14.5 10.1 100

'I'Imeneceasary to com,:"",' ..
plete the development .. 1,8 34.5 41, 8 17.3 4.6 100

MarketIife of the prod-
., " , . .',

uct if Rand D efforts are I
I,

successful ............ 4.6 28.0 29.0 23.4 15.0 100

Revenue from the sale of
the product if Rand Dare ,

successful ............ 5.3 36.0 28.9 27.2 2.6 100
-,- I "

Cost reductions if Rand D
efforts are successful .. 10.7 57.1 14.3 14.3 3.6 I 100.

-t- . ,

SOURCE: See Reference 7.
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ortentedRand D, and 70% of expenditures. on product-oriented
innovation, were for products which proved to be commercially
unsuccessful, and that 30% of new products launched on the
market proved to be unsuccessful (10);

for the U. S. A. as a whole, it has been estimated that some
10, 000 new products are developed each year, of which 80%
die in infancy: and that, of the remaining 2, 000, only about
100 both incorporate significant scientific or technological
advance as well as satisfy an economic need (12).

124. Some take these high "failure" rates to illustrate bad research
and innovation management. Others argue that they simply reflect the
high technological and market uncertainties inherent in research and
innovation. At whatever point between these two extreme -views the truth
lies, the inadequacies of existing, formal management techniques are
reflected ina recent report.of European industrial research managers,
members of the European Industrial Research Management Associatton
(EIRMA):

"The extensive literature on possible methods for project selection
would lead one to anticipate finding a certain number of papers dealing
with how the proposed methods .have worked out in practice. This is un
fortunately not the case.

". •• It seems that the general feeling is that the methods propos
ed to date possess a number -of shortcomings which considerably affect
their practical ntility •••

"... The long-time span of most Rand D projects is not reflect
ed in the proposed procedures. Most profitability methods. treat an
innovation project as though it were equivalent to a normalcapital in
vestment. . . A normal: capital investment is usually a one-:shot go no
go decision. The stakes are generally high from the outset and there is
rarely the opportunity to reverse the decision before at least a major part
of the funds are committed. The situation is quite different for the R
and D component of an innovation project. It normally extends over a
relatively long period of time, during which the comparative situation
may be subject to rapid change which may in part be due to the inter
action of the project itself with the environment. Technical , economic,
polttical and social changes may be involved. Thus _the assessment of
an Rand: D.project is not a once-for-all exercise leading to a definitive
conclusion but must be continually updated, especially in the light of
technological achievements within the project itself and of changing tech
nology elsewhere •••

" - There is no adequate treatment of multiple .objectives and
conflicting criteria. In essence, all the quantitative methods proposed
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merit which can serve as a decision criteria ...

" - The treatment of uncertainty and likehood of success or
failure is generally unsatisfactory •••

" - The methods proposed fail to recognise that project selec-:
tion is a continuous process, ••• a new project under review will, ina
practical case, only be in competition with a very limited number of new
or established projects. This is not to say that all projects in a given
programme must not be subjected to regular assessment to determine
their current value and load to related decisions. However, the time
for doing this will be determined by the evolution of the project itself
or of external events related to it ••• " (81)

125. Nevertheless, the report goes on to say:

"All the methods evolved to date are still heavily dependent on
intuitive estimation and the final decision rules must still be interpret
ed with considerable care so that experience and intuition is still the
major factor involved. To put this matter in perspective, it must how
ever be borne in mind that there is a fairly general feeling of dissatis
faction with the existing procedures for project selection. Virtually, all
research managers are highly interested in formal methods for this
purpose although in fact freely admitting that they do not make much use
of them. Furthermore, as projects become .more complex; as the rate
of technological advance increases, .it is becoming increasingly difficult
to make satisfactory intuitive decisions. More and more,. theneedis
being felt for rendering explicit the implicit assnmptions and hypotheses
upon.which intumve decrstons are based. However unsatisfactory the
existing formal methods may be, the use of no method at all is, likely to
be even worse. It is felt, therefore, that it is very much worthwhile to
devote effort to improving techniques and, perhaps even more important
ly, to acquire experience in the application of such techniques; without
this experience the essential feedback which will assist further develop
ment will be lost. "

126. The report therefore goes on to discuss a number of general con
siderations which should be borne in mind when designing specific eval
uation procedures, such as the rapid rejection of unsuitable projects,
the information requtrements for evaluation, attitudes to risk, sequential
evaluation, the choice of decision criteria, and the implications for eval
uation methods of the degree of advancementof the project.

E. 3. Innovation and Company Objectives

127. Both the appropriate organisational forms for innovation and the
criteria used in evaluating research projects and innovative ventures
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research and innovation to them.v.One U. S. report has said that these
objectives should be set on the basis of "directional planning", which
attempts to 'answer such questions as "what business are We in? ", "what
should we be in?" (2) A comprehensive and detailed discuaston of the'
el~lllentsofdirectionaLpla:rminggo, beyond the remit of this report.
i3nffice it to say .thatIt.Ia an exercise as difficult as ItIs necessary (72,
73, 74).

1~8. Company objectives and innovatton strategies will be unique to
each firm, depending onits strengths, weaknesses, and the opportunittes
open to; it. Theae, in turnwill depend on its history and its, environment.
Within the OECD area thereare considerable differences amongst.the
Member conntries in historical and environmental factors related to R
and D and to technological innovation - aswell as rapid, change in rel
evant environmental factors - which influence what will be, the appro
prtateR andD strategy for industrial firms.

129. The most important environmental factor 'is the increasingly
open - indeed worldwide - framework within which strategies for Rand
D and teclmological innovation must be conceived. This is not only
because no one countrycan hope to produce all the. sCientific and technolo
gtcalknowledge relevant to innovation, nor only because 'markets wider
than national markets may be increasingly necessary 'to amortise the
fixed costs of launching 'innovations. It is also because increasing liberal
isatton and interdependence means that competition through technological
innovationIs conducted less' and less withina national framework, and
more and more within anOECD-wide framework. The OECD sector
studies have' shown that successful innovative. firms are precisely those
whichintroduced their innovations in a wide number of Member coun- .'
'tries, and which increasingly conceive their strategtes within an GECD
wide framework.

130. This trend has obvious and important implications for' the R and
D and innovation strategies of industrial firms: what markets to pene
trate, how to penetrate them, what areas to specialise in, and what R
and D strategy to follow? These are important but difficult questions to
answer. In 'this report, one can dono more than sketch what appearsto
be some of the relevant factors. '

131. With regard to markets, one generalisation is probably valtd:
successful innovating firms have all succeeded in penetrating the U. S.
market. The importance of this market arises not only out of its size
and homogeneity, but also outof the .earlier and more intense demand
for technological innovations resulting from high living standards and
sophisticated government.requirements, Vernon argues that "itmay be
necessary to establtsh an operatmgsubstdtary in the United States. in
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market affords. A number of European firms have already demonstrat
ed that this can be done successfully." (82) Operating in the U. S. A. will
also ensure a strong technological and managerial feedback from the
U. S. environment.

132. A firm can launch an innovation On world markets through a num
ber of channels: exports, ltconsing, direct foreign investment and joint
ventures. 'It may use more than one channel, and the mix will probably
vary over time. The factors influencing the choice of channel include
the relative weight of tariffs and transport costs in the value of the pro
duct, the managerial and financial resources at the fft-m I s disposal, the
size of the local market and the importance of local manufacture to its
penetration,' practices with regard- to government markets,' and the desir
ed degree of control over further technological developments. Ststisti
cal evidence suggests that U.S. frrms are increasingly launching their
innovations in foreign markets through directroreign investment (54).
No equivalent data are available for firms in other Member countries.

133. Effective competrtion in international markets requires special
isation, and technology cannot be exempted from this requirement.
However, technological specialisation may often be very different from
conventional concepts of specialisation (for example, between wool or
wine, or between electronics and agriculture). in areas of rapid tech
nological, change, where new market opportunities are continually open
ing up, there are ample opportunities for specialisation within sectors
- between different sorts of aircraft, different sorts of electronic goods,
different sorts of drugs, or different sorts of transportstion equipment.

134. The fields chosen for specialisation will, of course, dependon
the relative strengths and weaknesses of the firm, and on the posSibile'
ities of market penetration. But even in fields where, other "firms or
countries appear to have a. strong lead in an important broad area of
technology, specialisation and concentration of effort can he rewarding;
For example, in spite of the general U. S. lead in solid state technology,
certain Japanese firms have been very successful through concentrating
their efforts on this technology's use in electronic consumer goods (84).
And at least one European firm. has benefited from a concentration of
effort:

", •• by narrowing down the field by excluding all but silicon
devices and by excluding all techniques other than diffusion and by limit
ing,ourselves to a narrow range of powersr~quired for the automatrve
and aircraft industries, it has been possible, with a few technical men
concerned in the work, to develop over a limited range quite a number
of sophisticated devices and it has been possible to sell back to the larg-
est corporation in the United Ststes a license. on. one of them." (83) .
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.greatercare .in decidtng theclementsof.an Rand D strategy; 'especial
ly in areas where technologtcal change. is ·rapid,and important new gen
erations of products are being .deveioped(6S"S5).Should the firm
adopt an "offensive" strategy, aiming to be the first to the market with
a new product generation? If so, success will require strong R and D,

.constderable .Insigbts .and creativity tn sc.ience,« technology,manufa,ctur
ing •• engmeertng .and 'marketing,' andclose coupling Rl110ngSt, them, ··to.
gether with acceas.toa.market environment receptive .to technological
innovation. It also entails the acceptance of big risks, but the possibil
ities of big pay-offs•. ,U:successful, it will probably lead to the success
ful penetration' of world markets.

136. ,On.shouldthe.firm adopt. a, "defensive!' strategy, ,aiming to-follow
the-leader to the market with .a product-developedwtthits own. technical
resources? Ifso"g.ucc,ess. in the. penetration ofworld markets will
require. accurate knowledge of market developments.. .short lead-times
fo'r development, and commer-cial.i sation.r.and the effective Integration.of
improvements in design, performance or cost by comparison with the
originalproduct .conception.

137. . Fmally, .should the firm adopt an. "absorptive" strategy,through
imitating the product, conception of the leading frrmvand concentrating
techntcalresources on cost reduction and design:improvement? If so,
success in penetrating world markets will depend on the possibilities of
obtaining. and absorbing technologies developed elsewhere, and on factor
.cost or managertal advantages.

138. Once again, individual firms may adopt a "mix" of all three
strategies,;'varyingbetween:productfields and overtime. Clearly, the
approprtatemix will depend not 'only on the firm'a-own r esources, .. but
also .on itsexternalenvtronment, Some, people. mtght arguethat, innew
Iy emerging technologtes over fhe pastten to fifteen,years"U.S•. firms
have-tended to follow "offensive'vstrategtee, European·firms .f!deTensiveB

strategtesv and Japanesefirms "absorptrve" strategies. Yet.theexamples
ofnuclear.energy, jet.transport aircraft and consumer eleotrontcs.do
not .seem to support such a generalisation. Other-s might argue thatthe
posstbiltties -offcl.lowing "absorptive". strategies will diminish -as ·firms 1

horizons and operations become more international. Yet, as we have';
seen, there is a continual proliferation of small, high~technologyfirms,
~enerally strong in technolo~and weak in financial resources, which
- in the Initial. stages at le~st - may not be equipped to penetr..te inter
national markets, and from which technology can therefore be bought."j,' . , . ....

139. Even if it is not poasible to generalise at this stage, the implica
tions. of the ,~xternal env:tron~entJor.re,s,earch and ilUlOvat~on~trategies

are very important. Eventually, as we have seen, they determine the
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ing the appropriate organisational form and the criteria for evaluating
R and D projects. Yet very little appears on the subject in the academic
literature. Further thought on these problems may well be relevant to
member governments, insofar as they are involved either directly or
indirectly in industrial technological activities. It may also be relevant
in relation to the policy objectives that member governments fix in areas
with a strong scientific and technological component.

E. 4. Conclusions

140. To sum up, R and D and technological innovation create new and
sometimes difficult problems for management. This is partly due to
the relatively recent growih of R and D and innovation as important
management functions, and partly to certain unique characteristics
which - as we have seen with regard to organisation and evaluation 
may require adaptation or rethinking of conventional management prac
tices. The prime requirement for the successful management of tnno
vation would appear to be entrepreneurship - not only in individuals, but
also in organisational forms capable of transmitting knowledge and in
formation across functional and divisional bormdaries and of responding
rapidly to change, and in evaluation methods which take account of tech
nological and market uncertainties and of the nature of the various stages
of the innovation process.

141. This same entrepreneurial Hextbiltty and openmindedness will
be necessary for a real improvement in the techniques for managing
research and innovation, Academic institutions can play an important
role in advancing understanding of research and innovative processes,
and in training innovative and entrepreneurial management - provided
that they are closely coupled with the real problems and experience of
those actually involved in research and innovation: this point will be
returned to in Part IV of the report, concerned with government policy.
Finally, the management literature, the activities of management con
sultants and of EIRMA and IRI*, together with the pressures of an in
creasingly open and competitive environment, will ensure that advances
in this particular aspect of management technology - as with advances
in other "software" and "hardware" technologies, will continue to be
diffused internationally and rapidly.

* European IndustrialResearch Management Association, and the Industrial Research
Institute, which is its equivalent in the U. S.A.
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A. UNIVERSITY SCIENCE AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
IN INDUSTRIALLY ADVANCED COUNTRIES

A. r. National Scientific and Technological Capabilities

142. The relationship between science and technology has evolved,
during the past 200 years, from independence to occasional links, and
from there to mutnalinterdependence. This movement has been brought
about by economic and military competition, as illustrated by the emer
gence of the German chemical industries in the 1860's and of many
other science-based industries which followed, as-well as by scientific
and technological efforts induced by the Second World War. It has been
accelerated by the increasing availability and applicability of scientific
knowledge. These two converging forces still being at work, the trend
towards closer links between science and technology is unlikely to di
minish in the foreseeable future, Science and technology have drawn
together in an increasing number of sectors, but by no means in all of
them, nor indeed - to a satisfactory extent - in all countries. Hence
there is much room left for further systematic application of science
to practical tasks.

143. The aim of this part of the report is to attempt to shed some light
on the concrete relations between science and technology inthe indus
trially advanced countries of the OECD area. It has been suggested in
earlier stndies that the national strength in technology is linked to na
tional strength in science. Countries with strong capabilities in funda
mental science, it is argued, seem to be particularly capable of apply
ing science to practical tasks as well. This thesis is often based on the
history of science and technology in two countries, Germany and the
United States. Can it be generalised to an countries?

144. It is difficult to find a universally acceptable indicator of national
scientific capabilities. No single index is perfect. Two indicators
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numbers of science Nobel prizes. Both these indicators have, it will
be recalled, already been used in J. Ben David's report for the GECD
on fundamental research (127). Data on science Nobel prizes are a
simple and easily available but controversial indicator. In fact, they
have several shortcomings which might reduce their reliability: the
relatively small number of Nobel prizes which have been distributed,
the fact that some prizes are awarded to scientists who have emigrated
from their country of birth and education and, finally, the long period
which sometimes elapses between a major scientific discovery and the
attribution of a Nobel prize to reward it. Thus, one should not over
interpret small statistical differences in the attribution of Nobel prizes
to different countries. However, since most' internationally leading
scientists are consulted before the selection of new Nobel prize Winners,
one can reasonably assume that numbers of science Nobel prizes indi
cate to some degreenattonal: strength in fundamental science,as s~:~tl.,

by the scientific community itself, at least over a certain period of
time.

145. Hence,· it is relevant to note that between 1901· and 1939, Germany
received 36 prizes,while19,wereawarded to the United Kingdom, 17
to France, and only 13 to the. United states, ':rbisfigure is the more
revealing as Germany during the same period was universally recognised
as a leading power.tn milttary and civil technologies. But the distribu
tion of science .Nobel prizes changed radically after World War Two.
For the period from 1943 to 1967, the United states moved to fi.rst place
with 57 prizes, followed bytheUnited Kingdom with 24 and Germany
with only 11 prizes. .. France had dropped to fifth place with4 prizes,
Thla can be interpreted, as a-movement .of. the centre of fundamental re
search from Continental Europe .to the United States. During the same
period, the United states emerged as the leading technological power
as well. Furthermore, Table 7 and Annex A to this report suggest a
strong relationship, for eleven Member countries, between national
performance In technolsgical: innovation an~nationalstrength it} .Iunda
mental, sC?ience,fl~ 'll1e~sul?ed through science Nobel prizes ,.and _soten
tificAbstracts•. Inother words, the experience of eleven countries
suggests that nation,aI strength in science tends togo together with na
tional strength in, technology, *

* The parallelism,ofnati6nal sci~ritificaridtechriol.ogica]capabilities in many
industrially advanced countries H at least since the Second World War H Is not a universal
law of history. Although this parallelism may from now on become a major feature of the
industrially advanced countries, ope should not forget,thatv unrtl recently, some countries
succeeded i?,~eating and maintaini~g a first class scientific capabilit}' ,'1hic~-::.atleast for,
some time H was not reflected in any, comparable technclogtcal capability. For example,
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causal link between national scientific and technological capabilities.
Both could depend on other i- perhaps soctologicaheconomtc or political
factors. In order to examine whether the re are:direct links' between
science and .technology, further data arelnecessary. Therefore, the
following two sections of this! report will. examine some of -the available
evidence on the two-way links between science and, technology,

A. 2. Knowledge Transfer from University to Industry

147. Before presenting the data which attempt to examine how science
is linked to teclmology, some general remarks are necessary. Dis
cussions on science and technology cannot remain general for very long.
They have to focus on the institutions which produce and use science and
technology, that is to say, on university and industry. Science-technol
ogy links imply university-industry links. However, the basic objectives
of industry and University are different, sometimes even contradictory,
Until recently, allEuropean countr-Ies assumed more or .less explicitly
that the main and certainly most noble task of a university was to pursue
research and teaching for their own sake. In the United States, the uni
versity concept which developed during the 19th century was, at the
beginning, not very different. American universities were not closely
linked. to society's requirements. This started to change with the land
grant colleges which were established in 1862 as a help for American
agriculture. As the land grant colleges developed into universities 
which they were not at the beginning - the understanding grew that uni
versities should not just be ivory towers, but should also be sensitive
to soctety's needa and problems.' '

148. However ,in most countries, the drawing together of university
and industry has led to tension, illustrating how difficult it is to recon
cile the growing interpenetration of science and technology with the
differences between the aims of university and industry. Although this
interpenetration is likely to increase, industry and universit~ will pro
bably never be fully integrated and tensions will hence subsist. One
cannot even exclude a'further increase of these tensions in extreme
cases, up to the point of provisionally jeopardiZing the whole system
of industry-university links. In the United States as well as in other

in the 19th century, Russia had already given birth to many brilliant scientists and inventors,
Chinese citizens had engaged in scientific research since the First World War, and thousands
of Chinese studied science abroad between the two wars. 'I'heseexamples, as well as the
Israeli experience, seem to indicate that- at least during the first half of the 20th century,
national strength in science was not in every case linked to nati9nalstrength in technology.
But, in each of these cases, national scientific capabilities werd>very closely linked to

.wesrem European or U. S. science.
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'from industry and government be restored.have become: 'stronger mre-.
cent.years.. Thus,' the economic' and political pressures whichpromote
closer industry-university. links have simultaneously stimulated counter
forces. The speed with which science. and technology will draw together
will depend on thenelative strength of these two forces; and on the de
gree to which theycan be reconciled.

149. This being.. s~id", VIe c~n, returI~ to the el11P.,irtcal eVicle~ge'(Yhi~h

suggests that university science is indeed linked to industrial technology.
Most of this evidence is recent" per1lllPs because the wid~ly accepted
ideal of unive:rsity, Independence did not facilitate studies on industry
university links. One of the first studies relevant to the problem was
"Hindsight" (120), ,and more recent evidence has been providedby'fTRA,CE~I'
(13). Both studies have been criticised for lack of statistical reliabilityand
for a partisan approach. It may pe true that any study on U. S. military
innovations performed by the United states Depar-tment of Defense might
be expected to under.line the importance of Department?f Defense and
industrtal Iaboratortestn the innovative process. '" Also, , It is, not alt~:
gether SUrprising that a study on civil innovation~performedby.univer-'
sity scientists and financed by the National Science Fonndation ("TRA9E:S")
came to emphasise the necessity of fundamental research for technological
innovation. However, 'these ,differences are ',due to,different perspecMvys,
and nothing permits onetosuggest that, ",ithin therreelf-Imposed limi
tations, they have wilfully given way to biases. , Certainly, "Hindstght"
and "TRACES" a~e not the last word on the subject. Butthey can be
used as valuable and complel11entarY,~ources of Information on ~cielw(3

technology Imks, It is likely that ill most inn?vations, th~ contrfbution
of university science will be found to range, in quantitative terms, in
between the upper and lower Itmits marked by "Hindsight" and "TRACES".
These upper and lower; liJ:nits appear in Table 9 overleaf.

150. In order to understand Table 9,. one must go along with the assump
tion that every innovation can, be considered an integrated system mclud
ing many differentRand D events. ,Hence, an innovation can be statisric
ally dissected into its main R and D components in order to compar"th~

importance of fundamental science, .applied science and development, 9r
to weigh the pOlltributions of; industry, university and governll1.ent.There
are, inevitably, statistical and historical pitfalls in such an approach.
It is difficult to select objectively a reasonable time period preceding
every innovation, to identify all relevant Rand D events, or to find their
origin. '

151, Prpject Hindsight (1966) investigated 20 major American weapons
systems .developed since 1945. Its results .influenced - and partly biased 
the dtscusstons on science-technology links up to today. '. According to
Hindsight, "undirected" research {very roughly equivalent to "fundamental
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DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO "HINDSIGHT",
IN %, 0];' ALL R AND D EVENTS

Dept. of Defense Laboratories I 39

Federal Institntions (except Dept. of Defense) 2

Industry I 49

Universities (incl. Contract Research Center) • • • . • •• I 9

Foreign

TOTAL

· " .

DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO "TRACES",
IN %, BY TYPE OF R AND D ,EVENT

1

100

NON-MISSION
MISSION- • DEVELOPMENT

RESEARCH
ORIENTED AND

EVENTS
RESEARCH APPLICA TION

EVENTS EVENTS

Research Institutes and
Government .~ •. 0· ••••• 10 15 10

Industry • ••• • . • • 0.0.0 •••• 14 54 83

Universities .......... 76 31 7

TOTAL
,

100 100 100• •••• • 0.•••••••

SOURCES: References 13 and 120.

science") played no noteworthy role in the development of the 20weapons '
systems. It contributed only 0.3% of all R andD events, while applied
research contributed 7.7% and technology 92%. In "institutional" terms,
only 9% of all Rand D events came from university (most of this, evt-,
dently, was applied research and developmeni), 49% came from indus
try, and 39% from government laboratories. However, the apparent
modesty of the university contribution was mainly due to the very short
time period which the Hindsight investigators took into account: they
started with 1940, and stressed that they had deliberately excluded the
"pool of basic knowledge" assembled before 1940. In spite of this warning,
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innovation were exclusively an industrial problem, without any note
worthy contrfbution froIl} rmiversity research.

152. However, at the,md of 1968, TRACES challenged this conclusion.
TRACES is a reply to, and a continuation of, Hindsight. Hindsight was,
limited in space and time: it covered only relevant military "events"
since 1940, whereas TRACES goes beyond these two Itmttations, It
investigates five economically and socially important non-military tnno
vations which were neither financed nor programmed by government:
magnetic 'ferrites, video tape recorder, oral contraceptive pill, electron
microscope, matrix isolation. Therelevant scientific events that
TRACES covers go back to the middle of the 19th century. In some
cases, the time-period taken into account is ten times as long as the
periods in Hindsight. The results of TRACES differ accordingly from
those of Hindsight: of the 341 key events, which led to the five selected
innovations, 70% were "non-mission research" (as compared to o, 3% in
Hindsight), 20% "mission-oriented rese,~J:'9htr, and 10% weredevelopment
and application. Of the "non-mission researc~ events, 76%originated in
universities. Altogether, 60% of the relevant R and D events represent
ed in five recent major innovations .came fromu.niversities. Thus,
TRACES sees innovation as a result of two parallel, both indispensable
sources: mission-ortented research which works towards a preconceiv
ed goal, and a large pool of general lmowledge, originating mainly in
the university and, in number of events, more important for innovation
than mission-oriented research.

153. In all five innovations, the R and D events occurred according to
similar and very revealing time patterns. Ninety percent of all non
mission research events were completed ten years before the innova
tion, but - and this is just as important -; 10% occured later. Thus,
some "undirected" and unplanned events, which were indispensable for
the final iIlnovation, appeared in the years immediately before it. In
other words, without continuous non-mission research, most of which
was being carried out at the university, and without the general pool of
knowledge which it created, the five innovations would not have been
possible. TRACES distributed the key Rand D events according to
major. scientific disciplines. Several disciplines contributed to ,each
of the five innovations: cross-fertilisation between these' different
disciplines was one of the, main preconditions of technological, success.
It appeared, finally, that some areas: of scientific, specialisation contrfb
uted more R and Pevents to the. five innovations than others.

154. All, or almost all, of the fundamental scientific knowledge inte
grated into those five innovations. was available to anyone,irrespective
of its place of origin - in this case, mainly the U.S.A. Why, then, was,
almost all relevant development work leading to the five innovations being
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countries?Th~;r~, aretprobably many reasons for this. One of the most
important-, the advantage for technological innovation of close, personal
contacts between industry and university-will be discussed later on in'
section B. 2. of this part of the report.

155. On the basis of this eVidence,it would appear that science does
contribute .to industrial innovation, .. and in. _somecases,. it. has become.
an integral part of the innovation proceas, ~However, .whether- the uni
versity always contributes 60% of all Rand ]) events, as in the TRACES
innovationsv r-ematns t9 be tested by other studies. Probably, a shorter
time period than that of TRACES would reduce the proportion of relevant
non-mfssfon.rcsearch.cvonts and hence of university science. But they_
might easily remain the largest single group of Rand D events leading
toany industrial .innovatton.. Of course.. much depends upon the sciences
involved.vIt seems that some fundamental sciences ,- for example,
chemistry -.participatewith a higher rate in industrial innovation than
others. A study by the U. S. National Academy of Sciences on modern
chemistry (121). investigated statistically the scientific publications which
announced·11practical··discoveriesI1.. (inventions andinnovations) in Indus
trial chemistry. On the. basis of the cited references, the basic research
results leading to the "dtscovertes'twere tracedback to .therrortgins,
For example. publications .related to 16 different industrial discoveries
included 240 citations in all. Sixty-fivepercentof them referred to uni
versity research, 31% to industrial research, and 4% to other sources:
a distrfbution which would tend to confirm the findings of TRACES. If
the citations in. the .annoWlcements -of the practical industrial .. dtscovertes
are broken down by the type of publication they refer to, the following
distribution appear-s: 67% referred to fundamental science journals and
books, 22% to applied journals, 10% to patent publications, and 1% to
other sources. Possibly, untversity :research in physics plays, on aver
age, a less important role in the .developmentof industrial technology,
but thisIa.oneof the many questions which remain to be investigated.

156. It must be added that the relevance of fundamental science to tech
nological innovation goes beyond the mere transfer of Rand D events
from university to industry, as illustrated by TRACES. American ex
perts, among others,. noticed that a growing part of applied research
was being performed by people whose training was in basic science (122).
This may be because basic. scientists are often of a higher intellectual
calibre than applied scientists and engineers. Their contribution en
riches the quality of _applied science and also of development and helps
to. ensure that due. attention is· given.to .the -work and .the dtscovertes -of
the world-wide', scientific, community. Thus" industrial 'firms, may have
a direct economic interest to attract basic scientists into their innova
tion research- teams (123). Possibly also.. the increasing participation
of .basic scientists in applied research and technology indicates .that it
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this is the case, leadership in science-based technologies, ,far from
being an. indti~trial problem only, may be less and less possible without
strength in fundamental science,

157. Certainly, the intensity of the links between science and technol
ogy vary-considerably amongst academtcdisctplfnes andtndustrtal
sectors; A recent reportonunivexstty/Industry relations inthe.United
Kingdom found that it is the high technology industries which also have
the highest proportion of qualified scientists and engineers in senior
management, have 'most contacts with the untverstttes.vand make most
use of un'iversity consultants (154). The same report found that uni
versitydepartments' contacts with industry tend to be higher in phar
macology, chemistry and physics than in biological sctences;: bio
chemistry and mathematics. And Marquis and Allen have found, through
an analysis of citations in the techntcal Itterature, a greater 'dependence
on science in nuclear engineering, 'electronics, andmetallurgical en
gineering, by comparison with mechanical engineering (147). ,Where
the links between university science and industrial technology are strong,
the mere imitation of already known, but sophisticated; technologies
has become so difficult that it requires scientists of no less calibre
than those who were necessary to invent the technologies the first time,
In such sectors, the possibilities of developing new technologies without
fundamental science cannot be very great either.

158. Scientific knowledge gets transferred into industry through a num
ber of channels: essentially, personal contacts, teaching and publica
tions. "TRACES" presented statistical data which shed some light on the
length of the transfer process.' All five investigated innovations reveal.
a time cycle of about 30years between most non-mission research
events and their technologtcal application~Thenumberof non-mission
research events per decade reached a maximum between the twentieth
and thirtieth year before the innovation; after having been quite high in
the preceding decade - that is, between the thirtieth and fortieth year.
"TRACESII explainsthts regularity as an aspect of thet'educattonal ey
cle" which lasts 20-30 years; and suggests that "most inventorsorely
heavily' on information, created in the previous' generation"; In other
words,industrial innovation is," or-was, to a considerable degree based
on university research performed one generation earlier, the results
being transmitted to the second generation through the traditional chan
nels of university education and scientific publication. The length of
this time lag lends itself to different interpretations. 111' some cases,
the time for the immediate utilisation of new non-mission research dis
coverteswas not rtpev because there was no market need for the pr-od
ucts which could develop from those R and D events. 111 other cases,
the new Rand D events were useful only in combination with other
scientific.discoveries which were not yet known.' According to a study
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than half of 84 investigated innovations in British industry: =i3.0% "some
other technology not sufficiently developed" and 23.0% "nor market or
need" (86).

159. But in addition to this, it is probable that the. thirty year cycle
has often been due to the fact that the technological relevance of new R
and D events hasnotbeen understood' by, or not known -to, the competent
people or university. The diffusion of new knowledge was limited or
deficient. University discoveries were not transmitted quickly enough
to the student body or to industry, and it took years - sometimes a
generation- before they found their way into handbooks, teaching pro
grammes and finally industrial laboratories. It comes as no surprise
that.i.In 22.0% of Langrfshs 84 innovations, the factors Itsted as caus
ing delay belong to this group: "potential not recognised by management";
10% "resistance to newideas": and 4~ 0% "poor co-operation orcommu
nication". It should be possible to reduce the thrrty year 'cycle in-those
cases where ttIs due to lackof understanding or communication.

160. The results of a study by F. Lynn suggests that the gestation
period for military innovations-has been shorter than for civil mnova
tions (14). This has probably been due in part to the clearer definition
of defence "needs" than is often possible for civil innovations, and possi
bly also to the greater time pressures related to. military innovations.
Equally important, however, may be the difference in the modes of know
ledge transfer for the Hindsight and TRACES innovations. The thirty
year time lag observed in the TRACES innovations suggests that most
university created knowledge was transferred through university educa
tion and publications. In the Hindsight innovations,. however; many
transfers were ·based on informal person-to-person communication,
There is no, doubt, as we shall see, that such personal .transfers are
quicker- and more efficient than the other channels of univeraity-Industry
communication.

161. Most "person-embodied"knowledge transfers take place through
untversttygraduates who join industry as full-time collaborators, through
consultancy work of university teachers, and through industrialists'
participation .in university courses. No comparable. data are available
on the relative importance of the different modes of knowledge transfers,
neither within a country nor between countries;" but data for the United
Kingdom Shows that all three methods are used by more than 70% of
large companies (I, e. with more than 5,000 employees) (154). Nonethe
less, the tensions which arise from the differing objectivea.-preoccupa
tions and ideals of industry and university do create problems.

162. Thus, scientists prefer academic careers to industr-ial jobs in all
countries. Complaints about this and. related. problems have been heard
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management, -;sc-ientistl and.' engineers: remain one or the most disgrun
tIed group on industry's payroll." (124) And in the United Kingdom
only between 10% and 15% of all science Ph. D's go into industry (higher
in chemistry and agr-iculture, lower in biology and biochemistry),
and only 32% to 3~% of all technology Ph.Dvs (higher. in chemical en
gineering) (125)'/ Neither sets of proportions are tending to increase,'
although the pyfcentage of first degree university graduates who join.
tndustryIa-hjghar than the percentage of Ph. Dl's, and is increasing.

163. Thfa.Is a matter of concern-to the 'United Kingdom authorities,
who constder the reluctant 'attitude of scientists towards tndustryasan
obstacle to the development of technological innovation, In the present
state of our knowledge, it is not possible to say whether the flow of
good scientists and engineers into United Kingdom industry' is high or
low compared to that. in other countries. .Contrary. to'what .Is sometimes
believed, nothing proves that the proportion of U. S. scientists joining
industry is much higher" Unfortunately.i.no U. S. flowdata.on this
subject are available, but some stock data are quite suggestive: the
NSF has estimatedthat,·in.1968; about 60% of allPh.D'sjn scienceand
engineering were employed by universities, 25% by industry and 13% by
government (155). Nevertheless, some experts believe, on the basis
of personal .. experience,.- that-good: scientists find. their .way.to Industry.
mo-reeasily in some OEOn countries - fori example, in the United
States or in Gerrnany » than:in others. This is a popular -explanation
of some aspects of the United States' performance in industrial technol
ogy. But there is no solid statistical basis to support this view,

164. How important is the consultingof university scientists by indus
try in different. OE CD countrtesv . Here: again, therets much opinion,
but only few data are available. For example, well informed people say
that in Germany few important university 'scientists or technologists are
without some industrial contact. In the United States, outside consulting
by university teachers has been accepted as a public' service, sometimes
even' as a 'function. of.universrttas; ,··In 1963,. 54 American untveratties»
including all leading institutions - answered a questtonnatre-regarding
tbeir policy towards. faculty consulting (126). It appeared that faculty
consulting increased during the years before 1963. All 54 universities
permit their faculty' members outside consulting. Twenty-one out of
54- univeesrties .per-mit their members the use of university space -for
outside -eonsultmg.. 18 universities .permit the ,use of-university equip
ment,28 accept: leave of abseneevand 20:tu1iversittes- permit the uttlrsa
tion of graduate students for consulting purposes.

165. However, industrial consulting by university staff is also widely
practised in the United Kingdom. 'Eighty-two percent of firms .respond
ing to arecentsurvey.employed university consultants, over half of whom
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agreements with consultants for occasional, one-day meetings, whilst
36% employed specialists for regular consultation in specific fields.
Furthermore, most universities allowed staff to take an outside consul
tancy for at least 10% of their time, but rarely for more than 20%.

166. In this respect, it is very interesting to come back to the high
correlation' between the number of scienceNobel prize winners and
technological performance of GEeD countries. In fact, the personal
links between Nobel prize winners and technologically successful indus
tries might add a second and more direct explanation of the close rela
tion between the two in addition to the general links between national
scientific andtechnological capabilities mentioned above. It is not
secret that some Nobel prize winners performed the bulk of their re
search work in or for industry, or at least in close collaboration with
industry. Unfortunately, no internationally comparative statistics on.
this are yetavailable. But on the basis of a few checks, one can tenta
tively suggest that in countries which excel in industrial innovation,
Nobel prize winners tend to work nearer to industry than in countries
with a .smallerperfcrmance in industrial Innovation, Since 1943,-for
example, Switzerland has received the same number of science Nobel
prizes as France, although her population is only a tenth of that of
France, Switzerland's performance in technological innovation is rel
atively higher than the French performance, and some of the four Swiss
Nobel prizewinners, are mown to have done their research inorforfn
dustry - which .cannot be said of their French colleagues. Thus, the
collaboration of first class scientists adds to industry's innovative
capability. The latter in turn helps industry - in financial and substan
tive :terms .t- to attract first, class scientists.

167. Finally, another method of knowledge transfer from university to
industry which has received publicity in recent years is the "scientific
entrepreneur", the, rmiversity scientist who commercially exploits his
knowledgeby _creating a science-based firm. -But the discussion in
Part II of this report suggests that relatively few of these scientific
entrepreneurs come directly from unrversrtyi v most were already from
otner.tndustrtal or government laboratories. Therefore, the knowledge
transfer from university to industry through this method may be less
importantthanwas generally believed. Of course, this does not mean
that this method of knowledge transfer should not be encouraged - quite
the contrary.

168. In conclusion it should be noted that all the modes of knowledge
transfer described above border on a problem that has not been mention
ed thus far. Knowledge does not flow free of charge. Getting it requires
some effort and, in this context, it is worth citing one of the conclusions
of the recent U. K. survey of university/industry relations:
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establish links between university and industry. . .. The major. difficul
ty in the way of closer. collaboration is lack of mutual understanding and
appreciation, and this was' seen not only as a criticism of the opposite
side, but as something in which personal failure had to be acknowledged,
• .• Essentially the main bar to improving collaboration is lack of time
on both sides which can be devoted to all the various worthwhile activities
which will improve mutual understanding, and most of which have a pay
oII in the long term... " (154).

Jndustry must be more than a passive receiver of university know
ledge; It must and can create an efficient and complex network of in
fluences stretching out into the university. These influences, which
will not be discussed, are in some respect the "counter.flows" to.the
knowledge transfer process described above.

A.3. Industry1s Influence on University Research and Training

169. Until recently, most GECD work on fundamental research has
concentrated on the, internal workings of the fundamental research sys
tern and the consequences of this system on other parts of society.
Little is known about the ways through which external, especially eco
nomic; factors have influenced this fundamental research system.
However, the .facts which are known suffice for a coherent working

. hypothesis. TO outline this, one should take up again briefly the argu
ment pursued_through the preceding sections. First, '. statistical analysis
suggests that national scientific and national technological capabilities
are correlated. Second, the investigation' of fiye'-important industrial
innovations (TRACES) suggests that this correlation has most probably
resulted from direct links between university science and industrial
technology. The present chapter suggests that in a framework of inter
nationalor national economic competition, it is the demand of industrial
technology which tends to influence strongly the production, structure
and flows of university knowledge. This includes fundamental science,
which does. not necessarily contradict the results of TRACES, according
to. which 76% of allR andD events in five innovations were due to "noll
miastonr-esearch", Infact.: there is ,no "objective" border between fun
damental and applied science or-between mission and non-rnisston r e
search, ThediIIerentiation makes sense only with regard to the motives
and, immediate tasks of the individual scientist or the research groups
involved, and these motives and tasks can be indifferent to the overall
direction and tendencies of university science in a given country. More
over, themotrves of those who organise and finance research can be
ve.ry different - for example, much more "practtcal"-- than the motives
of the scientists who perform it, perhaps without anyappltcation in
mind. ,Th.e authors of TRACES were aware of this difference; They
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technical. content and motivation; independent of the organisation in
which they occurred. II

170~ However,: the university as a national "organisation" trains
scientists who have to find employment. Obvionsly, this mere fact
places industry in a position of influence, if not power, at.least over a:
long time-period. Industry being an important employer of science and
technology graduates in OECD countries, it is today widely accepted
that universities should be responsive to industrial manpowerrequire
ments, Since university training is more often than not linked today to
university research, any change. in the one is likely after some time to
bring about changes in the other as well. Hence, industrial require
ments do affect not only the patterns of university training, but the pat
terns of research too. It would be interesting to know how much the
numerous changes in science curricula and university research pro
grammes, of the past have been due to changing industrial requirements
rather than to any independent dynamics of the development of know
ledge.

171. Naturally, there are national differences in the way industrial
technology is linked to fundamental science. Joseph Ben-David called
some national types of university organisation - for example, the
United States type - "entrepreneurial", stressing-that they are more
flexible and more responsive to industrial needs than other forms of
scientific organisation (127). However, it it doubtful whether differences
of national university traditions alone are sufficient to explain the large
national vartationswhich exist in scientific excellence and in the qual
ity and strength of industry-university links. Such an explanation should
perhaps be complemented by a differentiation of national industrial
systems, for- there are entrepreneurial and less entrepreneurial indus ....
trial traditions as well. To stimulate science and to create successful
industry-university links requires an entrepreneurial industrial attitude
at least as much as an entrepreneurial university. attitude.

172. But this is. not necessarily, true in all cases.:For example, it.has
been mentioned above that, durtngtheftrst decades of this century,
Germany was a leading scientific and teclmological power. At the same
time, her university traditions were said to be rigid and not entrepre
neurial (127). But between 1901 and 1939, Germany, with about 70
million inhabitants, received 36 science Nobel prizes, compared to 49
prizes accruing to the United Kingdom, France and the United States
taken together. These three countries together had a population of
about 230 million and university systems which, except for France,
were supposedly less rigid. Did the intrinsic quality of their SCientists,
or the general prestige of scienceIn their countries lag behind those of
Germany? This is not likely.
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173. It is difficult to tmd a, better explanation lor tne r eianve excen.ence
of German science than the needs of industrial technology,although this'
is probably not the only explanation. * If technological needs were so'
much higher in Germany, It was because Germany felt heavily the pres
sure of international economic competition. Similar arguments -''Y0u1d
be valid for Switzerland and Holland, which are scientthcafly andtecb
nologically relatively strong countries, and which have competed for a
long time in international markets.

174. What are the ways in which industrial demands on the university
system are articulated? The dearth of relevant statistics is .agatn quite
acute. Only the United Kingdom has so far doue a detailed survey (154).
Perhaps this, is not entirely fortuitous. Industry and university in some
countries treat this problem discreetly, due maybe to the reverence in
which university independence is still held. Hence, the following re
marks do not claimto be a comprehensive picture of industriaLinfluence
on university systems in the ,OECD area. They are, at best, pieces of
a puzzle the greater part of which has still to be assembled.

175. There are many direct and indirect methods of influencing the
universities for thebenefit of industrial technology. A full integration
of national industry and university systems might at first sight seem
the most effective way of putting fundamental science into industrial
service. Although this will not happen on a large scale, isolated cases
of close integration of industry and university do exist; Some big
American firms areknown toffnancesome of the smaller, less famous
universities which probably formulate their research and teaching pro
grammes in accordance with the needs of their sponsors.

176. However, this is no real answer 'toindustry'sneeds, since these
"sponsored'tuniver'stttes do not appear to attract many first class scient
ists. This is one conclusion that can be drawn from a recent study on
ten important civil innovations in the electrical, electronicsand chemical
fields, and which have been developed in General Electric's laboratories
in the United States (128). The key personnel who carried out the R and
D leading to thoseten.Innovattons were 57 scientists and engineers of all
ages and discipltnes; ·::Four of them came' from abroad; of the remaining
53, only five graduated from the university which seems tohave special
links to General Electric. Evidently, technologically leading firms
cannot rely on a strategy offull control of one university; they-must

* Gerrnany dunng that period profited from a consfderable vbramdratn", It was
the "catchment ar.ea"of manyof the most brilliantCentral andEastEurope~n scientists,which
might somewhat reduce the value of the population comparison with France, the United
Kingdom and the U.S.A.
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rr-y rc gel: rn-sr-craas sciennsts, wherever they are coming from.
Therefore, full control is a relatively. irrelevant form of industrial m
fluence in the untverstty system. lIThe permeation of academic policy
by business principles is a matter of more or less" not of absolute,
dominance." (129)

177. It is more promising to look for patterns of partial financing by
industry and hence, partial influence on universities. One might sup

-pose that the direct relevance ofrmiversity science to industry would
be visible 'in the patterns of University financing" at least in highlyfn
dustrialised cormtries.However, this is not the case. Direct indus...
trial contributions to rmiversity research 'are 'insignificant in theOECD
area. They amount to 1.5% inthe United States, 3. 9% in theUnited
Kingdom and 0.7% in France. ,The relatively highest contributions of
industry to national university budgets are to be found in Spain (6.8%)
and Ireland (5.1%)(130). Of course; this does not mean thatIn Spain
and Ireland, university science is more relevant to industry than in,
say, the United States. It seems rather to indicate that in technological
ly Iess developedoountr-Ies such as those mentioned, industry is less
capable, in terms of scientific manpower and laboratories of carrying out
the research thatit needsv and that university research is inadequately
supported, so that industrial contracts are eagerly accepted.

178. However', a much more significant picture of industry influences
appears as soon as financial data become more precise and detailed.
In the United Kingdom; industry seems to have an important influence
on the direction of post-graduate research and training, since 20% of
all funds for post-graduate research and 12% of the funds for training
come from industry.vcontrfbutions being higher in technology than in
science, and higher in chemistry than in other sciences (125). This is
certainly a more relevant figure than the 3.9% of all university funds
in the United Kingdom contributed by industry. A closer look reveals
that in many industrialised GEen'countries, industry contrfbutes con
siderably - not to the ftnancing of the national university system, but
to the ffnancmg of selected' university departments, chairs and research
institutions.· Gases of open financial support for clearly defined univer
sity purposes have been reported from the big sctenoe-based companies
of many countries, for example, the' Netherlands; Germany.vltaly,
SWitzerland, the United States. In many of these cases, it appears that
industrial wishes are easier to articulate and to satisfy within relatively
small regional groupings, because, a political, economic and even per
sonal framework for intimate co-operation between industry, untvsrstty.
and government often already exists Or can be easily created. For
example, contributions of the four big Swiss pharmaceutical companies
(all being located in the canton of Basle) to the University of Basle have
a touch of local patriotism which both partners tend to cultivate.
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l·(~. .rnere are, III addition, more subtle and tndrrectways by which
industry influences univerarty research programmes. Through consult
ing with industry, universf ty.ataff may be influenced in their choice of.
research topics: in the U. K. survey already-mentioned, industry. es
timated that 17% of university consultants were influenced "aignif'ioant
ly' in this respect, and 44% "marginally" (154). In addition, when in
dustrialists join universities on a full-time or part-ttme bastsv their.
research interests. and preoccupation are bound to reflect: to some ex
tent at least their previous industrial experience: the same U. K.sur~.-:
vey found that 45% of university staff had had at least one year of posh
graduate experience, * andsuc::huniversityjindustrylinks are also said
to be very close in the Nether-lands, The pattern of university research
is also influenced by the use of industrial Jecturers in the universities
(especially at post-graduate level), and by students doing their Ph. D'.s
in collaboration with industry. It would be useful to have data on the in
tensity of such links for a number of countries in addition to the United
Kingdom.

180. Furthermore, in some cormtries, people -who are in industry or.
who are at least well aware of, industrial needs, play an important role
in the conduct of the universit;ies.For example, the 2,100 universities
and colleges of .the United States are governed by boards. of trustees who
are often chosen for their fund-raising or managerial capacities. Ther-e
fore,an estimate that businessmen constitute 70% to 80% of the 30,000
trustees of the United States comes !IS no surprise (13l). This is not to
say that American, trustees run their universities, :for bustnese tnterests,
But since American trustees are well, informed of industrial research
and manpower needs and of employment possibilities for graduates, it
can reasonably be suggested that mdustrfal Viewpoints .do have some
influence on the formulation of umversrty policies, although.rthis in
flueneeshould not be overestimated.

181. Apart from these .dtrect ways of influencing the univeratty sya
tern, .there are methods which are less direct, but not necessarily less
efficient. Since governments are by far the biggest f'inanctal. source
of all national. university systems, government support which takes
industrial interests into account represents the most Important t'tndtrect"
influence which industry canhope to. exert on the university system.
'Thus insome countr-ies, Switzerland for examplev.the competent polit.....
ieal authorities see to it that mdustry is represented on the tmi-versity
governing boards or on the consulting .bodtes which deliberate onuni
versity policy, whilst at the same time respecting tb,e essential freedom
of university research and teaching. .

* Less than 25% in bto-sciences: between 25 and 35%inchemistty; geology.
mathematics, pharmacology and physics; nearly all in engineering.
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organisation of untvorstty training and research is so scattered that it
does not yet lead to a complete picture .ror any single country. But it
is certainly consistent with our main working hypothesis, namely, that
first-class industrial technology has become one of the main sttmuli of
first-class 'unlveratty science.

B. TWO GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE
UNIVERSITY/INDUSTRY CO-OPERATION

183. Thus far, two important characteristicsof the unrverstty indus
try relations have not been discussed in great detail. The first charac
teristic is the uncertainty associated with scientific development and
application, and,the consequent need for a framework facilitating flexible,
pluralistic and continuing communicatton between the univet-sitres and
industry. The second characteristic is the"person embodied" nature
of flows of information between untversity and industry, and the conse
quently strong, regional link between strengths of scientific and techno

logical capabilities. Each will now be discussed in turn.

B. 1. Fundamental Research in Industry

184~ Arecent article reviewing the numerous case studies of innova
tion which have been made in the U. S. A. concluded as follows:

innovation typically depends on information for which the
requirement cannot be anticipated in definitive terms and
therefore cannot be programmed in advance; Instead, key
information is often provided through unrelated research.
The process is facilitated by a great deal of freedom and
Ilexibiltty in communication across organizational, geogra
phical, "and disciplinary lines;

the Iunction of basic research in the innovation process' can
often be described as meaningful dialogue between the scien
tific' and the technological communities. The entrepreneurs
for the innovation process usually belong to the latter sector,
while the persons intimately familiar with the necessary
scientific understanding are often part of the former (48).

185. How do the universities and industry in the industrially advanced
countries adapt to uncertainty and the requirements of meaningful dialogue ?
It is reasonable to argue that an effective interface is no doubt created
by the existence, on the one hand, of "fundamental" research in indus-
try, which looks not only into the firm towards application, but also out
wards towards the untverstttes and standards of academic excellence;
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attains standards. of academic excellence but whtch also looks towards
application. With all their limitations, available Rand D statistics give
some interesting clues as tothe nature of. this interface'.

186. Table 10 shows that, in the industrially advanced conntries, fun
damental research performed by industry accounts for more than a
quarter of all fnndamental research in all conntries with strong mnova-'
tive performance and, for more than 4% of industrial Rand D, most of
this fundamental research Isccncentrated ·in the chemical and electrical
industries. The apparently small figure of 4% of industrial Rand D
should not blind ?~e to the fact that this involves considerable sums of
money}0r' some countrtes. Inthe U. S. A. fpr exanlple,. industrial fun
damental research expenditures approach $ 600 million, which is too
high a sum to be spent for prestige reasons alone. And the quality of
industrial fundamental res~arch appears to be high: the results of
TRACES show that industry was responsible for 14% of non-mission
oriented events (I, e. fnndamental research events). Indeed, such high
standa"dsappear to be the price of the entrance ticket to the academic
science club.

187. Table 10 also shows that university applied research in advanced
Member conntries acconnts for between 16 and 46% of all univeraity re
search. These figures must be interpreted with caution, since theyare
very sensitive to the place of performance.and the. definition given to
medical research, and, to certain "frtnge" institutions. Nonetheless,
it is temptinl' to relate the relatively Iowlevels of applied university
research in France and the UnitedKingdom to oftell-voiced criticisms
that the academic commnnity does not take sufficient interest in indus-
trial problems, .

188. But it may be JUistaken to puttoo much emphasis On the impor
tance of applied research in the un.:iversities, Tablf11 shows that the
ratio of industrial fnndamental research to nniversity applied research
tends to be. higher in conntries with higher levels of technological develop
ment - a tendency confirmed in Table 12 which shows that the same
ratio has.been increasing over time in the U. S.A.Thissuggests that
the key component.in the industry/nniversity. interface is. the recognition
by industry of the potential contribution of fundamental science to indus
trtal tnnovation, rather .than theperfonmance.of t'applfed" r-esearch in
the universities.

B.2. Person-to-Pers'onContaCts

189••. The existence of the interface between nniversity and industry
does not, in itself, I3XPI~~n the. strong regtonal Itnks between scientrffc
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APPLIED RESEARCH IN NINE OECD COUNTRIES. (1963-:1964)

") ") (3)

FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH APPLIED RESEARCH FUNDhMENTAL RESEARCH
IN THE BUSINESS . DEVELOPMENT IN THE BUSINESS

ENTERPRISE SECTOR , IN UNIVERSITY I '. •ENTERPRISE SECTOR
AS%OFALLRANDD AS%OFALLRANDD AS % OF ALL

IN 8USINESS ENTERPRISE IN UNIVERSITY FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH

Austria •••••••••••• 9.8 46.3 27.6
Belgium .......... 9.0 37.8 32.4
Canada _ •••••••••••• . 5.3 - -
France ............ 4.0 14.1 10.2
Italy. '.-..• ;.•.•~ •• • ••. ', 4.8 40.2 3~ 6
Netherlands ••••••• 19.0 40.0 i 38.9
Norway' •••••••••••• 4.2 31.2 10.5
United Kingdom .... 4.9 15; 5 24.3
United states ....... 4.2 .. 37.1 25.2 "

SOURCE: International !flatistical Year for Rand D, Pari" 1968, Vol. 2.
Gap, In Technology: Analytical Repi»'~, OECD, Paris, 1970;

Table 11. FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN THE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
SECTOR AS A PERCENTAGE OF APPLIED R AND D IN,;-THE HIGHER

EDUCATION SECTOR, 1963-1964

Austria •••••••••.••••••••••..••.••••
Belgium •••••••••.••••••••••••••••
France •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Ireland ••••.•••••••••••••••••.••••
Italy.' •••: ..
Netherlands •••••••••.•••••••.•••••
Norway ••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••
Spain •••.••.••••••••••••••••••••.••
United Kingdom .
United States ••••••••••••••••••• , ••

SOURCE, See Reference 130.

51~ 9
111.3
108.3

1.0

iit:
34.7
22.2

290.1
164.4

Table 12. FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH IN THE BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
SECTOR AS A PERCENTAGE OF APPLIED R AND D IN THE HIGHER

EDUCATION SECTOR IN THE USA

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

97.0
106.4
130.4
139.7
146.0
149.5
151.0
147.4
168.3
161.6
164.4

SOURCE, ScIentific Activitie, at Universities and Colleges, NSF. Washington.leG8. t~gethCl willi Rei. 130.
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mental research results are available to anyone who canuse them, ir
respective of where they were discovered. 'Why, then, this' close re
gional relationship? The fundamental reason would appear to be tbat
knowledge gets transferred,. and needs defined, through person-to-per
son contacts, which tend to take place within rather than across national
boundaries.

190. Hindsight reveals the critical importance of informal person-to
person communication (18). Table 13 illustrates that personal contapts,
although important in all R and D activities investigated by Hindsight,
were higher in technology than in science. However, even 'of the scient
ific "events II in the 20 weapon systems, 45%,became knownto the. re
sponsible scientists through personal contacts with other scientists. In
applied science and development, informal personal contacts were the
dominant way of knowledge transfer. One could reply to this that it was
mainly the secrecy surrounding all weapon developments' which explains
why the Rand D structure in this case was based upon oralcommunica
tions, Therefore, ..it .is,i;mportant to: note that. other studies: confirmed
the results of Hindsight for civil innovations (48).

Table 13. METHOD OF KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
OF R AND D EVENTS LEADING TO THE 20 WEAPONS SYSTEMS

Percentages
~

~
I·

TRANSFER PERSONAL
PUBLICATION SEMINAR

CONTACT
OR OR TOTAL

CATEGORY
REPORT SYMPOSIUM

Science 45 53 2 .. 100
.

Technology ...
a) New Materials,

Concepts,
Functions 64 . 33 3 100

b) Design
Technique 79 21 0 100

I .

c) Manufacturing
Techniques 77 23 0 100

. I··

SOURCE: See Reference 18.
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from which Itappears that personal contact between scientists and en
gineers (methods 2 and 3) is the method most often used to transfer
knowledge, being found in about 80% of tbe observed cases. The two
more classical methods of transfer seem to be much less. important.
Transfer by reading and studying (method 1) is certainly less efficient,
whereas transfer through a few brilliant individuals (method 4) is perhaps
not less effie.lent, but less widespread: the inventor who combines wide
scientific and engineering competences seems to be relatively rare.

192. However, economic and military competition, although most
prominent in establishing personal interaction between scientists and
technologists, is not the only precondition of such interaction. There
are other factors which can promote or hinder person-to-person commu
nication. The prominence of personal contacts during the development
of Hindsight innovations appears in a new light, if it is r elated to a sec
ond leading characteristic of the Hindsight scientists and engineers:
their professional and educational similarity.

193. ill fact, the educational level of most Hindsight performers was
exceptionally high, since 90% of them were university graduates (10. 5%
Phc D'js; 22.5% M.S's; 57.0% B.S's). A large proportion of them grad
uated at the twenty or tbirty leading universities of the United States
which had strong links with the Department of Defense and which receive
a large part of all government funds for research. Ninety-six percent
of all involved scientists and engineers graduated in subjects which
were already closely related to their later professional work in defence
innovation and many were associated with university professors who
performed defence research. Moreover, their age distribution was
very similar: most of them were at the time of their main contribution
to Hindsight innovations between thirty and forty years old, and many
had left the university eight to ten years before this. The pattern
emerging from these observations "seems to describe a very sophisti
cated guild. The value of the guild relationship in the transfer of technol
ogy was demonstrated over 200 years ago. " (18)

194. Again, additional studies indicate that, at least in the United
States, the value of the guild relationship based upon graduation in one
of the few leading universities is not limited to military innovations.
The study already mentioned on ten successful innovations of General
Electric (128) reveals that 33 out of the 57 involved scientists and en
gineers - 53.of them American trained - graduated at the following
thirteen universities:
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SCIENTISTS .AND TECHNOLOGISTS ACCORDING TO THREE
STUDIES ON CIVIL INNOVATIONS IN THE USA

-.

. ,
,NUMBER OF EVENTS ACCORDING TO

METHOD OF
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER (1) (2) (3)

SUITS! FREY/
TANENBAUM

BUECHE GOLDMAN

1, Indirect
.

(No direct dialogue between
originators and,users of new 8 5 25
scientific knowledge)

.. .. ...
2. Passive Availability . ..

.

(Scientists take no initiative to
stimulate dialogues, but are

28 17 43
open to approach by tecbnol- .
ogists seeking their advice)

.
. .

3. Direct. Participation

(Two-way parinership between
scientists and tecbnologists in

38 18 40joint workshop groups or 'inter-
disciplinaryproject teams)

4. "Gatekeeper" Approach

(Coupling by direct action
. ..

through, "Gatekeepers": a few
.

gifted, very competent scien- 14 2 6
tists interested in practical
application of science) ..

SOURCE: See Reference 48.
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Har~ard University •••••••.•••••.•.•••••• I,~ ,~".

MIT ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4

...................
University, of California

University of Ihinols

" ',,' ',- .' ,',,',' ,',
•• 0' ••••• '0 • '••• '••• '0 4

4

California Institnte of Technology ••• ;',:, •• I ' 3

Ohio StiteUniversity., 00 00 00 • '00 •• 00 00 00 I 2

Cornell University •.•.•.• "0"· •.• ,•..•,••;•.•..•••••• 2

Universityof Wisconsin •••..••••..••.•.• I 2

........................

.......... - .

Yale University

University, of Michigan

Stanford University

University of Chicago

Columbia University

••..• ',0,0 ~.',•.••,_' .0 ....

.. '. 0' •• ' ••• '.'•••' ••• 0'0 ••

2

2

1

1

1

195. Thus, more than 60% of all the American trained performers
came from a few " centres ofexcellence" which all belong to the top
universities of the United States in terms of. Ph. D, training~d in terms
of government-financedR and D,programmes. ,Furthermol'ei'itappears
that these thirteen top universities are training only approximately 30%
of all American Ph. D's. This suggests that first-class civil technologies
require - just as military technologies in the Hindsight case ~ a more
than proportionately high number of the best available brains. It is not.:
unlikely-that some of these scientists and engineers knew each otherv or
were known to the same professors even before entering General Electric.
In this respect, it is revealing to' see in Table 15 the high concentration
of research and. Ph. D.' training in:a few American universities. Natural
ly,such a concentration, of first-class research, .'. first-class training, and
government relations In.a few places 'greatly facilitated the' creation 'of
a "gutld'rsystemwtth.close: ..personal contacts.

196. Several conclusionsemerge from this. First; the importance .of
person-to-person contacts in the transfer of knowledge towards applica
tion, together with the guild-like nature of these contacts, help explain
the close relatioUshipsbetween scientific and technological capabilities
at the regfonalIevel, Until' now, such person-to-person. contacts have
tended to take place within a national framework' for reasons 'of geograph
ical proximity; language' and c most important--: the largely national
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AND TRAINING OF Ph. D's IN UNITED STATES UNIVERSITIES

There are in the United States approximately:
2,100 universities and colleges, Of these,

100 perform more. than 93% of all university:R and D
21 perform more than 54% of all universityRand D
10 perform more than 38% of all university Rand D

(Figures for 1964)

100 receive 88.7% of all federal R and D funds and train 90.7%
50 receive 69.9% of all federal R and D funds and train 69.2%
20 receive 45.4% of all federal R and D funds and .train 42. 8%
10 receive 29.6% of all federal R and D funds and train 25.3%

of all Ph. D's

(Figures for R and D funds refer to 1966,
PH. D. figures to 1964-1965)

SOURCE: Financement et execution de la recherche fondamentale dans les pays Membresde
I'OCDE, Document DAS/SPR/69.19. 14 avril 1969; Reference 18.

bastsof "guild"-forming institutions,namely the universities. Regton-,
al links between science and technology are likely to exist as long as
these are the main characteristics of the information transfer process.

197. This is not to say that all scientiftcand technological information
flows are nationally based. On the contrary, there are diverse andvery
well developed mechanisms for international knowledge flows amongst
scientists and amongst technologists. However, knowledge flows. between
scientists and technologists seem to be funnelled mainly on a national
basis. The one institution tending to break this national framework is
the multinational firm which established Rand D laboratories, or scien
tific links" ina numberof countrfes,

198. Second, the backbone of U. S, university-industry relations .appears
to be excellenceo- or,better, the organisation of excellence in about
twenty leading universities. .The untversttyprofessors who. carry O)1t
the relevant research. and graduate training in those twenty universities,
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key figuresin this "guild" or elite system. They are the most powerful
professional group in the effective coupling of science and technology for
both civil and military innovations. It would be very important to know
to what degree .aimfla.r patterns exist in other countries. There are
indications that this is indeed the case iriEuropean countrtes as well,
but the available data do not suffice to affirm this in a definite way.

199. Finally, it is clear that, given the importance of person-to-person
contactsv a vartety of sociological barri:ers .can hinder effective univer
sity!industry relations. Educational systems in which the training of
university scientists is rigidly separated, differences in social status
between careers in industry and in the universities, ideological differences
between industry and the universities, 'and excessive juridicaL and ad
ministrative regulation can all make the achievement of effective uni
versity/industry relations particularly difficult. Andalthough no detail
ed and comprehensive evidence is available on such factors for a wide
number-ofcountrtes; one can think of specific countries in which they
are especially important.

C. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY

C. 1. The Functions of a National Capability in Fundamental Research

200. The conclusions of this part of the report can be only tentative
because they are based on insufficient empirical 'evidence., Nonetheless,
such evidence as does exist is consistent with what follows:

- Fundamental research is an,essential .input into innovation be
cause it enlarges the general pool of knowledge from which
innovations draw (often in an unpredicted or unpredictable man
ner) , and because it helps solve problems raised by more ap
plied, mnovation-orfented research,

- The close links observed between national strength in funda
mental research and national performanceintechnol~~icalinno
vation exist because knowledge flows and the definition of needs
between science and techllOlog;Y are largely t'person embodied":
that is, they happen through people talking together frequently
or through people moving from one institution to another. These
contacts and move.ments have te')-ded to take place within rather
than across national boundaries.'

- Although results of the world's fundamental research may be a
"Iree good", "their effective .Identffication, .asstmilation and '
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~ cost.. , I1:l,p~rticular, ,the assimilation Ofthe. results '()f foreign
sciEm~e requtres a~ i~digenousfundamental res.~arch capabil
ity, .and the transfer. of knowledge between fundamental science
and technologIc"l. "ppUcation requIres active efforts by both
Industry and the 'unIversIties. . " '

.' __ .' ' " '" ',: ,", ", ' :', '" " ,,, '. i •

201. Thus, national capabilities in technological innovation must be
matched by equivalent capabfltties ·In .univeraity.research.vwhich:

- may lead to '. sdi~htHi6"dis6ov:eri~~'~hi'~h:e1j~~tu~l1y, b~co~e
iIu:eortant,~nPtlts .into technologfcalfnnovation;

- create an awareness anda:,capacityfor"assimilationof .scien
,tific'discoveries made elsewhere tn.the.wortd jf

- tr"nsmIt j{"owledge to indttstry through the teachIngpfodess
and a, v.ar'iety,of other s; ,.-

- enrtch the quality of appl.led research, and-help. in the.•solution
of problems ratsed by appUed research;

- provide skills and resources for the performance of applied
research and development.

At the'sanie: timernational capabilaties' mtechnologtcal .Innova
tion influence the pattern and strength of fundamental research through
the demands it induces (or more. knowledge and skills from theuntver
sities.

C.2. COllpltng Fundamental Research to Indust!'ial Irinovatioil

202. Of course, fgovernnientsfinaiic~':fundanientiii"researchi<>r:pu~~'
poses" other-than: the promotion of technological innovation.,'" Yet, insofar
as this; is one of the reasons for supporting fundamental: research, it
must be recognised that national fundamental research capabilities and
national innovative 'capabilities form part of the' same national, system,
so that policies related to them cannot be entirely divorced.i.the one
from the ()ther.Thi~ Is a fine sounding concept, hut ,what :d()~~ .it mean
in.,pr3:9ti.c~? ",',:H(3r~,1 ¥l~,:, ?8:n, onlyratsc .. some .questiona rather than give
cOIDPl:'.ell;'ens£ve answers. . -'

203. . Given that fund,"nent~I'research does have an Impact on technolo
gical innovation, o,necim~ediate reacttone- espe,cifll1Y in times of budget
~ry constraint and o{fashi0I1:sin: 'ladyancecl',';man!lge:I1;l~~t techniques 
might be to attempt to calculate th"e.conomic return~rql"past national
fundamental research efforts as a guide to future Levels of funding, How
ever,'- as a recent British: publication' shows, a formidable amount of
data collection would need to be done-before one could calculate returns
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Iy based figure, its application in determining future levels offunding
would cause problems; as has been pointed out in Part II, conventional
methods of calculating economic returns are blunt instruments to apply
to an activity whose economic pay-off is as long term, diffuse and un...
certain as fundamental research. Thus, the use of this technique is
probably not for the present, but advances in the management of Rand
D may eventually lead to some sort of application in the future.

204. Another approach suggested on the basis of the findings of the.
TRACES study·might be:

"an analysis of needed rnnovattone to determine their .charactertst
ics can help to identify key blocks of knowledge which might contribute
to innovation. Such analysts coupled with forecast techniques could aid
in recognisrng "breakthrough' barriers early.. The history of magnetic
ferrites is interesting. •• progress was limited by lack of detailed
understanding of the basic properties of ceramic materials. Studies in
crystal chemistry and in the electrical and magnetic properties of a num
ber cfmaterrals provided the knowledge which unlocked the barriers to
successful application." (13)

205. However, this suggestion is made on the basis of a study of five
innovations, audits application to the totality of government's:fundamen
tal research efforts would pose many difficulties. It would require con
siderable resources for planning and forecasting; it could lead to rtgtd
ities.tn Junding in anarea of great uncertainty; and, very often, the
needs for innovation cannot be defined by government, but only by in
dustry. Nonetheless, governments can take broader and more flexible
measures to orient fundamental research towards innovation, for exam
ple, through influencing the output of higher education - and therefore
the related fundamental research - in relation to industry's needs,or
by orienting research and training grants towards broad areas of interest
to industry.

206. But it must ultimately be recognised that, given the uncertainties
associated with fundamental research and technological innovation, and
given the "person embodied" nature of the links established between the
two, the successful coupling between them (I, e. recognition of opportu
nities, definition of needs, flow of .information) ultimately requires con
tinuing, personal and pluralistic collaboration between.the universities
and industry. The views of both industry and govermnent inthe U. K.
survey confirm this need (154).

207. But how can government help to meet it? Unfortunately, the
most spectacular and .successful government action to this end may be
misleading. Governments have successfully brought together industry
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ment itself has .been the main agent in the definition of technological
targets and has distributed considerable funds to untver-stties and indus
try to achieve them. Although this same method may be applicable in
other areas of direct government responsibility (er g, education, health,
public transportation), it is not necessarily relevant in the: many sectors
where technological targets are set by a myriad of industrial firms with
in the framework of international economic competition.

208. In such sectors, the most important policy measures taken by
governments to heighten the reguirement for close tmiversity/industry
relations have been those related to increasing the pressures of indus
trial competition and, thereby, the pressures on Industr-Ial firms to
utilise more effectively knowledge and skills emerging from the univer
stties; it is no accident that concern about tmiversity/industry relations
has followed international, economic liberalisation. In cases where
this requirement is not being met in a satisfactory manner, government
can have an important role to playas a catalyst or "impresartovtn
creating tIle framework within which regular contacts take place between
univer-sfty and industry. As we have seen, person-to-person contacts .
are the essence of effective collaboration. This, government can en
courage through a number of mechanisms,. ranging from the financing
of "concerted actions" - in other words, research programmes which
university and industry undertake jointly, to the establishment of insti
tutions or mechanisms through which scientists and engineers from the
untveratties and industry can meet- and have an incentive to'me7tcontinually and informally. The effectiveness of this iatter method
should not perhaps be understimated, studies undertaken in the U:S. A.
suggest that,within firms, and even within the same building, patterns
of personal communication 'depend very much on such mundane factors:
as geographical proximity, and that special efforts must be made to
create the required communication patterns.

C. 3. Centres of Excellence and Specialisation

209. It should be noted that,if the U. S. experience is any guide,
tmiversity/industry relations would be more accurately described as
relations between industry and a relatively few centres ofacademic
excellence. The ,same maybe, true for other Member countrtes, but
insufficient empirical evidence is available to verify It, If-this has
been true in the past, it does not necessarily have to be true in future.'
But the established fact must certainly be borne in mind when conatder-
ing future policies concerning "maas" higher education.

210. Furthermore, it is worth speculating on one of. the factors which
will influence the emergence of centres of academic excellence Infuture,
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in technology will increase - a subject which will be taken up again in
Part IV. We have also seen that the pace and direction of national tech
nological efforts have an influence on the pace and direction of national
fundamental science. Does this mean that choice and priorities in fun
damental research should or do reflect patterns of specialisation in
technology? Of course, fundamental research is, in general, less ex
pensive than are technological activities, so that it is possible at the
fundamental end of the spectrum to cover a wider field than in industrial
technology. Given the inherent uncertainties in the direction and poten
tial applicability of scientific advance, this would probably be a wise
policy. Nonetheless, it is perhaps worth asking whether national "cen
tres of excellence" in science will increasingly reflect national "centres
of excellence" in technology; and whether scientific"centres of ex- '
cellence" should be concentrated in a few universities, or spread amongst
a great number according to discipline, given the growth of interdisci
plinary research.
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A. THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

A. 1. Its Nature and Limitations

211. The reasons for government interest in the process of technological
innovation have already been set out at the beginning of this report. They
relate to the e'ffective useof scientific and technological resources, in
dustrial growth, international competrtion and - in a collective sense -
to laying the basis for long-term growth of the OEGD area as a whole.
Yet these legitiInate reasons for interest are. not to be confused with
government's role in the implementation of innovation. As wehave
seen, the main agents for the creation, _transfer and application of
scientific and technological knowledge are industry and the universities.
Nonetheless, governments have a considerable - albeit often indirect 
influence on the process of technological innovation. From the formula
tion of national objectives in such areas as education, industrial and
commercial policy and defence, down to relatively mundanematterssuch
as regulation, government:action has an important influence on the avail
ability and flexibility of resources for innovation, on the demands for
new technology, and on the pressures, rewards and constraints on insti
tutions and individuals engaged in various parts of the innovative process.
Thus, although governments often do not have legal or technical respon
sibilities in many ~eYPfirts of the i~ovaU:,e process, their actions (or
lack of them) have an important influence upon it.

A. 2. Its Objectives

212, Two factors complicate any government's attempt to formulate a
policy for technological innovation. First, many government measures
which impinge on the innovative process are not directly and primarily
concerned with its promotion. Second, very little is known about the
effectiveness of government measures - .both direct and indirect - in
improving the innovative process. Fortunately, PartsIl and III of this
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together with strength in technological innovation: strength in funda
mental research coupled with a capability in industrial R and D, orien
tation towards competition in world markets, and 'flexible structures and
methods that ensure that multiple channels are kept open for the creation,
transfer and application of technology. These characteristics indicate
at least some of the objectives to aim for. The nub of the policy problem
is how to attain them, given that they are all part of an interrelated
system. This report cannot pretend to solve this problem. Nor can it
suggest a neat, packaged policy for innovation that would be relevant and
applicable to all Member countr-ies: dHferences in resources, objectives
and environments aInoll~st countries make.this iJ:npos~ible. It can only
try to identify and discuss some of the relevant policy areas - often ask
ing questions rather than answering them.

A.3. The Need for Information

213. However, ..in a,11·~.em?er. countrres; the ,~ffectivEmess ,of'anj7:"goV~
ernment policy for technological innoyation will depend in large part
on government' s knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of the na
tion'afrmovative effor,ts. •This in turn. will depe"don the degree of per
sonal and:formal cont~cts.,betwe~n90~ernm~~tand the sctentiffc and
technological communittes , as well as on tile quality of statistical in
formation available onthe,;p.ation'~" s,ciel1;tific", technological ,~d innova
tive efforts. Science poltcy IllakeFS. clearly have an important role to
play in fulfilling both of theserequire'llents. rllmany Member coun
tries, in4ustrilll scientists and ellg;lleers participate in advisory bodies.
cWlcerne{i with science policy:., ,i\nd admfritstratoraresponsfble for
science policy have playe4 "Il important role, not only in the collection
of 1'l:and.J) statistics, but also in. collecting data relevant to national
i~oyativ~pe_rf?r:tll!ll1c~.* '. . ..

B. THE LEVEL foND DEPLOYMENT
OF RAND D RESOURCES

214. Although - as has been stressed throughout this rep()rt:technol- '
ogical innovation is-mere than R and D, and although the role ofR and
D: in ,innovation ,has s()~etimes. been overemphaetsedtnthepaet.: it·:i::l;,

* Performance iii' world markets Intproduct areas wtth raptd rates of-technological
change, 'monetaryreceipts'and payments-for technology, patent,stausncsv coupled. with,more
detailed analysis in specific sectors: see, for example, references 2, 52, 87, 88, 89.
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essential concern of science policy makers.

B. 1. Industrial R and D

215. Table 16 shows the money spent on industrial R and D in thirteen
countr-ies as a percentage of net industrial output at various periods
during the 1960's: in other words, the proportion of industrfal resources
devoted to industrial Rand D. With regard to Rand D performed by in
dustry, there are wide vartations amongst countrtes, the proportion
being considerably higher in the U. S. A. than in other Member countries.
However, this figure includes for some countrtes important sumS of
government-financed Rand D, the primary purpose of which is often not
the development of technology for sale in world markets. R and D
financed by industry is almost certainly more oriented towards the
objective of penetration of world markets, and here the variations
amongst countries are smaller, and the pattern very different. Indeed,
in relative terms, the industrial R and D efforts of Japan, the Nether
lands and Switzerland were of the same order of magnitude as those of
the U. S. A.

216. With regard to trends in industry-financed Rand D over time,
the time periods far which data are available are too short to enable any
definite conclusions to be drawn. Nonetheless, they do not lend cam
plete support to the hypothesis that countries with relatively low levels
of intensity of industrial R and D effort will tend to have rapid rates of
increase, and vice versa. This may have been the case in Austria,
France and Norway (countries where mdustry-ffnanced Rand D is rela
tively low.: but increasing rapidly) and. in the United Kingdom and the
U. S. A. (cauntries where industry-financed Rand D is relatively high,
but stabilising), but it does not appear to have been the casein Italy
(relatively low level and low rate of increase) or in Germany and the
Netherlands (relatively high levels and high rates of increase).

B. 2. Gavernment Financed Rand D

217. Governments can influence the potential contribution of national
.R and D resources to technological iunovation through the objectives it
assigns to the Rand D that it finances, the strength of this influence
depending, of course, on the propor-tion of government-financed R and
D in the national total - a proportion that varies amongst Member coun
tries from about one-thlrd to more than two-thirds. It has nat been
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Table 16. EXPENDITURES ON INDUSTRIAL RAND D AT A PERCENTAGE OF NET INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT
IN 13 MEMBER COUNTRIES

.

COUNTRY-
RAND DPERFORMED IN INDUS;I'R~ AS A PERCENTAGE RAND DFINANCED ill INDUSTRY·AS A PERCENTAGE

OF NET INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT OF NET INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT

I
,

Austria ...• ..... . '................. 0.4 (1963) 0.8 (1966) 0.4 (1963) 0.8 (1966)

Belgium 1.5 ( " ) 1.5 ( " )0' ..................... n, a.. n. a.

Canada 1.,3 ( " ) 1.6 (1967) 1.1 ( " .) 1.3 (1967)...... 0' ................. ...
France 2.0 ( " ) 3.1 ( " ) 1.3 . ( " ) 1.8 ( u ).. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Germany .. .. '................. 1; 9 (1964) 2; 5 ( n ) 1.6 (1964) •••' 2.1 ( " )

Italy 0.9 (1963) , 1.0 ( n ) 0.9 (1963) . 1.0 ( u ).. .. .. • '0 ....................

Japan 2.9 ( n ) 2.7 '. (1967/8) 2.9 ( " ) 2.7 (1967/8)............................
.:

Netherlands .......... .. ... 2•.4 (1964) '., 3.2 (1967) 2.3 (1964) 3; 2 (1967)

Norway 1.0 (1963) 1.4 ( " ) 0.8 (1963) 1.1 ( u )........................
Sweden 2.1 (1964) 2.4 ( " ) 1.8 (1964) 1.9 ( " ).................... '0 ..

.

•Switzerland n.a. 2.8 ( " ) n.a.. 2.9 ( " ).. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

United Kingdom ...... .. .. 3.2 (1964/5) 3.3 (1966/7) 2.0 (1964/5) 2.1 f (1966/7)
.. ",

U. S. A. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. '0 .. 7.0 (1963) '.' .,,6.0 (1966) 3.3 (1963) 2.8 (1966)
I

"

SOURCE: International Statistical Year, DEeD. Paris.



government Rand D in the Member countries. Nonetheless, the exam
ple of the United Kingdom suggests that it is possible to achieve quite
rapid changes in the balance of objectives towards which government
financed Rand D is mobilised. During the six-year period from 1961/2
to 1967/8, defence-oriented Rand D increased (at current prices) at
less than one per cent per year, and civil R and D by nearly 13%, of
which industry-oriented Rand D by more than 19%, with the result that
civil Rand D increased from about a third to a half of total government
commitment, and industry-oriented R and D from 11 to 23% (91).

218. Governments can also increase the coupling between Rand D and
industrial needs through the influence that it has on the pattern of per
formance of Rand D. Tables 17 and 18 show that, in countries with a
relatively high level of Rand. D within government laboratories - Canada,
France, Norway and the United Kingdom - the relative importance of
such laboratories has tended to decrease over time, partly due to the
switching of government-financed R and D into industrial laboratories,
and - in Canada and the United Kingdom - to a relatively slow rate of
increase in government Rand D expenditures. This reflects the policy
judgment that Rand D feeds industrial innovation more effectively if
performed in or closely linked with the industrial sector itself. Only
in Germany, Italy and the U. S. A. has the proportion of Rand D under
taken in government laboratories increased - but in Germany from a
very low initial level.

219. However, Table 17 also shows that, in spite of these adjustments,
the patterns of performance of R and D in Member countries have chang
ed relatively little in absolute terms - and this in spite of the relatively
rapidgrowth rates of national R and D expenditures in many countrtes
(see Table 18), and in spite of the possibility - shown by the U. K. expe
rience - of quite rapid shifts in the objectives of government financ-
ed Rand D. This suggests that any policy for the radical re-orientation
of patterns of national R and D performance must be conceived over a
time span of at least five years.

B. 3. Policy Measures

220. ill trying to improve the effectiveness of Rand D in relation to
technological innovation, member governments I policies have often tend
ed to concentrate on two areas: the reconversion of government labora
tories and the encouragement of Rand D within industrial firms. The
drawbacks of government laboratories need not be spelt out at length
here. They relate essentially to the drawbacks associated with isolating
R and D tasks from changing requirements and opportunities, and from
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Table 17. TRENDS IN THE SECTORS OF PERFORMANCE OF R AND D IN 'TWELVE COUNTRIES

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

.

"' GO, '" 0 "' GOV so 0 " GOV '" 0 aa GOV '" 0 " GOV en 0 es ov '" 0 "' GOV '" 0 ea GOV m 0

Austria .................................. I I' 63 9
~.~ I ,'.~

65 10 25 -
Belgium ................................ 72 11 70 10 18 2
Canada ................................. 35 50 13 2 34 sa 13 - 40 44 16 - 43 39 18 - 42 35 22 1 40 33 24 9
France ................................. 50 36 13 1 49 37 13 1 sa 33 13 1 54 34 12 -
Germany ............................... .. 66 3 20 11
Italy .................................... 62 8 30 - " 10 30 1
Japan .................................. 64 13 19 4 68 16 17 2 67 15 17 2 64 15 19 2 64 14 20 2 64 15 20 2 " 15 24 2 61 13 23 2
Netherlands ............................ 56 3 20 21
Norway .................................. 51 21 25 3
Sweden ................................. ... 67 15 18 -
Uutted Kingdom .......................... . . 64 27 5 4 66 25 7 2 I· 69 22 7 2
U.S.A. ...........•.................... 77 13 8 2 77 13 9 1 75 13 0 3 73 13 70 4 73 13 11 3 70 15 12 3 70 15 12 3 66 15 13 3

.

NOTE, BE i= Business EU'elprise
GOV = Governmen' ...-

ED ~ limitutes of High'" E<!uca'ion
o ~ Other

~ SOURCE, Imernational Slatis'ical Year fo' Rand D. OECD. ParIs;...,
'"

Table 18. RATES OF CHANGE OF FINANCING AND PERFORMING RAND D IN 'TWELVE COUNTRIES
. .

__ ~ . " .SECTOR PJiKC\;NTAli!l ANNUAL RATE OF CHANGE (CUAAENT PRICES)

co",m,~~
SOURCE OF FUNDS SECTOR OF PERfORMANCE

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

GOVERNMENT INDUSTRY GOVERNMENT· INDUSTRY ONNATlONALRANDD

Austria 1963-66 ................ .. ... 21 21 21
Belgium 1963-65 ................ 13 11 13

C=da 1959-65 ................ 11-12 15 6-8 18 14
France 1963-66 ................ 20 20 16 23 19
Germany 1964-67 ................ 16 15 26 14 14
Italy 1963-65 ................ 14 5 23 5 10

Japan 1959-66 ................ 21 17 18 17 19

Norway 1963-67 ................ 20 17 10 16 17
United Kingdom 1961/2-1966/7 .......... 3 .. 7 2 - 8 6

U.S.A. 1960-66 •............... 8 8 .. 11 7 8

SOURCE: Im",natIoual Slatis'ical Year for R and.D. ·OEeD.. farIs.



have taken"8:numberof,.measures toovercome these weaknessesr. 'includ
ing -as~e have seen -,~h~:transfel':pfCJapabilitiestoJndustry,andalso
the carrying out in government labor'atOries of research of direeJ interest
to industry: in the U. K. Nuclear Research Centre at Harwell, for exam
ple, about 20% of the research. at present being carried out there is in
association. with industry (134).

221. However, one mightalso ask if there are areas where' govern
ment research laboratbries could provide inputs into the process of tech
nologtcal Innovatton better,".than other ~es·,~f',inStitution~.' ,1:'here mas.;
for example, be areas' where many firms would benefit from technolog
teal advance, but' each to an extentil1t::ltffi~ient to warrant .m?unting a
research programmer ,standards, 'c~li~ration., qUality:control',"~~,tTrials,

and process engmeermg cometo mind as possible examples, as do areas
where g0v~rnmenthas, a major role .in, defining ,~echnologica~,require
mellts (e. g~; public transportati01?-',';'education,~ealth,co~strll~,~ion).",But
whatever: the appropriate r-oleofgoverntnent laboratories in the innova
tion process, -'the rmportance of ,person~t()7?erSO~ .contact' arid of the
movement of people for technological' innovation means that close links
betweengovernment laboratories and industrfal firms are essentialvand
that all posstble meansshould be taken to ensure the mobilftyof scient
ists and engtneers between government arid industry. This point will be
takenupagain Iater,

"" "" '" ",' , ' , "::,,,,'
222..Many member governments ~vealso given loans -, rei~bursablE:l
ill. the case of commercial sucgess.;.to' industrial firms ,for the, p~rfor
mance of R 'and n related to com!l1.el'cial, te?lm0l~gi'cal iml0vation." 'I'his
practice began after the Second \'Torld War in the aircraft and nuclear
industries and has been adopted over the past five years in a wider num
ber of industries and coUIltries(92). L~ans given by government for
industrial Rand D have' sometimes 'l~~,en ye,r'y- successful in promoting
technological innovation (50, 92). When they have not, failnre has often
resulted not so much from technical weaknesses as from inadequacies
in industrial structures of management, or from incor-rect assessment
of a potential market or the lack of ability to penetrate it.

223•..Some"member go,,-e,TI1me~ts'have also €:mployed a, more' indirect:
method of enc~uraging industrial R and D by according fiscal advantages
to firms' Rand Dexpenditure. :sut information 011 the effects of these
measures is available only 'for Canada~, Here, fiscal measures introduced
in 19611edto:aconsiderable'increasein capital expenditures 0ll':R,',and D,
some increase in current expenditures, and the initiation, of R and D'by
firms who had previously had no 'R and Dprogrammes.But Canada
found that the programme was d.iJ'ficulttoadminister: firms with large
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nor did small or growing firms which were not in a profit-making po
sition: in 1963, only 44% of firms performing Rand D were able to
claim benefits (93, 94).

224. The lesson to be drawn from these government measures to pro
mote R and D.in industry is somewhat obvious: namely, they promote
technological innovation when R and D is the bottleneck in the innovative
process, otherwise they do not. This may be the case in, certain COWl...

tries, industries or projects at certain times. But it is relevant to note
thata recent r eportto the U, S. Government considered and rejected
measures to give more favourable tax treatment to all industrial Rand
D. (2). Similarly, areport to the. French Government recommended
that government loans given to industry to promote innovation should
not be restricted to the R and D part of the process (89).

225. And a report to tile U. K•. Government raised some broaderques
tions concerning the balance of national resources in R and ]) by compar
ison with resources in other parts of the Innovative process (87). It
pointed out that scientists and engineer's engaged in R and D have alterna
tive uses in later stages .of tile innovative process (I, e. production and
marketing), and in the process.of diffusion of innovationj. and that itis
important to ensure.a balanced deployment of scientists and engineers
throughout this process. Table 19 gives a rough indication ofthe pattern
of use of scientists and engineers in Rand D and in other functions in
eight Member countries in the 1960's. It shows that the United Kingdom
has a higher proportion of. scientists and engineers employed in Rand
D than other European countries, and that the 1:. S. A. has the highest
level of scientists and engineers.in R and D, and probably in other parts
of the process .of innovattonand.diffuston,

C. NATIONAL SPEC.IALISATION
IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

C.l. The Imperative

226. Discussions over a number of years have shown member govern
ments' .contilluing, concern wit.9 priorities and, ch()ice in "national, scien...
tificand technologtcal activities. Reasons advanced for this concern
have included the limitedhuman and financial resourcesavailable£or
scientific and technological activiti~s by comparison with the opportrmities
for advance that science, andtechnology offer~, and the tnoreasing ecale
r equirements for effective sctentific and technological activities. But'
there i~, one other very important reason. ,A more open and Iiberaltsed
world,together wtthgrowing R, and D ,activ.ities in a wider number: of
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Table 19. QUAL1FIED SCIENT1STS AND ENGINEERS,
TOTAL STOCK AND EMPLOYMENT 1N R AND D 1N 8 COUNTRIES

COUNTRY BELGIUM CANADA - FRANCE GERMANY ITALY SWEDEN
UNITED

U.S;A.
. KINGDOM

Qualified Scientists and
0.65 . 1.30 0.70 0.65 0.65 0.70 0.70 1.80Engineers 'as %-of the Labour

Force (1960/1)
(1.48) . (1.13)

.

• ••.. . . . . .

. . . ..
·

QSE in R and D (1963/4) as %
21.00 28.00 24.00 20.00 I 16.00 23.00 34.00 37.00of Graduate Sctenttsts and

(9.0)
.

(21.0)Engineers
·

. . ..

QSE in nand Das% of the .

0.14 0.36 0.16 0.15 0.10 0.16 0.24 0.63·
Labour Force . .

. .

. .
.

Graduate Scientists and
0.51 0.94 0.54 0.50 0.55 0.54 0.46 · 1.17

Engineersinnon-R andD as . (1.32) • (0. 89)%of the Labour Force

•
. . .

. . ..
NOTE: FIgures m bracketSLocludenon-UDlVelSlty engineerswith::post-:-secondaryeducatlOo; figures.norIn brackets exclude them.
SOURCE: Gaps·in Techriology: Analytical Report, DEeD, Paris,

International Statistical Year,Volume I, DEep. Paris,
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tries' Rand D efforts, have meant greater opportunities Ior a.lloountrfes
to absorb and benefit from the results offoreign R and D, and -,for
many countries - the need to concentrate resources in sectors.If they
are to achieve international levels of excellence.

?27. National choices and'prtorrttestn science and-technology .there
fore imply some degree of specialisation within the worldwide framework
of scientific and technological development, It should be borne in mind,
however, that specialisation in science and technology is of a parttoular
ly dynamic and 'changing nature, It is possible over time to create scien
tific, technological and entrepreneurfalcapablltttas, And tnsectors of
rapid growth and rapid technological change, where new market oppor
tunities are continually opening up, there are ample opportunities for
specialising within such sector-s,

228. One argument sometimes offered against speciahsation relates
to the interdependence of scientific fields, and the multidisciplinarity
and uncertainty associated with technological advance. Given these
charactertstics, .Lt isargued,national specialtsattonmay lead to a loss
?f inputs' necessary for technologtcal advance, But,against this !it can
be argued that an increasingly open and liberalised world means that
knowledge and skills can be transferred and bought across national boun
dariesmore eastly, Furthermore, there is some emprrrcal evtdence
which shows that successful innovations have already in the past relied ,',
heavily on inputs of foreign knowledge•• In a study of the history of
successful innovations in the United Kingdom, J. Langrish identified
158 important ideas used in 51 innovations. Of these ideas, approximately
one-third were generated within the tirms making the innovations, one
thi:rd ca1pe from outside the firm but within the United Kingdom; and
one-third originated in foreign countries (86). Thus, even in a Member
country with a relatively large R and D effort, successful innovations.have
in the past relied to a considerable extent on imported knowledge.

229. ,Of course, the absorption, and use of foreigu knowledge does not
happen. automatically. It requires not only an indigenous scientific and
technological capability, but also some sort of system of "technological
Intell.igence" ill: the main sc~ence - and technology «p.roduclng areas of
the world. These requirements must ultimately be met by industrial
'~irms themselves, But government can have some Influence in the long
er ter", through ~cting in such areas as the teaching of foreign languages,
the opportunities afforded ror research, study and travel in foreign coun
tries,and - more generally- through stressing that science and technol
ogy tsa worldwide rather than a national phenomeuOll.
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230. No comprehensive and; reliable data exist on present patterns of
teclmological specialisation. amongst the Member countries. Indeed, it
is doubtful that there ever could be, since it would be necessary to
collect a vast varrety of date, technology by technology, product group
by product group, which would probably be out of date by the time it had
been compiled. Nonetheless, existing patterns of industrial R and D
give some. broad indications of existing patterns of specialisation, with
the drawback that the industry classjffcations are often too broad and
that specialisation takes place within them, and with the reservation
that R and D is not the same thing as technological innovation.

231. Table 20 shows for twelve Member countries the percentage of
total national expenditures on Rand D in industry undertaken by various
industrial sectors. The Tableis arranged so that, if all industrial sec
tors were included, the column for each country would add up to 100%.
Thus, by looking down the columns for each country, one can identify
the first three sectors in which industrial R and D is concentrated:
these sectors are marked with parallel horizontal lines. Similarly,
by reading across the rows for each industry, one can identify countries
where this industry. accounts for a relatively large share of total,
national industrial Rand D; these countries are marked with vertical
lines. Thus, closedboxes show industrial sectors in which countries
undertake a large Rand D effort, relative both to the total national
industrial R and D, and to the proportion in the same industry in other
countries.

232. The figures confirm the predominance of the electrically and
chemically based industries in industrial Rand D in all the advanced
Member countries; these two industries are always amongst the first
three in national totals, with the exception of chemically based indus
tries in Sweden (although Swedish R and D in the drug sector is relatively
strong). The aircraft and missiles industries rank in the first three in
Canada, France, Sweden, the United Kingdom and. the U. S. A.; the
machinery and metals industries in Germany and Sweden; ferrous metals
in Austria and Belgium.

233. Three factors appear to influence patterns of specialisation in
industrial R and D:

First, access to. raw materials, which accounts for the higher
proportion, relative to other countries, of industrial R and D resources
in paper, petroleum and non-ferrous metals in canada; and in paper in
Norway, and Sweden. But, even in these countries, raw material-based
industries rarely account for a large proportion of total. industrial R and D.
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Table 20. PERCENTAGE OF NATIONAL, INDUSTRIAL R AND D UNDERTAKEN IN SELECTED INDUSTRIAL SECTORS IN TWELVE COUNTRIES
...

::::-----:=:~' AUSTRIA BELGWM CANADA fRANCE GERMANY ITALY JAPlIN NORWlIY SWEDEN SWJTZERLAN])
UNITED

U.S.A.
KINGDOM

INDUSTRIALIlRANCtl
1963 "" "" 'OM 'OM 1963 1963 1963 'OM 1965'

>OM
'OM

Paper .................................. 0.1 1,0 16• 8 1 0.1 nc a, ' n.a. 1.1 17• 31 14• 3.1 n.a. 0.3 0.6, I

Petroleum .............................. .: 0; 1 0.9 15.8] 14.21 2.3 0.9 0.5 0.1 n.a• 2.0 2.5

\32.01
. ..

Chemicals' and 'Drugs .. --
\40.01 16.1

-- -- -- --
161.21

-- --.................... 18.8 13.6 23.1 25.3 15.7 9.3 11.2 9.6
.. --

Stone; Clay and Glass 1.7 - . 15• 01
.................... 1,0 1.7 0.9 0.6 ~.1 1.9 1.2 nca, 1.7 1.0

Ferrous Metals ......................... 114.41 ~ 1,7 1.8 n,u, 3.8 15• 7 1 5.4 n.a• 2.2 0.9

9.6

~on-FerrousMetals .................... 2.7 15• 61 \5.01 3.0 n.a• 1.3 2.5 1.1 n;a, 0.9 0.6

•• 118.11 7.1' l3.T 119. i I .
Non-Electrical Machinery and Metal Products 5.1 7.3 6.3 n. a, 5.7 ,7.7 8.8

--
31.0

Electrical and, Instruments
--

126.0 I 128.21
--

126• 01
-- -- --.............. n.a• 17.0 24.6 25.3 ~ 23.0 21.9 23.3

Aircraft a:nd Missiles 1;4
--

[22.51
--

128 •41 \38;2\.............. ,.... n.'a • 15.7 n,n, n. a, n;a, ~ n.a,

Motor Vehicles and Parts 112.11 118.61
--............... - n;a, 6.9 n. a, 6.1 n,u, 6.0 n. a,

.

.. .. .
' ..

Shipbuilding ............................ " 0.4 0.4 n.a, n.a. n.a, 13• 2] n.a, 0.7 n.a• 0.6 n.u,

.

• Expeuditures include R aud D uudertaken bY'SWio,-ba,ed firm, in coum,les other than SWlrne:land.
I I " Indu,,,ies in wh'ch th" couul!)' devLles a relatively high proportion oUts Rand D resource, by comparirou wi!h the ,arne indu"'y -in other countrle"
~ " Indu,,,'es in which !he country devotes a relatively high proportion of Its R "ud D resources bycomJlMllOnwith other industries in the same 'eouutry.
CJ ," Indu"'les In which th'i.country devote, II ,el"'ively high proportion of.l<$R,and D resources by COn;JlMIIOU with othe: indu'trles and other couotde<,
SOURCE, In'ernarional $'''ti,rical Year fo' Rand D, 'OECD. Paris. '
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part for the importance of aircraft and missiles in Canada,_ France,
Sweden, the United Kingdom and the U. S. A., and which have a strong
influence on the total level and deployment of industrial R and D.

Third, the creation of technological capabilities in relation to
competition in world markets and which accounts for the relatively high
levels of industrial Rand D in chemicals in Belgium; chemicals, elec
trical and mechanical in Germany; transportation in Italy; ferrous
metals, electrical and shipbuilding in Japan; machinery in Sweden;
chemicals in Switzerland. If detailed enough data were available for the
Netherlands, they would probably show a similar concentration in elec
trical and- chemicals.

c. 3. Implications for Government Policy

234. These data suggest that certain Member countries have already
achieved a high degree of technological specialisation linked to compe
titionin world markets. And the importance of this requirement is
being; stressed in reports to certain member governments:

"The size of France and the resources available impose natural
limits to the number and the sizeof the technological operations that
can be undertaken. .• In general, industrial profitability cannot be
achieved in the totality of an industrial sector, An essential element
of industrial strategy will therefore consist in choosing, .within each
sector; the areas where French industry has the best chance of being
competitive." (89)

"Britain thus faces the same problem- how to adjust industrially
(to international teclmological competition) as do many other countries
of medium or small economic size. •• If there were anything like a
law of averages, we should not expect any longer to contribute more
than,at most, about ten per cent of the world's new technical know-
l edge.!' (87)

235. However, in examining what would be ideal patterns of speciali
sation,Member countries often tend to eye with envy the patterns of
specialrsatron existing in other countries. In Belgium, relatively spe
cialisedin heavy chemicals, a government report has stressed the
relatively low levels of R and D effort in the electrical, mechanical
and synthetic chemical fnduatrtea, where it was felt that there were
particularly favourable growth prospects (88). In France and the
United Kingdom, .both relatively strong in aerospace, the government
reports cited above call for stronger efforts in the mechanical indus
try, and similar, though non-official thoughts, have been expressed
concerning the U. S. A. (97). On the other hand, in certain countries
without strong tocmologtcal efforts in aerospace, some have argued
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in teclmological innovation.

236. Thus, the (technological) grass tends to appear greener on the
other side of the (national) fence. This may be right, or it may be
wrong, depending on the circumstances in specific countries. To some
extent at least, it is understandable. Individuals, working parties and
officials are, in general, more aware of shortcomings in their own
countries than in others, and it is easier to recommend efforts in areas
where technological and market successes have been established than
in areas where they have not. But although It may be understandable,
it may not always be wise, since successful technological s~~cialisati(m
often consists in doing what others are not doing. And perhaps broad
recommendations about whole sectors of industry or technology are not
a sufficient basis for policy, given the ample opportunities which - as
we have seen - exist within various sectors.

237. Some would go so far as to argue that implicit or explicit inter
national comparisons may have led to a strong concentration of scient...
inc and technological activities in the same and often spectacular fields,
perhaps to theneglect of possibilities of marrying advanced technology
to more "traditional" activtties. Recent experience _in coupling. modern,
technology to shipbuilding, in using aeronautical experience. ill the
development of high speed ground transportatton systems, and in apply
ing modem electronics tohealth care, show how Jruttful such acttvtttes
can be. Pr-esent advances in rnaterfals, informatics _and control sys
tems offer important possibilities for technological advance in traditional
fields. No doubt it is often too early to judge the potential scope of such
activities. But they deserve consideration by government, given its role
as an important customer in these areas and as the main creator-ofa
favourable climate -for technological innovation.

238. Broadly speaking, two policy approaches can be taken by govern
ment to the problem of specialisation. One is the policy of reinforcing
successful patterns. The other is the policy of creating options for new
patterns developed on the basis of scientific, technological and market
trends and opportunities. The former approach has the advantage of
strengthening technological and entrepreneurial capabilities in the ins
titutional framework where they are most needed, namely in industry,
but the disadvantage that they do not necessarily take into account either
long term teclmological or-market developments or "externalities"
associated with technologtcal innovation. The latter approach can take
into account precisely these factors, but has the disadvantage that it
may not be sufficiently close to the realities and uncertainties of tech
nological and market development, and that it does not necessarily
create a technological and entrepreneurial capability in industry.
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former, betng concerned with the shorter term,andthe latterwith
support to educatiou, science' and technology as the longer term basis
for potentially uew patterns of specialisatiou. Both approaches 'are
reflected in policy recommendations and actions. Thus, in France,
comprehensive criteria have been developed for the suppor-t ofsctence
and technology, taking into account "externalities", as well as technol
ogical and market opportunities (98), As a general principle, it has
been recommended that France be "active"in some fielda In science
and technology, whilst only"vigilant" in others (89). At the sametime,
ffnancialsupport is given to projects of both a short-ianda longer- 
term nature, IIICanada, it has been suggesteq. th~t specialisation be
based on the specific requirements of CanadaWith regard to climate,
sizeand pOjJulationpatterns. Effor~s in fundamental research should
be "ac~ive;'__In are~s wher-e Canada has scientists of outstanding quality,
and in areasrelated to Ganada's needs - and "vigflant" .in other areas
as a hedge against unforeseeable change, and as a means of, effectively
absorbing the results of foreign science (99). Furthermore, the
Canadian Government is actively encouraging foreign based multinational
firms to specialise byestablishing in Canadafull responsibility for the
total corporate requirements of selecte.9- product lines in research,
development, design and manufacture (93).

240.>_ It Is worth stressing, inconclusion, that successtulspectaltsatton
ultimately depe:rJ.ds on industrial firms' technological and entrepreneurial
capabilities, and the opportunitres open to them in world markcts, Govern
ments can strmulate patterns of sp~cialisation, and in the longer term
open up options for the, establtsbment of new patterns. But given the
way ;inwhichrheIU~rket economy functions, together with the uncertain-
ty and need for flexibilrty associated with scientific advance and technol
ogical innovation, they cannot impose patterns, of spectalrsation, In the
fram~\Vork of a multinational, . economically integrated region, a country
has strong economic reasons for specialising in certain sectorsif it
can thereby. complement the patterns of specialisation of its other, na
tional partners. ,){owever, without sUPBaJramework, ,some governments
might feel that too great a degree of technological specialisation would
lead to too great a dependence on foreign technology in other areas.

D. LARGE-SCALE TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRAMMES

241. Goyernments do have an important influence on patterns of na
tional technological specialisation - as well as on the total deployment
of national, ,scientific and technological resources - through the support
thaqhey give (or do not give) to large-scale scientific and technological
progr~un';1esinvolVingthe, commitment of considerable human and finan
cial resources. In the past,;n;:tanY SUCh, programmes have, been
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defence .and the provision of, complex equipment for the: performance
of fundamental research, But they have. also been undertaken in rela
tion to .prtmartly economic. objectives.

D. 1. Arguments For and Against

242. Propon~nts of such programmes argue that, by mobilising big
resources around specific objectives, they give an important. impetus
to improvements and changes in scientific and technologtcalIevels in a
wide number of sectors, that they help bring radically new technologies
more rapidly down' cost and learning curves to the point where they
become commercially competitive with, existing technologtes, that th~y
help break down barriers between institutions and between disciplines,
and that they create exciting research opportunities for. scientists and
engineers. As examples, they point to the development of radar, atomic
energy, satellite communications and solid state electronics.

243. Whilst these may be the effects of .large-scale programmes,
many would disagree with the implication thatlarge scale programmes
of any kind are necessary for a'strong national pe~~formanceh~_ t~,~hnol
ogical innovation. It is widely recognised that programmes related to
non-economic ,objectives divert resources from potential projects of
similar scope directed to civilian ends (89). And in some countries it
has. been suggested that even those large programmes oriented towards
economic objectives may be a miaallocatton of resources, and that the
support of a number of smaller and less spectacular projects is likely
to lead to a greater economic return (87). Einally, someeconomists
have questioned the principle of Iarge-aoale government involvement
in the financing of civilian teclmological developments, arguing, that
- although the costs of innovation may have increased in absolute terms:
and by comparison withthe size of countries - they have not increased
by. comparison with the sizeof firms, and that government involvement
can lead to the development of "pure technology" beyond either the
capabilities of the industrial structure or the r eqturements of the mar
ket (152).

D. 2. Some Empirical Evidence

244. The fact remains that data in Annex A to this report suggest no
significant relation between the degree of government involvement in
R and D, and total,national performance in technological il1Il?"ati0Il'
nor between the degree of government involvement and the quality of
fundamental research. More specifically, the Netherlands and Switzer
land - and to some extent Germany and Sweden - have had strongfunda
mental science and industrial technology without heavy involvement in
large-scale, government-financed programmes.
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financed projects have not had an important influence on technological
innovation in specific sectors, nor that-these sectors are technologic
cally or economically unimportant. But it does suggest the validity of
at least one, and possibly both, of the following hypotheses: first, it
has been possible to specialise in economically advantageous and in
tellectually stimulating sectors, other than those heavily influenced by
large. scale government projects, and which have often been those orient
eddirectly towards competition in international markets; second, the
Innovationa.and advances in skills coming out of large scale projects
have effectively been diffused internationally - in other words, their
"pulling effects"~ have, to some extent at least, become international"

246. Whether these hypotheses will hold in future depends on the re
lative importance that one attaches to technological advances coming
out of large-scale programmes by comparison with those resulting
from an alternative use of scientific and technological resources, It
will also depend on the degree of "tnternationaltsatton'' of participation
in all the stages of large-scale technological programmes. It is proba
bly reasonable to predict that the greater the degree of internationalisa
tion, the smaller will be the temptation to start what might often be sub
optimal efforts.

D. 3. Some-Decision Parameters

247. As government reports have stressed, national decisions to
participate in large-scale programmes merit careful preparation and
analysis (88). In many respects, the parameters that must enter into
the decisions are similar to those relevant to industrial firms when
deciding their strategies for research and innovation, Given available
resources, objectives and the world technological and market environ
ment, should the project aim to cover a broad front; or should it be
specialised? If it is to be specialised, is specialisation to be based on
a strong existing capability, and - if not - how is the capability to be
created? Further, should the research and innovation strategy by
offensive (i. e. first in technology and in the market), defensive (I, e.
second but more effectively in the market with one's own developed
technology), or absorptive (I, e. more effectively into the market on the
basis of technology developed elsewhere)? Given the inevitable technol
ogical and market uncertainties, an offensive strategy implies the defi
nition of national policy towards high-cost, high-risk but high-return
proj ects; a defensive strategy implies the definition of a programme
aiming at the exploitation of a competitive advantage once the technological

* In French, "Ies effets d'entrafnement".
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the definition of a programme for. the effective assimtlatron and exploi
tation of.knowledge developed elsewhere.

248. All these questions are complex, and their answers full of un
certainties. As in- industr-ial Hrms , data collection, analysts andfore
casting are essentiaLinputs to:effecttve dectsfon making, !i-Butj .as .in In
dustrial firms,the right policy will not result simply by pushing the
data through a computer. Given the lack of quantifiable information on
many important parameters, and the unforeseeable nature .of.manyfuture
developments, flexibility will always be required, as will the judgment
and intuition of individuals in what are often and inevttably.t'entrepreneur
ial" decisions.

E. EDUCATION

249. The close links required between educational policy and policies for
technological innovation, - and science policy in general - have been
described often enough, so that they do not need tob~ set out in detail
here. In the past, one aspect of educational policy - nam.l?)?""th~J~~ill~

ing of ever more scientists and engineers - has received particular 
attention by science policy makers. This is understandable given that,
as we have seen in Table 19, the supply of qualified scientists and en
gineers ultimately conditions the amount of Rand D that a country can
usefully undertake and exploit.

E.1. Some Qualitative Problems

250-. However, it is possilJle that the quantitative supply problem will
be resolved in. many Membrr countries iu the 1970's. Educational policy
problems related to technological innovation are Lkely to become qua
litative rather than quantitative. One qualitative policy problem - name
ly, how to link univ~xsityresearch a~d training more effectivelyto the
innovative needs of sociC?ty - has alreaqY1Je~ndiscussed inthe conclu
sions of Part III of this report. Another policy problem may grow out of
th~ fact that an increasing supply of scienti~ts3ndengineersmay even
tually mean that relativelyfewer of'.them will go into R andD, or that
they will go into R and D for", shorter period. What sort of training is
appropriatefor~cfe:ntistsW1dengilleersnotgoing into Rand D? What
soz-t of retraining; ia appropriate for.those moving on Irom R and D to
otherfunctions? Fmallyv the incr,e,::l,$ing scope of s.cientific,;and technol
ogical advance - growing out of gr-eater R and D efforts' in the Member
countries and the economic requirements for growth and competition
- raises the problem of retraining scientists and engineers throughout
their working lives.
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251. The increasing scope of technical change suggests another im
portant requirement for educational policy, namely, to train not only
the creators of new science and technology, butalso the managers of
technological change. But what are the educational characteristics of
"innovators"? Unfortunately, the available statistics do not give any
guidance. The data in Annex A to this report show a relatively low
correlation between national innovative performanceand most national
educational characteristics, with the possible exception of graduate
scientists and engineers as a percentage of the labour force. Further
more, Table 21 shows, for six European countries, no clear relation
ship between national Innovative performance and various educational
characteristics of chief executives of industrial firms. * These statistics
should not, of course, be overrnterpreted, but they do at least suggest
that there is no established or easy solution to the training of innovative
management.

252. One solution is to make innovative managers out of scientists
and engineers with previous experience in Rand D. Casual observation,
but no hard statistics, suggests that this is one of the main source of
managers of innovation. But is a scientific training and experience. in
R and D adequate in an area where, as we have seen, economic, social
and behavioural factors are often as important as teclmical factors,and
where there are often few laws established - and numbers available 
which enable innovative decisions to be reduced to the kind of hard cal
culus with which scientists and engineers are mostly familiar? Another
potential source of innovative managers is business education,whichis
being considerably expanded in certain Member countries. Here again,
however, one must recognise that the long time-spans and uncertainty
associated with teclmological innovation often render conventional manage
ment techniques inapplicable. Thus, to be effective, both these solutions
imply teaching and research efforts focussed specifically on the manage
ment of innovation, and on the encouragement of entrepreneurial abilities.

253. This is the view of industry in the United Kingdom (154), and of
one recent conference on education for innovation held in the U. S. A. (153).
But the conference went further and criticised many aspects ofcontem
porary engineering education, arguing that too great an emphasis on the
acquisition of knowledge and the skills of analysis - coupled with too
great a degree of specialisation - can kill the abilities of creative syn
thesis and design in response to practical needs, which are the essence
of engineering.

* This confirms more fragmentary evidence collected during the DEeD sector
.studies on technologtcal.gaps,
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Table 21. NATIONAL INNOVATIVE PERFORMANCE AND THE EDUCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF CHIEF EXECUTIVES OF INDUSTRIAL FIRMS

.
. .

RANKINGS ACCORDING TO EDUcATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS'OF CHIEF:EXECUTIVES
. RANKING OF INDUSTRIAL FIRMS

ACCORDING TO
-.NATIONAL OF THOSE WITH UNIVERSITY EDUCATION

COUNTRY PERFORMANCE PERCENTAGE

IN WITH
PERCENTAGE IN PERCENTAGE IN PERCENTAGE IN

TECHNOWGICAL UNIVERSITY
INNOVATION . EDUCATION

-'. SCIENCE AND BUSINESS ,AND LAW'AND

ENGINEERING ECONOMICS SQCIAL SCIENCES

I II III IV V
. .

Belgium 6 2 1 6 . 2................................ -.
France

.
4 1 2 3 6....................................

Germany ................................ 1 3 3 4 3

Italy ......................... 0 ............. 5 3 6 2 4

Netherlands ...... 0" .,',_ ._......... 3 5 . 4 . 5 1

united Kingdom .. .. .. .. " .• ·o*' .... 1 6 . 5 1 5
.

.

SOURCE: Column I See Annex A.
Columns Il-Vt P. Hall, H; de Bettignies and-G. .Amado-Ffschgrunde The European Business Elite, in European Business. October 1969.



vast and complex. Given the scope and the resources available for the
preparation of this report, they cannot unfortunately be analysed in
detail here.

F. A FAVOURABLE CLIMATE FOR TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION

254. The policy areas discussed above are widely recognised as having
a strong influence on the processes of technological innovation. But it
is important to stress that, through a wide variety of policy measures
on the faces of it quite .unconnected with tecbnological innovation, gov
ernment has an important indirect influence, since these policies create
incentives for, or barriers to, the Innovation process. When examining
the influence of such policy measures, certain key characteristics of
the innovative process must be kept in mind.

255. First, the activities undertaken in relation to it involve' a high
degree of lU1certainty with regard to their outcome. This is true of all
stages of the innovation process. The outcome of fundamental research
is uncertain in that a hypothesis may be proved or. rej ected, or that new
fundamental knowledge mayor may not be relevant to a practical appli
cation. Development work and engineering involve uncertalntres in that
full-scale products and plant may not perform as expected from calcula
tions and experiments in the laboratory. And there are .similar uncer....
taintieswhen launching an innovation, in that one often cannot predict
the reactions of potential customers and potential competitors. Given
this uncertainty, risk taking must be rewarded, and individuals and
institutions must have the flexibility to adapt to new and unforeseen
situations.

256. Second, innovation implies change, be it changes in scientific
theory, engineering practice, the skill requirements of management
and labour, forms of organisation, or the habits of users, But change
is uncomfortable both for individuals and institutions, so that pressures
must existforchange, and its social costs reduced as far as possible.

257. Third, the transfer of tecbnological knowledge is mainly "person
embodied". In his study of 567 successful innovations in U. S. industry,
Myers fOWld that personal experience and personal contacts were re
sponsible for three-quarters of the information inputs to these innova
tions (4). This means that the effective transfer of tecbnological know
ledge requires the encouragement of personal mobility and person-to
person contacts, both within and between institutions involved in various
parts of the innovation process.
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order. to create a .climate favourable to technological mnovation. Some
of the areas of government policy that influence this climate will now be
discussed.

F.1. Competition

258. The importance for technological innovation of competition can be
simply stated. Innovation involves often unquantifiable risk and often
uncomfortable change. Without competition and the potential threat that
a competitor win innovate first, firms and other institutions may well
prefer to avoid the risk and the discomfort of Innovating, The validity
of this hypothesfsIs demonstrated in one of the conclusions of a survey
of ten: successful innovations in the General Electric Company:

"Competition of the market place is a prime factor motivating the
sponsor in all American industrial research. Eachone of the ten cases
discussed in this report had its basic roots in the fundamental objective
of the sponsoring company to achieve. profitably growth and maintain
profitable business leadership •••

"Therefore, in the cases such as the tunnel diode,thevacuum
circuit breaker, and the Lucalux lamp the motivation to innovate ...
resulted not from an actual announcement by a competitor but rather
from a continual apprehension that the competitor is surely seeking
better products, too. The examples of actual research programmes
triggered by a competitor's announcement are surprisingly rare in the
company's history (examples of "catch-up" development activities are
somewhat less uncommon). None of the cases herein were initiated by
a competitor's surprise announcement:' rather, they all stemmed from
a general- but extremely powerful - belief that only by innovating as
fast as poaaible can long term business leadership and growth bemain
tened, " (128)

259. Thus government policy towards competition has' a considerable
influence on the· conditions for successful technological: innovation.·· ill
practice,however, there may sometimes be conflict between govern
ment policies to maintain competition, and industrial firms I policies
with regard to innovation. A recent report to the U. S. Government
listed the areas where this might occur, and particularly stressed
restrictive agreements amongst firms Involving the use or non-use of
technological property (2). However, the report was unable to offer any
general guidance to policy: determination in such cases. Instead, it
recommended the collection and analysis of empirical data, as aguide
to government policies towards innovation and competitton,
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260. Systems of personal and company taxation are not the primary
cause of differences between countries in innovative performance. They
cannot be manipulated to create a tecbnologicalcapability ina country
where none exists. Yet they may have an important influence on the
effectiveness.with which this tecbnological capability contributes to
tecbnologicaLinnovationthroughthe rewards and growth possibilities
they offer to those .who contribute to successful innovation.' Thus, a
recent .r-epor-t. to the U~;_S. Government made a number of recommenda
tiona with .regard to _such factors as.the carrytng forward of losses and
stock options, designed to encourage the growth and viability of small,
science-based firms .-(2), and -similar, though non-offtctal; .suggeattons
have been made in the United Kingdom (95). But it is difficult to make
recommendations: applicable, to all countries. -There isno.comprehenstve
evidence on the influence of various types and levels of taxation on the
effectiveness of the innovative. process. And given national differences
in taxation systems and in defictenctea.tn the innovatton.proceas.. there
is no single policy which would automatically recommend itself to all
Member countries.

F. 3. Regulations, C.odesand Standards

261., Government-imposed r~gulatio~S_, codes and st~dar?s,:alsohave

an important influence on the process of teclmological innovation, al
though very little empirical analysis has been published on their precise
effects.' Nonetheless,. given the characterfstics on the innovation pro
cess, it is highly likely that rigid and detailed regulation is likely to
stifj.e technological innovation: it has. been argued by the U. S. railroad
industry, for example, that Federal regulations governing ratlroad car
design have tended to freeze technology and toprevent signffieantdestgn
change (96). Thus, regulatory practices should probably be continually
revised in the light of tecbnologicaLpossibilities, and should specify
performance and design characteristics, leaving open the .possibility
for industry to respond with the most appropriate technical solution.

F.4. Government Procurement

262. As sizeable customers for the products of many Industrtas, gov
ernments have an impor-tant Influence on the pressur~s, incentives and
barrters to innovation throug~ their procurement practices. - .In other
words, ... through their Influencenot on teclmology itself, but on the .. mar
ket to which tecbnology can respond. By acting as. enlightened and
forward-looking customers, governments can reduce some ofthe yery

.constderable uncertanrty which, as we have seen, is. associated With the
'market for technological innovation. However, ·as a.recent report to
the French Government has stressed, it is important to maintain
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an "equitable" and assured rotation of orders to a numberof suppliers,
and of creating a monopoly supplier (89).

263. It is also important that government departments, with a view to
increasing theproductivity or quality of their operatlonsvbe able to
assess their future needs and -on the basis ofthe technological state
of the art- to, specify performance requirements which suppliers must
try to meet; Past experience suggests that this has been done more
successfully for defence and energy requrrementa than for areas such as
public works, public transportation' and construction. A number of
possible reasons can be advanced to explain this state of affairs:dif"
Ierenceatnthe level of resources allocated to various policyobjectives,
in the' level of, technical competence in' government 'and amongst users,
in the .pr'essureof strategic or economic competition" in the' degree of
fragmentation,of'responsibilities; or dn thedegree of accuracy with
which future needs can at present be assessed. Amore effective
coupling of technology to a wider range of government requirements

'may' require a closer examination of these factors,

264. Furthermore, recent experience in urban and high speed ground
transportation, and in education, suggests .that, given the lack, of, clear
definition in many areas of public responsibility of the real needs to
which technologycould respond, and giventhe lack of incentive to take
theInevttabler-isks, associated withtrying new technologies, government
may have an ill1Portantrole to play in supporting "experimentaltto.r
"demonstration' projects' so that - through a prosess of trial and error.s
public needs can be more clearly identified" technological 'solutions
developed and proved, and.indivtduals and institutions convinced of the
contribution that new technology can make to the meeting of public needs
(136, 137).

F. 5. Mobility and Person-tocPerson Contacts

265. The mobility of scientistsand engineers and personal contacts .
amongst them appears to be the most important mechanism for the
transfer of technological knowledge. The degree to which scientists :md
engineers move amongst institutions and talk to one another is, of course,
influenced by deep-seated historical and social factors, as well as by
more mundane matters such as the availability of housing and other
amenities, the transferability of pension rights, and rules regarding
secrecy. Yet science policy makers in government can have an im
portantiiIfluence on the mobility of scientists and engineers in untver
sities and, more particularly, in government laboratorie8.Given the
requirement for mobiltty, should a research worker be encouraged,
contractually or otherwise, tosee his life's career as stayingin research
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ernment laboratories compatible with the effective exploitation of a
nation's scientific aod technological capability? Could not juridical
and administrative practices be adapted so that research workers could
move more freely in and out of government laboratories?

266. There is also the question of what knowledge a research worker
can use when he leaves a government laboratory. In certain Member
countries, -he must comply with a "technological embargo", forbidding
him to Use for ao importaot length of time knowledge acquired whilst
working for government (35). This can be a great drawback to the
firm that eventually hires him. It cao also be an important brake on
the emergence of new science....based firms. We have seen earlier- in
this report that successful science....based firms "spun off" from quasi
governmental laboratories at MIT are precisely those where the degree
of knowledge traosfer is the highest. A more liberal attitude by certain
member governments towards knowledge transfer - person-embodied or
otherwise - could lead to a greater commercial return from existing
technological capabilities. Furthermore, it is worth noting that science
based entrepreneurs in Europe and the U. S. A. have often been exposed
to industry or to industrial management education. Could not more be
doneto-inform- research workers in government laboratories of the
opportunities open to them in large firms aod small, and of relevant
aspects of innovative management?

F.6. Science-Based Entrepreneurship

267. Indeed,the whole raoge of policies influencing the emergence of
new, science-based firms could be a profitable field of study and action
by governments. This has already been done in the U. S. A. " where new
science-based firms appear to have flourished (2). It has not been, done
elsewhere, where much less. appears. to be known about the phenomenon,
Part II, Section G.4 of this report has attempted to identify some, of the
differences between Member countries. These suggest that, in addition
to the taxation question on which the U. S. report concentrated, it would
be necessary to examine the mobility of universityaod governmental
research workers, the availability of venture capital, and government
procurement practices with regard to new, science-based ftrms,

F. 7. International Economic Integration

268. International economic integration (in the sense of the lowering
of barriers to the entry of foreign markets and to the International mobil
ity of the factors of production) heightens competition, allow advantages
of scale and specialisation, offers more channels through which science
aod technology can be exploited commercially, and increases the speed
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made. towards integration Qver, thepast 25 years has been one. of the
main .sti,.~~i to technologtcalInnovation iIl.theOE,qD ar-ea; -.·.. rt has.Ied
to greater R ,and.D,and.innovattve effortsfn industry, to closer links
between the untverstttes.and industry, .to:gr~,atergo.vermll€m.tal::pollqem

with national innovative efforts, and to a greater international spread
within the OEeD areaofthebenefitsrromnewteGhnology,

2(>9. Part II, Section D of this report suggests that integration hasj.on
the. whole, successfully enabled industrial firms with the requisite tech
nologtcaland managertalcapabiltttesto respond: to .demandsIorInnova
tion ,across nanonal.frontrers; .However ',' the overcommgot.barrters
between nationshas had Its price,' the__.r.eductiol1 of tariffs;.of barriers
to tnternational. mobility and r ightof establishment, and- the greater
harrnonisatton.of patent and company law, codes: -regulattons and stan
dards, are alf Irkely toincrease both the Incentives for" .and. rewards
from",.tecl1nologiclal Innovation... Pant.H, Section. D ·al$o .suggeste.that
the largest barriers are' those to the entry of foreign government mar
kets •...... The. effect.of these barriers .on innovative performance depends
onthe stzc and te,clmological,sophistication or the national government
markets.i uhe .greater the size. of this. marketvthe greater-the opportu
nities, for:mailltaining cOlllpet,ition;, for beneftttngfrom.scale, and-for
keeping open multiple options; incondittons of.uncertainty,

270. Although Part II, Section D of this report suggests that the size
of government markets does not have a determining influence on total
national innovative performance,' its..effects 'on seotcrs 'related; for
example,. to aircraft; energy and cO~lllrmicationscanbe, considerable.
And it i~relevantto speculateas to whatwill be the effects of certain
present practices' when sCie~tifi~'~d}eclm?logiealefforts:" in suc~ area,s
as marin,e, exploitatlon, educati~~al technology; new transp?r:fl,~on
methods and health management - where governments will be important
~usto~ers - reach the stage of Iarge-scale, worldwide, cqmmercial
exploitatton;

F.8. Mitigating the Harmful Effects .of TechnologicalChange ..

271. Teohnological.Jnnovatlon andits diffuston cannot.bemade.entine
ly free from risk and uncomfortable change. But, as the public debate
over the past two years has shown, it is iJllPortant that the r-isks and
changes be socially acceptable,The task of government isessenttally
to ensu~e :that this is doner" Member governments already accept that
they have a responsibility for dealing with changes in skill requireJllents
and in regional and industrial patterns of employment, brought about by
technologtcal change.¥orerecently,. member gove~m~~ts;havebecome
mo~e actively concerned with the latter's~rmful effects on physical
amenity, . .
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detail. Suffice it to say here that, given the OECD growth targets es
tablished for the 1970's, and the continuing pressures of industrial com
petition, the pressures for technological change will be as strong in the
future as they have been in the past. Furthermore, the competitive in
dustrial system has shown considerable strength in harnessing technology
to society's needs, once these needs are clearly articulated into a mar;"
keto The policy challenge of the future will not be to stifle technological
change, but to make the innovative system more sensitive to social re
qurrements,

F.9. Conclusion

273. The relative brevity of this discussion of the factors affecting
the climate for technological innovation shoul~ not be interpreted as an
indicator of their importance in the innovation process. Rather, it
reflects t118 past concentration of science policy makers on. the scientific
and technological aspects of innovation. This is not altogether surpris
ing, since science policy has been mainly the province of scientists, and
scientific research is the one part of the innovative process for which
solid and comparable data are available. Factors affecting the climate
of technological innovation are often conditioned by both policy measures
that ostensibly have little to do with technological innovation and by deep
seated institutional, social and political attitudes to _innovation and change.
In future, however, a greater understanding of the influence of these
factors, and of related policy measures 'on the innovative process will
be required•. And this probably implies a greater involvement of social
scientists: and thesocial sciences tn the formulation of.science policy.

G. SPECULATIONS

274. The main conclusions of the report have already been set out in
the Summary at the beginning. Here we shall therefore restrict our
selves to a few speculations on the role of government policy.

It is above all clear that technological innovation is conditioned
by both technological and non-technological factors. .Certainly, the
suppor-t of scientific and technological activities is esaential for techno...
logical innovation. But the _support of follow-up _activities is also neces
sary for effective application, as are attitudes to risk-taking and exper
Imentation; the existence of pressures and rewards, and the non
existence of barriers. It is also clear that the various parts of. the
innovative process are intimately, if indirectly, linked. For example,
the relationship between capabilities in fundamental research and the
pressures of industrial competition may be indirect, tenuous and difficult
to identify, but they nonetheless appear to be real,
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policy measures designed to stimulate innovation through action on the
deficient parts of the.Innovative.process; But we do not live in an ideal
world. Our knowledge of the innovative process, and of the influence
of govemmentpolicy measures upon it, is still insufficient. Thisas
why Annex B lists some problem areas where further empirically based
research is required, both for better understanding of technological
innovation and: as a sounder basis for policy. There is a particular lack
of such knowledge in Member countries other than the U. S. A.

276. However, one generalisation can perhaps be made.. Many aspects
of national scientific and technological systems changeonly slowly. This
may appear paradoxical, given the general talk of rapid change in the
modern world, and the rapid rate of increase in national resources devot
ed to Rand 1) in the 1960's. But it takes a long time to change national
patterns' of performance of Rand D, to train research workers,to build
up effective Rand D teams, to translate scientliic discoveries ~to inno
vations, to establish effective feedback between industrial technology
and university science, and to change attitudes. These characteristics
mean that policies for technological innovation may often involve pro
blems which are not stark and obvious - thereby provoking an immediate
response - but problems which, if not recognised and dealt with in good
time, can lead to irremediable situations. They also mean that policy
measures must often be applied for a long time before their effects are
felt, and results achieved. Thus, policies for teclmological irinovation
must be both farsighted and persistent.

277. The available information also shows that the main agents for the
creation and application of scientific and teclmological knowledge are
the universities and industry. This reflects the basic political philosophy
of GEeD membership, but also the requirements for successful techno
logical innoatdon, Uncertainty, change, the need for competition, flex
ible structures, rapid decision making, and being close to technological
and market developments, all imply that technological innovation is more
likely to flourish in a decentralisedand pluralteticenvtronment, Thus,
government's role inthe innovative process, although important,is not
determinant. Furthermore, given the increasing openness and scientific,
technological and economic interdependence amongst GEeD membership,
the pace and direction of individual nations' science and teclmology - as
well as governments' policies for science and innovation ,;,.,must mcreas
ingly reflect and take into account developments beyond national bound"
aries.

278. When developing policies for technological innovation, some
member governments - either explicitly or implicitly" have taken as
their model the innovative system of the U. S. A. This has been under
standable and perhaps even inevitable, given the success, the size and
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nological innovation in the U. S. A. But is the U. S. A. the onlysuccessful
model that deserves examination, or even the most appropriate one?
The information presented in this report' shows that there are other coun
tries, with much smaller resources and markets, and much lower-levels
of government involvement, which also have a 'strong- performance in
technological innovation. A more detailed analysis of these countries'
experience and policies would be particularly valuable.

279. Science and technology are important in so many aspects of indus
trial society that many decisions about-them inevitably involve political':
considerations, as well as the scientific, technological and economic
factors on which this report has rigorously concentrated its attention.
The interaction of technology, economics and politics has been brought
out very clearly in C. Layton's recent review of European technological
co-operation (100). In particular, the policy implications of, economic
integration, Industr-ial structures, technological specialisation and
par-ttcipation tn large scale programmes are both important and intimate
ly linked; J. Defay has argued that policies with regard to access to
government markets have had an important influenceon the development
of industrial structures - both within and across national boundaries
(101). And A. Cottrell has said the following:

"For any single country with a GNP of no more than, letus say,
5% of the gross world product, it is either economically and industrially
unrealistic to aim at a goal of being second to none in all sciences and
technology. What should it do instead? Aim at excellence in a limited
number of selected fields? Link up with other countries to form a larger
technological and economic community? Butthese require ,deliberate,
major, national decisions. II (102)

280. But, although technology and technological innovation have been,
and will continue to be, subjects of political concern, innovation is an
intimate and endogenous factor with modern economy systems. Policies
related to technology cannot continually be divorced from economic
considerations. Indeed, some have argued, such as S. Rolfe, that
technology and its economics have wider political implications:

"One interpretation of economic history would argue that at least
since the Middle Ages man's technological capabilities have outpaced
his social and political organising ability. The compass, the gun, the
steam engine, the jet, the computer. • • are no more than stations along
the technological way; more will come. So too have there been political
way stations - the city state, the duchy, the confederation, the nation
state, and now haltingly in several areas, common markets. As technol
ogy for trade. •• pressed then prevailing political boundar-ies, those
boundaries have historically expanded to incorporate and use the new
dimensions technology made possible." (103)
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may eventually lead to changes in political concepts.

281. Fmally, it is worth raising a number of questions related to other
aspects of science policy with which the OECDCommittee for Science
Policy is concerned. .Jfirst, the example of industry shows that success
ful innovation requires not only scientific and technological capabilities,
but also competition, mobility, flexibility in organisation and evaluation,
entrepreneurship, and the existence of a market which reflects needs.
What implications - if any-.does this have for the present concern of
many member governments to make science and technology contribute
more effectrvely to. society's social ,needs?

282. $econd, wehave seen that, as long as economic growth and inter
national competrtiveness continue to be important national policyobjec
tives,.·theeconomic.pressures for technological innovation and diffusion
will continue to be strong. We have also seen that the act of innovation
often implie13.considerable risk. At the same time, governments are
tncreastngly concerned with controlling. the harmful side-effects of
technological change. .What types of regulatory or control. mechanisms
can do this without stifling the characteristics essential for technological
innovation and long term economic growth? What' technological solutions
will enable the attainment of both the quantitative and the qualitative
qpjectiyes of economic growth?

283. .Third, is the process of scientific discovery, technological 'mno
vation and diffusion sufficiently well understood, .' or is it working suffi
ciently well. for governments to assume that science and technology will
automatically assure the basis for economic growth in future?
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Annex A

NATIONAL PERFORMANCE IN TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION IN TEN COUNTRIES:

ITS RELATIONSffiP TO OTHER NATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS OFTEN ADVANCED AS BEING

IMPORTANT IN THE INNOVATION PROCESS

Introduction

In Book 1II of the Secretariat's Analytical Report on Technological
Gaps I an attempt was made to measure ten Member countries'
performance in technological Innovation (139). Six statIstical indicators
were usedto measure such performance, namely:

I. The Location of 110 SIgnificant Innovations Since World War Two

II. Monetary Receipts for Patents, Licences and Know-how (1963-64)

1II. The Origin of Technology Imported by Japan (1960c64)

IV. Number of Patents Taken out in Foreign Countries (1963)

V. Export Performance in Research-Intensive Industries (1963-65)

VI. Export Performance in Research-Intensive Product Groups
(1963-65).

Each of these indicators has limitations -on conceptual or statistical
grounds, and these Were described in detail in Book 1II of the Analytical
Report. This is to be expected when an attempt is made to define and
measure a social phenomenon, suchas technologfcal innovation, for
the first time. Similar problems of direct and accurate measurement
exist in many other branches of the applied social sciences.

Despite the limitations, when these six indicators are corrected
for differences in country size (see Table A. 1) there is statistically a
high degree of concordance* in each country's rankings. The actual

* I, e. a,high degree of agreement between the ranktngs of the six indicators.
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Table A. 1. SIX INDICATORS OF TEN INDUSTRIALLY ADVANCED OOUNTRIES' PERFORMANCE IN TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION
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SOU~~ES, ColunUi-A fr6m Book mer "Gaps Iii T~OIngy, Analytical Report".
ewurn':l x from OECJJ Ob=ver Supplernenr for 1967 SlatUticl,
~lurn,n Y from Book III ,of "Gap, in Technology, Analytical Reporl".
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is statistically only a 1% probability that this degree of concordance
could occur by chance. This means that it is highly probable that the
six indicators give an accurate picture of the ten countries' relative
performance in technological innovation.

Consequently, from Table A. 1, a composite ranking of the six
indicators of the ten countries I performance in technological innovation
has been calculated (see Table A. 2). This composite ranking was
then correlated with the same ten countries I rankings according to a
number of national characteristics which are often advanced as being
important factors affecting innovative performance.

Table A. 2. METHOD OF OBTAlNING THE COMPOSITE
INDEX OF TEN COUNTRIES' PERFORMANCE IN

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION FROM TABLE A. 1

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2

COUNTRY SUM OF SIX
RANKING OF

COLUMN B
COLUMN 1 Le,

INDICATOR RANKS
COMPOSITE

INDEX RANKED

Belgium •••••.•••••.....•...... 48 8

Canada ....•................... 51 9

France ........................ 39 6

Germany ...................... 21 2. 5

Italy .......•....•.....•....... 44 7

Japan ......................... 52 10

Netherlands ................... 22 4

Sweden .............. ; ......... 23 5

UK ..•..•.•••..•••.•..•.•.•••. 21 2. 5

USA .......................... 7 1
. .

The results of these correlations are presented in Table A. 3.
They suggest a relatively high degree of correlation between national
performance in technological innovation and strength in fundamental
research (as measured through numbers of science Nobel Prizes, and
of Physical and Chemical Abstracts), the presence of large firms
(as measured through the number of firms with annual sales of more
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Table A. 3. NATIONAL PERFORMANCE AND OTHER NATIONAL PARAMETERS IN TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION FOR 10 COUNTRIES, RANKINGS AND RANK CORRELATIONS

COUNTRIES
CORREll\.T1ON

S1GNIF1CAN
NETHER- SWITZ- "BELGIUM CANADA FRANCE GERMANY ITALY JAPAN

""""
SWEDEN U.K. "~ WAND

COEFFICIENT 1%**
INDICATORS

,. ".,.'-
A. Compo'site Ranked Index ........ ... ............. ........ 8 9 ;6 2.5 7 10 4 5 2.5 1 · · ·

B. Composite Ranked Index
11.'- + Switzerland ...... ... .. . ....... .. ..... .. ....... ... 9 10 7 3.5 S 5 6 3.5 1 2 · ·

C. Size of Market GNP ........ ... .... .... ... ... ..... S 7 4 2 6 5 8 8 3 1 11 O. 18 n. s .

D. Rand D Financed by Business .......... . ............ 6 8 7 5 10 9 4 2 3 1 O. 79 1%**

E. Total per capita Expenditure on Rand D ......... .. .... 8 7 4 6 10 9 4 3 2 1 O. 77 1%**

F. Expenditure on Rand D Performed by Business .. ..... ....... 7 8 6 4 10 9 5 3 2 1 " 0.87 1%**

G. Governinent Financed R and D Expenditure .... '" .... 8 5 3 7 10 8 6 4 2 1 · 0.59 n. s.

H. Number of Firms with Sales of $m500+ ..... '" ..... . ..... 10 7 6 4 S. 5 8. 5 5 3 2 1 · 0.87 1%**

1. Number of Firms with Sales of $m250+ ........ ..... ... 8 4 5. 5 5.5 10 9 7 3 2 1 · 0.65 5%'

J. Total QSE in R and D ......... ......... ........... .... 8.5 6. 5 6. 5 8.5 10 3 5 2 4 1 · 0.29 n. s.

K. Total QSE in Rand D in Industry ..... ........ " ....... 7 7 5 7 10 4 6 2 3 1 · 0.45 n. s.

L. Total QSE and Technicians in BUsiness .. ........ ..... ... 7 9 8 5 10 6 3 4 2 1 · 0.75 5%'

M. Income per capita ... .... ............. ................ 7 3 4.5 4.5 9 10 8 2 6 1 · 0.45 n. s.

N. Nobel Prizes in Chemistry, Phy"lml, Medicine and
Physiology, 1943-67 ...... ....... ...... ....... ...... .... 10.5 10 . 5 6. 5 5 8 9 6.5 4 3 2 1 0.92 1%**

O. Scientific Abstracts ........... .... .... .... . ............... 11 6 5 7. S 10 9 1 7. 5 3 2 4 0..67 5%'

P. Graduates as a !:'eroeJitage " Total Labour scree .... ..... 9 4 u.u 0 7 3 8 io 5; 5 1 · 0.12 n.e.

" Graduates of Pure Science as a Percentage of Total
Labour Force ..... ... .......... .. .. ....... .. .... 7 4 6 5 3 10 8. 5 8.5 2 1 · 0.49 n, s.

R. Graduates (Engineers and Technicians) as a Percentage of
Labour Force .......... .............. ................ . ... 8 3 5. 5 1 9 4 io 7 5. 5 2 · 0.28 n. e.

S. Graduates (Scientists, Engineers and Technicians) as % of
Labour Force .... . . ............ ............... . ........... ic 4.5 8 2 6.5 6.5 3 9 4.5 1 · . 0.61 n, s.

T. Composite Index minus Germany ................. .. , ...... 7 8 5 . 6 9 3 4 2 1 · · ·

U. Average Number of Years' Schooling of Labour
Force .",.. .................... .................. .. ..... 6 2 4.5 . 9 8 7 4.5 3 1 · 0.46 n. e.

-.
. ' . .



Table A. 3. (Cont'd)

V. Composite Index minus Germany, Italy and Belgium ..... - 6 5 - - 7 3 4 2 1 - - -
.. _.

W. Average Number of Years' Schooling of HLM:............ ... - 2 6 - - 4 5 7 3 1 - 0.29 n. s.

X. Average Number of Years' Schooling of STP's ............ - 2 6 - - 3 5 7 4 1 - 0.11 n..s.

Y. Composite Index minus Italy and Belgium - 7
.

6 2.5 - 8 4 5 2.5 1 - - -........ ..... .....
Z. HLM with University Degree as a Percentage of Labour

Force ................................................. - 2 4.5 3 - 8 6 7 4.5 1 - 0.49 u.e.
.

NOTESAND SOURCES,

A : A composileranked index of 'ix 03t;onal char3cteri>ti'" advanced <ISbeing of importancc in me innovation prC<:= (soorce, Table A. 2).
B , A, 3bove, adju"ed to include SwUzerland.
C, Size of market rep<esemed by GNP (source, OECD).
D, R 3lld 0 expenditures per capita financed by bnslness enterprise (source: DECD).
E , Total per capita cxl,,"'diture on Rand D (source, OEeD).
F Expenditure per caplla on R 30d D performed by business (sonrce, OECD),
G, Expenditure per capita on Rand D financed by government (source'. DECD),
H, Number of large firms rep<esented by 'he number of firm' wlm anou31 ,ale, of ~SOOm or more per million popul3tlon (1964-65) (~Forrune).
} , A. above. but witb firms with 'ales of S250m or mote (source, Fortune).
J , Research and development manpower a, tep<esented by totd number of Q. S. and E. in Rand D per 10, 000 population (source: DECD).
K, Research and development manpower a, repl"esemedby tOlal number of QSE in indll5tty per 10.000 populatiOll (,ource, DECO),
L , A, above, but QSE and techniCians in Industty per 10,000 population (source DECD). --
M, Income per capita, 1966 (source, OECD).
N , Nobel prizes in chemulry, physic" medicine and physiology, 1943-67, expressed per head of rn3llufacturlng (XIpulatioa (WIIme, QUID, Pion, Paris).
0, Scientific 3b'lracts, 1961-62, exp,essed per head of manufacturing population (source, Promotion and Organisation of Fundamental Research, DECO).

R:tnlcing of Educational characleri,tic, (P - Zl:
(source, DECO)

F , Number of gradual"" and e<[lJivaIentas a percentage of the total labour force.
Q, Number of graduates and equivalent in pure science only, expressed 3, a percentage of totallabout fotee.
R , Nnmrn.. of graduates and equivalent in engineering. expressed as a percentage of tolallabo", force.
S , Combined number of graduates In science and engineering. expressed a, a percentage of totailabour force,
T t Compo,lte index mlnu, Germany...... uata wa, LUlavallab1e.
U , Aver3ge number of yean of fbfmal schooling of the total labour force.
V, Compo'ite index mloU' Germany, Italy and Belgium, as data wa, unavailable.
W, Average Dumber of year' of formal schooling of high level manpower (ISCO majo' classification, 0 + I).
X, Average number of year' off<xmal schooling of ,clentific and technical personnel OSCD minor groups 00, Oi, 02, OX).
y, Com(XI'ite index minus Italy and Belgium,
Z, Higher level manpower with university degrees and equivalent as a percentage of the labour force.



However, the following limitations to these results must always be
kept in mind.

First, the total sample (I. e. ten) is too small, and the levels of
correlation highly sensitive to slight changes in the rankings. The
statistical meaning of the results should not, therefore, be over
interpreted. Nonetheless, they do help in interpreting the experience
of a nwnber of Member countries.

Second, high correlations do not demonstrate causality; They
simply show that, on the basis of the information available, certain
national characteristics exist at the same time as strong national
innovative performance.

Third, it is not possible to obtain data on all the national charac
teristics advanced as being associated with strong innovative perfor
mance. For example, no data exist which compare the ten countries I

mobility of research workers, the quality of education and of manage,
ment, or the propensity to-take risks.

Fourth, not all the data are available for precisely the same time
period. However, the nature of the characteristics measured is such
that they do not fluctuate. widely over time. With the exception of
Japan, it is unlikely that the rankings have altered significantly over
the past ten years. Thus the lack of a common time period is unlikely
to invalidate the results.
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Annex B

EMPIRICAL STUDIES ON TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATION: THE PRESENT SITUATION AND

SOME FUTURE NEEDS

1. THE PRESENT PATTERN OF EFFORT

Two facts will have become apparent to those who have read the
foregoing report. First, the overwhelming majority of empirical
studies on technological innovation have been undertaken in the USA;
Second, there is ample room for further fact finding and analysis- on
the processes of technological Innovattori.

About 50 percent of the papers, studies, reports, books, etc.
cited in this report have been written by U. S. citizens about the USA,
and a further 20 per cent wholly or partly financed with funds from
U. S. sources; Recently, Professor A. Rubenstein made a survey of
the level of effort of t'r-esearch-on-xesearch", which showed the rapid
increase of teaching and research in the field during the 1960's (143).
He found that, in 1968, 53 U. S. universities were engaged in research
projects related to policy aspects of science and technology, as against
20 foreign (i. e. non-U. S. ) universities. He also found that 34 U. S.
industrial firms and 12 U. S. government agencies were engaged in
similar research, as against 9 foreign (i. e. non- U. S. ) firms and
associations;

II.. FURTHER STUDIES AND THEIR RELEVANCE TO POLlCY

In spite of its existing high level of academic' effort, it Ls Inthe
USA that the need for further study of the economic, social and policy
aspects of science and technology has been most clearly recognised.
As has already been mentioned in the report, Roberts has stressed the
need for further empirical research on the management of research
and innovation , in order to destroy the mythologies surrounding it and
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Academy of Sciences has recommended the encouragement of studies
of the history and sociology of science and technology, in order to
further understanding of the principles behind the great variety of
successful patterns of applied research and its application (52). Further-.
more, in making policy recommendations concerning technological
innovation to the U. S. Department of Commerce, a recent report noted
that the U. S. "... spends tens of billions of dollars every year on
innovation ... Yet we know very. little about the processes of techno
logical change and growth. .. Until adequate data and better insights
are developed, we will have to continue to rely on inappropriate infor
mation, educated guessesand, unwittingly at times, On lore. It is
inexcusable that decisions',' both in ,and out of government, as to the
probable impact of proposedpoljcy changes on technologtcal innovation,
have to be made on the basis of such information. II (2).

Finally, the. relevance of further, studies to',science policy makers
has been made very clear by the Chairman of the Committee on Science
and Public Policy of the U. S. National Academy of Sciences:

"Many,of the. current demands for better scientific planning are
probably as naive as the earlydemands for economic planning. We
are like an untrained.personsuddenly set down in the cockpit of a jet
aircraft, with hundreds of dials .and levers in front of us ,and little clue
as to what lever to pull to steer the machine, though knowing if we push
one too strongly the giant aircraft, which tends to fly by itself.on an
even.keel. may goout of control, or respond "in the exact opposrte way
from, which we mtended.. ,As,in the. case of economic planning we have
to develop a much more sophisticated rmderstanding of how the existing
system works before,w~ can contr,?l it. Just as economics, could not
really be applied successfully to policy until it learned to distinguisb
betweenIought ' and, 'is' I somustscience policy rid itself of a certain
t.'efp:rmist:andmissipn,ary spiritbefore it can become a to()l to succesa
fully influence national and international actions. "(144)

III. THE NEED FOR STUDIES IN A WIDER NUMBER
OF COUNTRIES

Countrie';:otherthan the USA can and do benefit frornthe results
of studies on technological innovation undertaken in the USA. But they
would also benefit greatly from indigenous studies which wouldenable
more intimate contacts amongst those.undertaktng studies" practitioners
in industry, ,tile universities and.government, and those, in teaching
and which would also take account of environmental conditions which
maybe very differentfrqm those existingi.n the USA., That empir-Ical.
studies all technologic~~)n)lpva.tionshoulcl:})e undertaken ill ~U: countrtes
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able efforts have been made to collect empirical data related to science
and technology - namely R and D statistics. There can be little doubt
that the existence of thorough and comparable data on Rand D has had
an important - through often indirect - influence an science policy
formulation in the Member countries. Yet this influence would not
have been so great - and would even have been thoroughly misleading 
had it been based solely on the data collected by the U. S. National
Science Foundatton,

IV. THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

Governments can - and do -.cinfluence both directly and indirectly
the level and direction of research and teaching related to problems
of science policy and technological innovation. As we have seen, a
number of U. S. Government agencies support such activities, and the
National Science Foundation publishes periodically an exhaustive list
of Current Projects on the Economic and Social Implications of
Science and Technology. And during the course of preparation of
this report, the Secretariat has run across a number of research
and teaching programmes in" other ,Member countries. This, informa
tion tends to confirm what has been said earlier about the relative
balance between the USA and the rest of the OECD area, but shows
in addition that levels of effort vary widely from country to country
(many new programmes have been established in the UK over the
past four years), and that some of the programmes enjoy government
support. Given the potential returns from abetter understanding
of the interaction between science, teclmology and the economy,
science policy makersdn a wide number, of Member countries should
perhaps review the adequacy of their support for research on
technological innovation -,or even science policy in general.

V. AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY AND ANALYSIS

There follows a list of subjects, grouped under a numberof.broad
problem areas, which - on the basis of the foregoing report - would
appear to merit further data collection and analysis. Methods of
undertaking research on the various subjects might vary from the
development and testing of sophisticated models, through the collection
and analysis of statistical data, to detailed, descriptive ,case studies.
The value of the research would often be increased considerably, if
national projects could be co-ordinated with similar projects undertaken
in other countries, thereby increasing the range of data available for
analysis, as well as increasing the possibilities of variation of the
parameters involved.
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.rne numuers In uraCKe11S .rerer- 10 tne .rerevant paragr-apns In tne
text of the report.

A. Historical Perspective

1. Science, Technological Innovation and Industrial Competition:
histor-ical developments in various industrial sectors (20) j historical
developments in various countries (95, 278).

B. The General Characteristics of Technological Innovation

2. The Diffusion of Technology: the factors affecting rates, levels
and the effective use of new technology (5, 7).

3. Technology Transfer BetweenIndustrtes: mechanisms of transfer
and factors influencing their effectiveness (24, 26-32).

4. The EconomIc and Skill Characteristics of Research Intensive
Industries (25).

5. Sources of Information and InitiatStimuli for R'and D Programmes
and Innovative Ventures . teclmological. oppo!'tunity versus production
or market need (28); information internal and external to the
firm (97, 228, 257)~

6.. R and D Expenditure Patterns by Size of Firm: the reasons why
(35-37, 50-51).

7. Contribution of Large and Small Firms to Technological Innovation:
by country and by industry characteristics (38-59).

8. "I'he Formation of New Science-Based Ptrms: regtonal and national
differences, and the reasons why (60-73, 267).

9. The Mobility of Scientists and Engineers: the role of different types
of mobility in the innovation process; the collection of data on
mobility rates (88, 89).

10. The Time Scales in Technological Innovation: initial discovery,
inv~ntio~, innovation and diffusion - existing patterns andfactors
underlying them.

11. Thresholds for Successful Innovation: levels, trendsand.factors
affecting them (74_82).

C. The Management of Research and Innovation

12. The Cost structure of Technological Innovation: R and D costs by
comparison with other costs (17); size distribution (74-82).
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esses; improvements and changes; offensive, defensive and
absorptive strategies; government, industr.ial and consumer
markets (21, 127c139, 247 c248):

14. The Functions of the R and D Laboratory in the Innovative
Process (97); the Management of R and D Scientists and Engineers
(109 c113).

15. Organisation for Innovation - Definition of the Organisational
Characteristics of Successful Innovative Firms: the administrative
and entrepreneurial functions (102, 104cl09);the interfaces
amongst R and D, production and marketing (t to-111):

16. The Educational, Sociological and Psychological Characteristics
of Successful Innovative Management (63, 251 c252); the Role
of Entrepreneur in Large Organisations (103, 114).

17. The Evaluation of Research and Innovative Ventur-es -Existing
Methods, their Utility and Desirable Future Developments: the
overall R andD budget (115); long term, exploratory research
(116); R and D projects and innovative ventures (120c126); project
control; evaluation of the output of Rand D and innovation (16c18);

success ratesof research projects and innovative ventures (123).

18. Research, Innovation and Company Objectives: existing methods
and their utility (127); the role of technological and market
forecasting (52c54, 117c119); the world environment c implications
for spectaltsation , Rand D .and market strategies (131 c139);

examples of successful strategies.

D. Fundamental Research, the Universities and Technological
Innovation

19. The Contribution of University/Fundamental Research to Tech
nological Innovation (149c156).

20. Patterns of Knowledge Flow from University to Industry: flows
of qnalifiedscientists and engineers (157-158, 161-163);
consultancy (164-166); person-to-person contacts (160) _ the
sociological and educational foundations of these contacts (189
199).

21. Industry's Influence on Patterns of University Research: university
training and research financed by industry (174-176); manpower
requirements (170); technological specialisation and scientific
specialisation (210).
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22. Coupling Fundamental. Research to Technological Innovation:
evaluation and forecasting versus plurastio , person-to...person
contacts (202-208).' "

23. Future Educational Requirements for, Successful Innovation:
qualified scientists and engineers (250); the managers of innovation
(251-252).

24. The Deployment of National R and D Resources in Relation to
TechnologicaUnnovation: industrial Rand D(215-216, 222-226);
Rand Din governmentIaboratortes (220-221, 265-266); factors
affecting the speed and effectiveness of the redeployment of
national R and D resources (217, 219, 276).

25. Patterns of National Scientific and Technological specialisation:
factors affecting patterns; the influence of government; criteria
for choice and action (226-'240).

26. Effects on Technological Innovation of Large Scale Programmes:
at the firm; industry, national and international levels (241~246);

factors entering into dectstons (247-248).

27. Coupling Science and Technology to Social Needs: factors affect
ing successfulcouplingj _areas for government action (2:37,
261c264, 281).

28. The Climate for TechnologtcalInnovation: competition, taxation;
regulations, codes and-standards: government 'procurement
(258-264).

29. Mobility and Person-to-Person Contaots. areas for government
action (265c266).

30. Government Policy Towards the Formation of New', Science
Based Firms (60-73, 267).

31. International Technological Co-operation: past experience and
future direetions (27~c280).

32. Nature and Effects of Barriers to International Market Penetration
of New Techllology (94, 268 c270).
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C.2. BIBLIOGRAPHIES

The amount of literature now avaiiabIe\in the area of R and D,
innovation and associated fields is so extensive that an attempt to
compile a comprehensive blbltography.would !equire resources beyond
the scope of the Secretariat. Consequently, the following list indicates
some of the available bibliographical sources., .

1. L. K. Caldwell: Science, Technology and Public Policy: A
Selective and Annotated Bibliography, 1945-65, Institute for
Public Administration, Indiana University, 1965: an annotated
bibliography of more than 1,000 books in twelve broad subject
categories.

2. Bibliography on Teclmological Forecasting I EconomicColllmission
for Europe, Switzerland, November 1969: 300 references.

3. Program on Technology and Society: Accessions Lists: an annotated
bibliography under various categories issued perfodtcally, Harvard
University.

4. Robert E. Johnston: Technical Progress and Innovation, Oxford
Economic Papers, VoL 18, No.2, U.K., July 1966: a general
bibliography comprising 90 references.

5. E. Mansfield: Technological Change: Measurement Determinants,
and Diffusion, an article in Appendix Vol. II, The Employment
Impact of Technological Change, of a report on Technology and
the American Economy, February 1966: contains about 80 refer
ences.

6. E. Mottur: The Process of Technological Innovation: A Conceptual
Systems Model, National Bureau of Standards Report, U. S. Department
of Commerce, Washington, March 1968: 600 references which pro
vide a comprehensive and detailed general guide to the literature.
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and Technology, National Science Foundation, Washington:
an annotated compilation of a large number of research projects
in the U. S. , issued and revised annually.

8. R. Nelson: Economics of Invention: A Survey of the Literature,
Journal of Business, Vol. 32, University of Chicago, 1959.

9. Analytical Journal of Works on Scientific Policy (in French and
English), prepared for the OECD, Paris, by the Belgian
National Council on Scientific Policy: a series of annotated
bibliographies.

10. Science Policy and Research Management: a series of bibliog
raphies prepared for the OECD, Paris, by the National Council
on Scientific Policy in Brussels.

11.. Technological Forecasting in Perspective, OECD,Paris, 1966:
an annotated bibliography of over. 400 references.

12. General bibliography compiled by the Rand Corporation, USA;
includes sectionson international trade, industry, studies, data
sources. and technology and. market structure ·(undated).

13. G.Ray: .TheRateofTechnological Diffusion, NlESR, ·May1969 ,
Review No. 48: an article of on-going work on technological
diffusion - a selected bibliography is available from NlESR,
London.

14. Index to the Literature on Science of Science, Research Survey
and Planning Organisation,. Council of Scientific and Industrial
Researchj-New Delhi: .one ofa series of bibliographies covering
many aspects of science of science.

15. Science Policy News, abr-monthly bulletin published by the
Science orscience Foundation in collaboration with theOECD:
includes a supplementary bibliography. of national publications,
articles and science policy news - Vol. 1, No.1, U. K. , USA,
July 1969,

16. Sjze of Cprmtriesand Their Research Policy:: An,Exploratory
Analysis,. Lund, Sweden, 10th. February, 1967: apreltminary
bibliography of 47 items including size of countries, comparisons
of countries, size of R and D.

17. M. T. Sovel:Technology Transfer.c A SelecteclBibliography
Denver Research Institute; Denver, USA, 1968: contains' '428
references to literature. inthefteld.
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Reference Paper 1, Centre for Industrial Development, Depart
ment of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations, New York,
1964.

19. R. Havelock: Bibliography on Knowledge utilisation and Dissem
ination, Centre for Research on Utilisation of Scientific Knowledge,
InstItute for Social Research, The University of Michigan , Ann
Arbor: 'about 3,500 titles.
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